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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 

POST-INITIATION REGULATORY MECHANISMS OF 

TRANSCRIPTION IN THE ARCHAEA 

 
 
 

Increasingly sophisticated biochemical and genetic techniques are unraveling the regulatory 

factors and mechanisms that control gene expression in the Archaea. While some similarities in 

regulatory strategies are universal, archaeal-specific regulatory strategies are emerging to 

complement a complex patchwork of shared archaeal-bacterial and archaeal-eukaryotic 

regulatory mechanisms employed in the archaeal domain. Archaeal systems contain simplified, 

basal regulatory transcription components and mechanisms homologous to their eukaryotic 

counterparts, but also deploy tactics common to bacterial systems to regulate promoter usage 

and influence elongation-termination decisions. Many archaeal genomes are organized with 

histone proteins that resemble the core eukaryotic histone fold, which permits DNA wrapping 

through select histone-DNA contacts to generate chromatin-structures that impacts transcription 

regulation and gene expression. Despite such semblance between the eukaryotic and archaeal 

core histone folds, archaeal genomes lack the canonical N and C terminal extensions that are 

abundantly modified to regulate transcription in eukaryotic genomes. With combined and 

continued efforts across the field, tidbits of information regarding factor-mediated transcription 

regulation in the Archaea has become available over the last ~45 years but remains limited. 

This thesis aims to i) delineate how alterations to archaeal histone-based chromatin structures – 

via perturbations to key histone residues – affect the progression of the transcription apparatus, 

ii) characterize FttA-mediated transcription termination, and iii) explore chromatin- and TFS-

mediated regulatory effects on transcription via global RNA polymerase (RNAP) positions.  
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CHAPTER 1: ARCHAEAL TRANSCRIPTION 

 
 
 
Introduction 

Archaea thrive in diverse habitats, are abundant and globally distributed, and are increasingly 

employed in research and biotechnology settings wherein their unique enzymes and 

metabolisms provide specific advantages. While several archaeal clades primarily reside in 

extreme environments, other archaeal clades prosper in more moderate environments, 

including mammalian microbiomes1–3. Archaeal metabolic activities are critical to global carbon, 

nitrogen, methane, phosphorous, sulfur, and ammonia cycles4–10. Many evolutionary 

reconstructions define Archaea as the third domain but increasing evidence suggests archaea 

as the direct progenitors of eukaryotes11. While prokaryotic, archaea are quite distinct from 

bacteria12. The general size of most archaea and most bacteria are similar, and archaeal 

genomes, like those of bacteria, are typically gene-dense and circular13. The genomes of both 

domains include many genes organized into operons, lack introns (with the exception of a few 

self-splicing introns14) and contain short intergenic spaces that typically regulate only adjacent 

genes or a small regulon of gene clusters15. As prokaryotes lack membrane-bound organelles, 

immediate association of ribosomes to nascent RNA transcripts couple transcription to 

translation16. Archaeal transcripts are not capped nor polyadenylated, but some are heavily 

modified to generate a unique epitranscriptome not typical of Bacteria17. Archaeal genomes 

encode many bacterial-like transcription regulators that aid in repressing (steric hindrance) or 

activating (recruitment of RNA polymerase (RNAP) or basal transcription factors (TFs)) specific  

genomic loci18,19.  

 

 

1 Most of this chapter was previously published under the following title with a few updates: 
Wenck, B. R. & Santangelo, T. J. Archaeal transcription. Transcription 11, 199–210 (2020). 
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Long-range interactions mediated by archaeal regulators are known, but silencers, enhancers 

and post-translational modifications of archaeal-encoded regulators are not dominant regulatory 

mechanisms to control archaeal transcription20,21. 

 

Despite these similarities, archaea and bacteria differ significantly, and perhaps most 

dramatically at the level of information processing proteins and regulation of such. Archaea 

universally generate an isoprenoid-derived lipid membrane and employ a plethora of unique and 

complex metabolic strategies to extract energy from diverse substrates using pathways that are 

unique to archaeal species. While bioinformatic comparisons have detailed the component 

simplified but homologous nature of the archaeal transcription apparatus to that of eukaryotes, 

only more recently have the regulatory mechanisms that control gene expression and support 

growth in the often rapidly changing niches wherein archaea thrive been examined at the 

molecular level.  

 
The archaeal transcription cycle can be crudely divided into three main phases: initiation, 

elongation and termination22,23 (Fig. 1.1). Although regulatory TFs that influence initiation and 

direct access of basal TFs to specific genomic loci in archaea tend to be bacterial-like24, 

archaeal genomes encode eukaryotic-like promoter elements and basal TFs to the exclusion of 

Bacteria25–27. Primary among these attributes is the single, multi-subunit archaeal RNAP, 

typically composed of 11-13 subunits that are often one-to-one homologues of eukaryotic RNA 

polymerase II (Pol II) subunits28–30. In addition to the similarities in the structures of archaeal and 

eukaryotic RNAPs, both systems are dependent on similar promoter structures and the activities 

of TATA binding protein (TBP) and Transcription Factor B (TFB; homologous to eukaryotic 

TFIIB) for formation of pre-initiation complexes; archaeal genomes do not encode sigma factors 

for promoter recognition31,32. Both TBP and TFB recognize shared archaeal-eukaryotic promoter 

elements, including a TATA-box and B recognition element (BRE), respectively33.  While TBP, 
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TFB and the archaeal RNAP are necessary and sufficient to facilitate DNA melting and 

formation of an open complex in the absence of ATP hydrolysis26, contacts within the PIC and 

between transcription factors and DNA are often optimized by the inclusion of TFE in pre-

initiation complexes34. All archaea encode the eukaryotic counterpart Transcription Factor E 

(TFE) – homologous to the TFIIE alpha subunit in eukaryotes – that facilitates formation of open 

complex and promotes initiation at suboptimal promoter sequences35.  
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Figure 1.1: The archaeal transcription cycle. a. Binding of archaeal transcription factors to 
operator sequences near archaeal promoters – defined by BRE and TATA sequences – often 
inhibits or activates assembly of the pre-initiation complex (PIC). b. Promoter-directed archaeal 
transcription initiation requires only RNAP, TBP, and TFB, although TFE stimulates PIC 
formation and promoter escape in many instances. Many archaeal genomes encode histone 
proteins that form a super-helical chromatin structure that can interfere with PIC assembly and 
hinders processive transcription. c.  Promoter escape is coupled to the replacement of archaeal 
initiation factors for the archaeal elongation factors TFS and Spt4/5, which assist RNAP in 
traversing the chromatin landscape.  The absence of membrane-bound compartments permits 
the immediate association of the translation apparatus with the nascent RNA. d. Archaeal TECs 
can be disrupted by specific DNA sequences – intrinsic termination – wherein weak rU:dA base 
pairing within the RNA:DNA hybrid lowers TEC stability. e. Paused or arrested archaeal TECs 
can be restored to active complexes or terminated when continued elongation is not possible by 
the ATP-dependent helicase. f. FttA-mediated termination targets TECs uncoupled from the 
translation apparatus by binding and cleaving the nascent transcript.  
 

Despite the requirements for many additional factors to initiate transcription in eukaryotic 

systems, archaeal genomes do not encode additional basal TFs nor require ATP-hydrolysis for 

open complex formation36. 

 

Favorable interactions with the promoter and basal TFs are eventually overcome permitting 

promoter escape37 and before ternary elongation complexes (TECs) transcribe more than ~50 

nts, most TECs exchange contacts with basal initiation factors for contacts with elongation 

factors38. The elongation phase of archaeal transcription consists of a mosaic of bacterial and 

eukaryotic regulatory strategies with some uniquely archaeal factors39,40. Many archaeal 

genomes encode histone proteins that – akin to eukaryotes – bind DNA to generate a chromatin 

landscape. Compacted and protein-bound archaeal genomes can impede transcription initiation 

and elongation41,42, and archaeal elongation factors including Spt4/5 (Spt4/5 are conserved in 

eukaryotes and Spt5 is a homologue of bacterial NusG) and TFS (TFIIS in Eukarya) aid in 

regulating transcription elongation by assisting  RNAP in traversing and maintaining processive 

elongation through the chromatin environment43–45. Despite similarities between some factors 

that regulate archaeal and eukaryotic elongation, archaea do not appear to encode coactivator 

complexes nor chromatin-modification or remodeling complexes46–48. The patchy distribution of 
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known bacterial and eukaryotic transcription regulators in archaeal genomes suggests that most 

transcription can proceed normally without the assistance of factors beyond TFS and Spt4/5, 

but additional studies are necessary to determine if uniquely archaeal factors can impact 

transcription in the Archaeal domain. 

 

Timely and accurate termination of transcription is critical in gene-dense prokaryotic genomes49–

51. Archaeal TECs are normally exceptionally stable but transcribing specific sequences or the 

activity by protein factors can disrupt TECs and terminate transcription. Intrinsic termination has 

been well-described in each domain52–54 and intrinsic termination49,53,55–57 is a prevalent 

mechanism to disrupt transcription complexes in archaeal species (oligo(dT) tracts in the non-

template strand). More recently, factor-dependent archaeal transcription termination 

mechanisms have been described (Eta and FttA)58–60. As was demonstrated for the initiation 

and elongation phases of transcription, factor-dependent and intrinsic termination mechanisms 

in archaea share features of bacterial and eukaryotic systems, taking advantage of regulatory 

mechanisms exploiting coupled transcription and translation and likely promote release of 

transcription complexes that have arrested.  

 
The entire archaeal transcription cycle has now been defined with purified components59 and 

while the collective findings demonstrate that Archaea share regulatory strategies with Bacteria, 

the molecular machinery is homologous to Eukarya and Archaea utilize exclusive regulatory 

proteins and approaches not found in bacterial or eukaryotic systems18,61. Here we summarize 

the most impactful and recent findings in archaeal transcription while providing a background of 

more established parameters for context. The review is not meant as a comprehensive treatise 

of archaeal transcription but rather as a primer to the newest technologies, findings and 

approaches surrounding archaeal transcription. The review is focused on the post-initiation 

regulation of transcription, as such regulation of archaeal transcription has received little 
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attention in the past and concludes by looking forward towards outstanding questions in the field 

of archaeal transcription. 

 

Archaeal RNA polymerase (RNAP)  

Multi-subunit RNAPs in each domain share a 5-subunit core with a conserved and central twin-

barrel structural fold28. In addition to the main core, archaeal RNAPs contain 6-8 additional 

subunits that surround the central catalytic core and form a stalk domain similar to the stalk 

domain of eukaryotic polymerase II (Pol II), which is not present in bacterial RNAP29,32,35,62,63 

(Fig. 1.2). Both Bacteria and Archaea encode only a single RNAP that is responsible for 

transcription of the entire genome, while Eukarya encode several RNAPs with specialized 

activities that generate gene-family specific transcripts30. Despite the homology with Pol II, 

archaeal RNAP does not encode a C-terminal repeat domain nor has phosphorylation of the 

large subunit (or any other subunit) of archaeal RNAP as a transcriptional regulation mechanism 

been demonstrated64,65.  
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Figure 1.2. Structures of archaeal RNAP. a. The 11-subunit crystal structure of the 
euryarchaeal RNAP from Ther mococcus kodakarensis (PDB: 4QIW)66. b. The 13-subunit 
crystal structure of RNAP from the crenarchaeal species Sulfolobus shibatae (PDB: 2WAQ)67. 
 

Archaeal transcription initiation  

In vitro transcription systems employing archaeal-derived components are often quite robust 

and efficient68,69. Promoter recognition demands only two sequence elements, the TATA-box 

and the BRE70. The A-T rich TATA-box is typically located approximately 25 bp upstream of the 

transcription start site (TSS) and TBP facilitates recognition of the TATA-box sequences71. 

TSSs in archaea appear to be distinct and thus differ from the more flexible TSSs found in some 

eukaryotes72,73. TBP interaction with the TATA-box results in a relatively symmetrical 

arrangement that is insufficient to direct the orientation of transcription. Directionality is 

established by a second sequence element – the BRE located upstream of the TATA-box, 

recognized by TFB74. TBP binding to the TATA-box in eukaryotic systems is often sufficient to 

stably bend the DNA, stimulating the recruitment of additional basal TFs. Archaeal TBPs form a 

more dynamic TATA-box associated complex that often is not capable of bending the DNA until 

TFB recruitment to the BRE25,33,75. TBP and TFB binding to the promoter elements forms an 

oriented and stable conformation for engagement with the archaeal RNAP, permitting 

subsequent loading and unwinding of dsDNA26 (Fig. 1.3).  

 
Although TBP and TFB are necessary and sufficient for initiation of near consensus 

promoters70, a third well-conserved archaeal basal TF, transcription factor E (TFE), can facilitate 

open complex formation and promoter escape at suboptimal promoter sequences or in 

suboptimal temperatures34. All archaeal genomes encode a TFE protein that is a homologue of 

the eukaryotic TFIIEa subunit from the heterodimer TFIIEa/TFEIIb complex, known as TFIIE76.  

Many archaea encode only a single subunit of TFE termed TFEa, which is not strictly required 

for open complex formation in vitro, but does appear essential for viability36. A binding partner 
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for TFEa, termed TFEb is encoded in some archaeal clades that functions in concert with TFEa 

during initiation. Although termed TFEb, the archaeal protein has more homology to the Pol III 

subunit hRCP39 than to TFIIEb61,77. In archaeal clades encoding TFEa/b, the complex is 

required for stimulatory effects during initiation, but the impact of TFEa/b addition on 

transcription is still largely dependent on the consensus, or lack thereof of promoter 

sequences77.  

 

 
Figure 1.3. Eukaryotic and archaeal transcription initiation. Transcription initiation in both 
Eukarya (a) and Archaea (b) utilizes homologous basal factors necessary for initiation in both 
Domains (matching color components). Archaeal systems are component-simplified when 
compared to their eukaryotic counterparts.  
 

Some archaea encode more than one TBP and TFB isoform, which provides the possibility of 

multiple combinations of TBP/TFB to facilitate initiation at various promoters78. While the 

potential for unique TFB/TBP combinations to recognize distinct promoters has been theorized, 

in systems examined to date, multiple TFB/TBP pairings facilitate recognition of very similar 
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promoter elements78. Although the TATA-box and BRE sequences largely dictate promoter 

activity, additional elements – the initiator element (INR) located near the transcription start site 

(TSS)79 and the promoter proximal element (PPE) located between the BRE/TATA box and the 

TSS80 – are known to impact transcription initiation. Neither the INR nor the PPE are required 

for initiation but can enhance transcriptional output and altering these elements results in 

reduced promoter strength80,81. 

 

Archaeal-encoded regulatory transcription factors 

Several excellent reviews regarding archaeal regulatory transcription factors (aRTFs) provide 

more in-depth information than presented here18,21,24,82–84. aRTFs typically function similar to 

bacterial TFs, directly binding to a sequence-defined operator near critical promoter elements18. 

aRTFs can impede19 or strengthen85 interactions between basal TFs and promoter elements. 

While archaeal repressor operators function to inhibit access of archaeal RNAP and basal TFs 

to the core promoter – similar to bacteria – activation mechanisms include simple recruitment 

strategies and may mimic eukaryotic-like mechanisms where several activator binding sites both 

proximal and distal to the TSS enhance promoter strength21,86.   

 
Regulatory/operator sequences in archaea are under the control of families of proteins that 

primarily consist of one component systems; post-translational modifications of archaeal 

proteins have been described, however phosphorylation cascades common to eukaryotic and 

bacterial systems are not common24,83,84. The most prevalent aRTFs families are helix-turn-helix 

DNA-binding proteins containing an N-terminal DNA binding domain and a C-terminal ligand 

binding domain, commonly responsible for oligomerization following ligand binding87,88. The 

superhelical chromatin architecture in archaeal species encoding histone proteins can impact 

access to promoter sequences within archaeal genomes, thus interfering with assembly of the 
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initiation complex44. Binding of aRTFs to promoter regions can compete with histone binding to 

activate initiation89–92. 

 
aRTFs are commonly implicated in amino acid metabolism but are also involved in regulating 

central metabolism, and more recently implicated in regulating cell growth and division93–95.  

Effectors – such as substrates or ligands – bind to aRTFs and induce conformational changes 

that allow the basal TFs to access promoter elements82,96. Some aRTFs can bind several 

different effector molecules and contain dual repressor/activator activity depending on the 

location of the operator sequence97. 

 

Archaeal transcription elongation 

Archaeal transcription elongation is processive but discontinuous due to both sequences and 

TFs that hinder, pause or delay TEC movement along DNA98,99. Exchange of TFEa for the 

conserved elongation factor Spt5 (Eukarya and Archaea)/NusG (Bacteria) induces 

conformational changes within the archaeal RNAP complex, encouraging a processive 

TEC45,100. The binding location of Spt5 overlaps with and is in competition with TFEa, and 

exchange of these factors aids archaeal RNAP in escaping the promoter45,101. Spt5/NusG 

contains a globular N-terminal domain and a (or multiple) C-terminal Kyprides–Onzonis–Woese 

(KOW) domain(s)102. Spt5 in archaea and eukaryotes forms a heterodimer with the small protein 

Spt4103. Escape from the promoter-proximal region from early elongation into productive 

elongation is rate-limiting and the elongation factors Spt4/5 and Elf1 (Elf1 is a eukaryotic 

homologue found only in hyperthermophilic Crenarchaea and the Korarchaeon 

Candidatus Korarchaeum cryptofilum104) accumulate at these positions with archaeal RNAP105. 

Global occupancy of Spt4/5 correlates distinctly with archaeal RNAP throughout most of the 

genome, although Spt4/5 is recruited later at a few loci, especially those encoding stable 

RNAs106. This dual mode of Spt4/5 recruitment may yet prove important for shielding TECs on 
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rRNA and CRISPR loci from attack from transcription termination factors that target the 

uncoupling of transcription and translation.  

 
Discontinuity of transcription elongation can be due to recent misincorporations, protein 

roadblocks, sequence directed pausing or arrested (typically backtracked) TECs40,99,107. All 

multi-subunit RNAPs exhibit intrinsic endonuclease activity that can often be stimulated by 

cleavage induction factors108,43. Paused RNAPs are susceptible to backtracking, resulting in an 

extended RNA 3’ end projection through the secondary channel of RNAP, preventing continued 

polymerization of the nascent RNA107. The archaeal cleavage stimulatory factor TFS, 

homologous to eukaryotic TFIIS and an analogue to bacterial GreA/GreB, interacts with RNAP 

through the secondary channel and stimulates nascent transcription cleavage to restore the 3’ 

end of the transcript to the active center (Fig. 1.4)109–111. Archaeal TFS, like TFIIS proteins, 

share similar sequences and structures with Rbp9 (a small Pol II subunit implicated in 

transcriptional proofreading), but only the TFS and TFIIS proteins retain cleavage stimulatory 

activities and reversibly associate with RNAP112. As is true for TFB and TBP, some archaeal 

genomes encode multiple TFS isoforms. Some TFS paralogues function as a potent inhibitor of 

archaeal RNAP preventing transcription initiation and elongation and thus play the role of toxins 

when expressed. As viral infection is correlated with the production of such TFS variants, it is 

hypothesized that specific TFS variants may form one layer of defense against viral invaders113. 

 
Pausing and arrest can be stimulated by downstream DNA protein-barriers41. While many 

proteins transiently associate with DNA, TECs can thus wait for such factors to dissociate 

before resuming transcription; however, protein barriers with longer half-lives must be overcome 

to transcribe genes or entire operons in a timely manner. Many archaeal genomes encode and 

express histone proteins42 at sufficient levels to saturate the genome with tightly associated 

histone structures44. Purified archaeal histone proteins form chromatin superstructures that 

dramatically reduce effective transcription rates114. Unlike their eukaryotic homologues, archaeal 
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histones lack obvious N- and C-terminal tails nor are archaeal histones post-translationally 

modified115. The lack of histone remodeling complexes in archaea demands that transcription 

factors stimulate processive elongation when confronted with histone roadblocks65. Spt4/5 aids 

in processive transcription through the chromatin landscape by reducing TEC pausing while 

TFS modulates the rescue of backtracked TECs (Fig. 1.4). The activities of Spt4/5 and TFS can 

act synergistically to stimulate rapid elongation on histone-bound DNA44. In addition to their role 

in reducing transcription rates, archaeal histones are responsible for directing integration of 

CRISPR spacers to the 5’ end of the CRISPR array116. 

 
Figure 1.4. TFS mediates the rescue of backtracked TECs. Transcription elongation is a 
discontinuous process as sequences and roadblocks (a), can lead to backtracking where the 
catalytic site of RNAP becomes disengaged from the 3’ end of nascent RNA (b). TFS stimulates 
the intrinsic endonuclease activity of RNAP (c) and cleavage of the 3’ end of the nascent RNA 
restores the 3’ OH to the active site and reactivates TECs (d). 
 

Not all archaea encode histone proteins but all archaea contain nucleoid associating proteins 

(NAPs) that organize genomes and directly or indirectly impact transcription regulation41,117.  

Alterations to the three-dimensional structure of chromosomes may consequently affect gene 

expression and archaeal genomes encode many small proteins capable of impacting the 
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genomic landscape41. Many archaeal clades, with the exception of the Crenarchaeota, encode 

structural maintenance of chromosomes (SMC) complexes that form archaeal condensins 

implicated in DNA compaction and organization; however, the molecular functions of such 

remain poorly understood118,119. The physical organization of archaeal chromosomes has only 

been investigated in archaeal species lacking histone proteins but reveals dramatic separation 

of large regions of the chromosome into distinct domains120,121. Genome organization is driven, 

at least in part and within some members of Sulfolobus, by the activities of a coalescing (ClsN) 

protein, a member of the larger SMC family122. Regions of the genome heavily populated by 

ClsN display higher transcription activity, and it is likely that transcription and genome 

organization are reciprocally regulated in many archaea121.  

 

Archaeal transcription termination 

The extremely stable TEC has the ability to remain engaged and transcribe the DNA template 

for extended periods of time123. Archaeal gene-dense genomes have little intergenic space, 

which demands that the otherwise extremely stable TEC be efficiently disrupted before 

transcription can continue into neighboring genes or operons resulting in the synthesis of 

aberrant transcripts16,124. Archaeal TECs are sensitive to both sequence-dependent termination 

mechanisms (i.e. intrinsic termination53,56) and to disruption by protein factors (i.e. factor-

dependent termination58–60). The bacterial RNAP, the archaeal RNAP and eukaryotic RNAP III 

(Pol III) are all responsive to intrinsic termination signals50,52,56. Intrinsic termination signals from 

each domain utilize conserved oligo(dT) tracts, but the mechanisms and accessory sequences 

inducing transcription termination vary in each domain. Archaeal TECs are most effectively 

disrupted by oligo(dT) sequences encoding U-rich 3’ ends, but unlike bacterial intrinsic 

termination sequences, archaeal TECs are easily disrupted in the absence of RNA hairpin 

structures52,125. Genome-wide mapping of steady-state 3’ RNA termini in archaeal species 

supports oligo(dT) tracts as important intrinsic termination features and suggests that many 
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secondary termination sites or RNA processing events can ensure termination events and 

conditional coding strategies55. 

 
Factor-dependent transcription termination has been described for decades in Eukarya and 

Bacteria57, but factors responsible for termination in archaea have only more recently been 

described58–60,105,126,127. Most euryarchaeal species encode a superfamily II helicase with 

transcription termination activity, termed the euryarchaeal termination activity, or Eta. Eta-

mediated transcription termination shares many attributes of transcription termination modulated 

by the bacterial Mfd protein58. Eta, like Mfd, transiently engages TECs and can restore stalled 

TECs to active configurations; when continued elongation is not possible, TECs are 

disrupted128. While translocase, ATPase, and helicase activities are a requirement for Eta-

mediated termination, these activities are not the direct cause of TEC disengagement resulting 

in termination. Substitutions of select residues within the CTD of variants that retain translocase, 

ATPase and helicase activity not only abolish or significantly decrease termination efficiency but 

also reduces Eta-mediated rescue of backtracked TECs. Complete deletion of the C-terminal 

domain (CTD) completely abolishes Eta-mediated termination and together with structural 

modeling, suggests termination requires interactions between the TEC and the Eta CTD, like 

that of the Mfd-TEC complex126.  DNA lesions on the template strand that pass through the 

active center of the archaeal RNAP halt TEC progression at or adjacent to the damage site129 

supporting the need for factors to disrupt TECs and expose the damaged DNA for repair. While 

Mfd has been well-characterized and has been shown to recruit nucleotide excision repair 

(NER) machinery as part of the transcription coupled repair (TCR) pathway130, detailed TCR 

mechanisms in archaea remain evasive to date. Eta also likely functions in RNA processing and 

degradation pathways in the euryarchaeota131. 

 
Although Eta can disrupt TECs, Eta-mediated termination is not competitive with normal 

elongation rates and thus Eta-mediated termination is unlikely to be responsible for polarity or 
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termination at the ends of genes and operons that do not encode intrinsic terminators. Operons 

are common in both of the prokaryotic domains (Bacteria and Archaea) and close association of 

the transcription and translation machineries prevents premature termination of operon 

transcription124; however, in select bacterial species Rho-mediated termination is isolated to G-C 

rich regions of the genomes and independent of translation machinery132. The coupling of 

transcription and translation in archaea, similar to certain species of bacteria, provides a trailing 

ribosome to TECs during transcription of an open reading frame that can be exploited as a 

regulatory signal to influence transcription termination16,133,134 (Fig 1.5a). When the trailing and 

protective ribosome dissociates from the nascent transcripts, still elongating TECs are the 

substrate of a universally-archaeal conserved termination factor, termed FttA (Factor that 

Terminates Transcription in Archaea)135,136 (Fig. 1.5b). FttA is a member of the b-CASP 

ribonuclease family137 – one of many archaeal RNA-processing protein families responsible for 

the maturation and degradation of RNA transcripts17. FttA, otherwise known as aCPSF1135, is an 

orthologue of the eukaryotic CPSF73 subunit of the cleavage and polyadenylation factor 

complex associated with eukaryotic Pol I and II transcription termination (Fig. 1.5c).  

 
FttA-mediated termination is competitive with normal transcription rates and is likely the 

mechanism of termination for genes/operons lacking intrinsic termination sequences and as a 

backup mechanism due to imperfect activity of intrinsic termination sequences55,60,127. FttA-

mediated termination is responsible for the robust endonucleolytic cleavage of nascent RNA 

and the rapid 5’-3’ exonuclease activity135 that completely digests the TEC-associated RNA 3’ 

terminus, which ultimately disrupts TECs60. FttA-mediated termination is reliant on interactions 

between FttA, RNAP and the nascent RNA, and the rate of FttA-mediated termination is 

increased by Spt4/559, much like bacterial rho activity can be stimulated by NusG138. Depletion 

of FttA results in transcription read-through and an altered transcriptome, implicating FttA as a 

global transcription termination factor59,60. FttA (aCPSF1) was determined to form a dimer in 
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solution, mediated by the CTD135,139,140, where deletion of the CTD as well as removal of the KH 

domains (N-terminus) prevents FttA-mediated termination activity127. While the KH domains of 

FttA were determined to bind specifically to U-rich tracts (intrinsic terminator sequences), the 

claim that this binding is vital for aCPSF1 termination activity in vivo127 is invalidated by FttA-

mediated transcription termination seen in vitro (transcripts were not U-rich)59 and in vivo 

termination activity at loci that do not encode U-rich tracts. Interestingly, recruitment of aCPSF1 

to promoter-proximal regions (in early elongation with no oligo(dT) tracts) is correlated with 

decreased TEC escape into productive elongation and low RNA levels105. Like many aspects of 

archaeal transcription systems, FttA-mediated termination combines features of bacterial 

systems (recognition of uncoupling of transcription and translation) with proteins that have 

eukaryotic homology (CPSF73) but that often act alone or in much less complex assemblies 

than their eukaryotic counterparts59. As both bacterial rho and eukaryotic CPSF73 are critical 

contributors to RNA processing, it is highly likely that FttA plays a similar role in archaeal cells.  

 
Figure 1.5. Factor-mediated transcription termination in the three Domains. The extremely 
stable TEC can be disrupted via factor-mediated termination. The uncoupling of transcription to 
translation in both bacteria (a) and archaea (b) provides an exposed nascent transcript for 
factor-mediated transcription termination. a. Rho-mediated termination is enhanced via 
interactions with NusG141. b. When kinetically coupled to Spt5 and the stalk domain of RNAP, 
FttA-mediated termination is competitive with elongation. FttA is an orthologue of the eukaryotic 
subunit CPSF73 (c) and contains similar endonucleolytic cleavage activity of nascent RNA. c. 
Although not directly responsible for transcription termination, cleavage activity of nascent 
mRNA in Pol II elongating complexes by CPSF73 is the ultimate signal for termination to occur 
via Xrn2-mediated activity142,143. 
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Concluding remarks 

Archaeal transcription regulation combines aspects from both Bacteria and Eukarya and new 

findings illuminate uniquely archaeal regulatory strategies that aid to the complexity of gene 

regulatory systems in extant life. The component simplicity of archaeal systems beguiles the 

complex and interconnected strategies that control each stage of the transcription cycle. Novel 

mechanisms regarding archaeal transcription are identified at an increasing rate in conjunction 

with new technological advances. Next generation sequencing (NGS) techniques have 

highlighted the complexity of the transcriptome and the delicate interplay of differential gene 

expression output and the consequence of altering normal protein functions. Although many 

discoveries of the transcriptome using NGS techniques have enlightened the archaeal 

community regarding transcription regulatory mechanisms, many aspects of archaeal 

transcription regulation await further study15,55,144.  

 
In particular, the global influence of chromosome architecture and the impacts of chromatin 

organization undoubtedly hold promise for understanding the origins of the many chromatin-

remodeling and histone-modification machineries ubiquitous to eukaryotes, but seemingly 

absent in archaeal species. In archaeal genomes with no apparent histone genes, NAPs likely 

regulate DNA compaction and gene expression. Archaeal genomes encode an abundance of 

small proteins capable of impacting the chromatin landscape that have the potential to impact 

gene regulatory networks41. Further evidence regarding alterations to the archaeal chromatin 

structure may highlight the role of DNA-bound proteins surrounding gene regulatory 

mechanisms and provide an extensive view into the importance of archaeal DNA compaction 

and transcription regulation. As ClsN (SMC superfamily member) proteins play a significant role 

in genomic organization and higher rates of transcription activity in archaeal species lacking 

histone proteins, the archaeal SMC superfamily member, condensin or SMC-like proteins, may 
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support a larger role in chromatin rearrangement, allowing for transcription regulation in 

archaeal clades encoding histone proteins121.  

 
The archaeal transcription cycle has recently been completed with the identification of FttA as a 

global transcription termination factor, but the discovery and attractive combination of bacterial 

and eukaryotic characteristics highlights what little is known regarding protein-protein 

interactions; key factors that influence termination and RNA processing mechanisms. All 

evidence to date on archaeal TTSs has looked specifically at 3’ termini with an emphasis on 

oligo(dT) tracts as canonical sites of termination55,60. While stretches of oligo(dT) can destabilize 

purified TEC components resulting in termination without the assistance of accessory proteins, 

not all coding sequences in archaeal genomes encode oligo(dT) tracts53. Transcriptional 

regulation occurs throughout the transcription cycle and determining true 3’ termini given 

specific conditions should include observing the entirety of RNA transcripts to detail individual 

gene and operon complexity.  

 
The connections between replication and transcription in archaeal clades have yet to be 

explored, nor have transcription and DNA repair been definitively linked in archaeal species. 

Finally, no anti-termination complexes nor mechanisms to ensure transcription of stable RNAs 

been defined in archaeal systems. Establishing the details of archaeal transcription regulation 

from the organismal to molecular level will surely continue to shed light on shared and unique 

strategies to control gene expression and modulate the activities of multi-subunit RNAPs. 
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Thesis rationale 

Archaea are single-celled prokaryotes that are distantly related to Bacteria with a similar general 

cell structure and S-layer (surface layer) proteins present on the outside of cells walls. Archaeal 

genomes share a gene-dense, circular structure with Bacteria, encompassing operons and 

short intergenic regions. While archaeal genomes encode bacterial-like transcription regulators 

that aid in repressing or activating specific genomic loci, archaeal genomes encode simplified 

eukaryotic-like promoter elements, basal transcription factors (TFs), and select elongation 

factors. In addition, many archaeal species encode histone proteins that share a near-identical 

fold to the core eukaryotic histone proteins that permits DNA wrapping through select histone-

DNA contacts to generate chromatin-structures, which must be sequentially traversed by RNA 

polymerase to generate transcripts. These aspects of archaeal genomes, archaeal transcription 

systems, and histone-DNA interactions are obvious homologues of eukaryotic systems, to the 

exclusion of Bacteria.  

 

However, outstanding questions remain regarding regulatory mechanisms of archaeal 

transcription. Although the physicochemical properties that act on archaeal histone-based 

chromatin influence the structure and dynamics of histone-based chromatin, our knowledge of 

how changes to the chromatin landscape influences gene expression is incomplete. 

Additionally, factor-dependent transcription termination has been described for decades in 

Eukarya and Bacteria, but factors responsible for termination in Archaea have only more 

recently been described. 

 

The work done in this thesis determined that specific residues within the archaeal histone-DNA 

complex are essential in maintaining native transcription elongation rates. Altering the histone-

based chromatin structure via a single amino acid substitution greatly impacts the progression 

of RNA polymerase thereby transforming the transcription elongation rate. These results detail 
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the importance of distinct chromatin structures for archaeal gene expression and provide a 

unique perspective on the evolution of, and regulatory strategies imposed by, eukaryotic 

chromatin. Efforts to explore these effects in vivo are extensive, ongoing, and will illuminate the 

influence of the core histone fold on chromatin architecture, transcription regulation, and gene 

expression. Furthermore, the identification and characterization of the Factor that terminates 

transcription in Archaea (FttA) completes the archaeal transcription cycle and links transcription 

regulation between the three Domains. FttA-mediated transcription termination shares many 

attributes with rho-mediated transcription termination (Bacteria), but FttA retains a structure with 

obvious homology to the eukaryotic CPSF73 protein. FttA-mediated termination resolves the 

dichotomy of a prokaryotic gene structure (operons and polarity) and eukaryotic molecular 

homology (general transcription apparatus) observed in Archaea. 
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CHAPTER 2: ARCHAEAL HISTONE-BASED CHROMATIN STRUCTURES REGULATE 
TRANSCRIPTION ELONGATION RATES 

 
 
 

Summary 

Many archaea encode and express histone proteins at high abundance which wrap, organize, 

and compact their genomes. Archaeal and canonical eukaryotic histone proteins share a near-

identical fold that permits DNA wrapping through select histone-DNA contacts to generate 

chromatin-structures that must be sequentially traversed by RNA polymerase to generate 

transcripts. As archaeal histones can spontaneously assemble with just a single histone 

isoform, single-histone archaeal chromatin variants provide an idealized platform to detail the 

impacts of distinct histone-DNA contacts and chromatin structures on transcription efficiencies 

and to detail the role of conserved elongation factors in assisting transcription through chromatin 

landscapes. We demonstrate that substitution of archaeal histone residues that alter three-

dimensional chromatin structures or modify histone-DNA contacts result in chromatin structures 

that radically alter transcription elongation rates and pausing patterns. Chromatin-barriers slow 

and pause RNA polymerase elongation, providing regulatory potential, but do not induce 

substantial backtracking that can be rescued by cleavage of the nascent transcript. The modest 

impacts of the cleavage stimulatory factor TFS on elongation rates through chromatin 

landscapes in vitro is correlated with our demonstration of TFS-dispensability, without an 

obvious phenotype, from the model archaeon Thermococcus kodakarensis. Our results detail 

the importance of distinct chromatin structures for archaeal gene expression and provide a 

unique perspective on the evolution of, and regulatory strategies imposed by, eukaryotic 

chromatin. 
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Introduction 

Most Archaea and all Eukarya encode histone proteins that bind DNA to form dynamic 

chromatin landscapes that compact and organize the genome, thereby impacting transcription 

and gene expression1–7. A few bacterial clades also encode histone-fold containing proteins8 

that interact with DNA very differently from the histone-DNA interactions preserved in 

archaeal and eukaryotic systems. When sufficiently abundant, archaeal histones 

spontaneously oligomerize to generate extended archaeal histone-bound chromatin 

structures that organizes the genome and regulates the progression of the transcription 

apparatus6,9. Archaeal RNA polymerase (RNAP) and eukaryotic RNA polymerase II (Pol II) 

are structurally and functionally homologous and both must overcome nearly identical 

histone-bound DNA barriers10–12. Chromatin architecture can provide regulatory potential 

during transcription elongation, alter positions of transcription pausing, and is known to impact 

elongation-termination decisions13,14. Much of what is understood about how histone-based 

chromatin modulates the transcription apparatus comes from studies targeting eukaryotic 

histone post-translational modifications (PTMs), epigenetic markers, and chromatin 

remodeling complexes, all of which influence gene expression15–17.  

 
Archaea are the likely progenitors of Eukarya18–23 and the core histone-fold and DNA binding 

activities of archaeal histones are shared with their eukaryotic counterparts4,5,24–28. Archaeal 

histones retain the canonical histone fold of three alpha helices joined by two loops (α1-L1-

α2-L2-α3). Archaeal histones can form both homo- and hetero-dimers that protect ~30 bp of 

DNA and assemble into an extended, continuous super-helical structure. The geometry of the 

DNA bound within an archaeal chromatin superhelix nearly exactly matches that of the 

eukaryotic nucleosomal DNA arrangement4,24,29–31 and the overall archaeal histone-based 

extended chromatin structure closely matches chromatin structures found on eukaryotic 

telomeres32. Both archaeal and eukaryotic histone-DNA interactions align to the same 
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nucleosome positioning code and the specific protein-DNA contacts that stabilize chromatin 

are conserved29,33–35. Archaeal genomes, however, appear devoid of chromatin remodeling 

complexes. Additionally, archaeal histones typically lack N- and C-terminal extensions 

common to their eukaryotic counterparts, and PTMs of archaeal histones have not been 

demonstrated to be either abundant or biologically relevant36–38.   

 
Although a single archaeal histone isoform is sufficient to spontaneously form extended 

chromatin structures in vitro, Archaea that encode histone proteins often encode and can 

differentially express multiple histone isoforms19,39. It is possible that chromatin assembled from 

different archaeal histone isoforms adopts unique structures that differentially impact 

transcription and genome organization. The model archaeal species Thermococcus 

kodakarensis encodes two histone proteins – HTkA and HTkB – that are individually non-

essential; deletion of both HTkA and HTkB is synthetically lethal, indicating histone-based 

chromatin is essential for informational processing from, and replication of, DNA38. Strains 

lacking HTkA or HTkB can be modified at the sole remaining histone-encoding locus to 

generate strains with single-histone variant chromatin structures. Substitution of even a single 

histone residue can radically increase or decrease DNA affinity, disrupt the three-dimensional 

(3D) structure of archaeal chromatin, or disrupt dimer interactions with dramatic impacts to gene 

expression, growth rates, and overall fitness4,40,41. Outstanding questions remain regarding how 

the archaeal histone-based chromatin landscape impacts gene expression, what roles 

conserved transcription factors play in assisting the archaeal RNAP when transcribing histone-

based chromatin, and how chromatin organization patterns impact the rate of RNA synthesis 

and pausing for archaeal RNAP. 

 
Archaeal transcription systems are component simplified but homologous to their eukaryotic 

counterparts42–46. Recapitulation of the archaeal transcription system in vitro using histone-

bound templates provides an ideal and complementary platform to delineate the regulation, 
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pausing, and elongation rates of archaeal transcription through varied chromatin landscapes. 

To detail the role specific individual residues within the archaeal histone-DNA complex have 

on the progression of the transcription apparatus, we describe in vitro RNAP processivity in 

histone-free, histone-bound, and variant histone-bound environments. Individual histone 

variants, once assembled into archaeal histone-based chromatin, can elicit dramatic changes 

in the rate of RNA synthesis and pausing patterns during elongation that resolve the roles of 

select histone-histone and histone-DNA interactions on transcription elongation.  

 
Addition of the well-conserved elongation factor TFS mildly assists elongation rates and 

increases full-length RNA production, but TFS activity has very little effect on RNAP processivity 

in specific chromatin landscapes designed to disrupt the 3D structure of, or stabilize histone-

DNA interactions within, archaeal histone-based chromatin. The minimal impacts of TFS in vitro 

adumbrated that TFS-activities may not be essential in vivo; the successful yet non-phenotypic 

deletion of TFS (TK0533) from T. kodakarensis suggests that backtracking and rescue of 

archaeal TECs via TFS-stimulated, RNAP active center mediated endonucleolytic cleavage of 

nascent transcripts is not a critical component of archaeal transcription regulatory mechanisms. 

 
Our results reveal how changes to specific histone residues alter chromatin structures that 

regulate transcription elongation rates and pausing patterns. Based on our results, differential 

expression and assembly of archaeal histone isoforms could be employed as a regulatory 

mechanism to control gene expression and genome accessibility. Finally, the minimal impact 

resultant from deletion of TFS, one of only a few well-conserved archaeal factors known to 

influence post-initiation regulation of the archaeal RNAP, implies that transcription backtracking 

does not impart significant regulation in vivo. The congruence of archaeal and eukaryotic 

chromatin structures permits extrapolation of our results beyond archaeal systems to detail how 

the evolution of eukaryotic histone isoforms changed the chromatin landscape and likely led to 

the requirement for chromatin remodeling and histone modifications in Eukarya.  
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Results 

Select histone-DNA contacts dramatically alter transcription rates and pausing patterns. 

Translocation and RNA synthesis by archaeal RNAP is slowed by histone-bound DNA but 

ternary elongation complex (TEC: RNAP, a DNA template, and nascent RNA) stability is not 

disrupted by chromatin landscapes9,47. The ease of spontaneous assembly of chromatin 

landscapes with single archaeal histone-isoforms permits evaluation of how variant chromatin 

landscapes regulate transcription elongation rates and pausing patterns.  

 
To examine the impacts of select histone variants and their associated chromatin landscapes on 

the archaeal transcription apparatus in vitro, we recombinantly expressed and purified the well-

studied T. kodakarensis histone A protein (HTkAWT)4,7,19,41,48 and select HTkAvariants (Fig. A.1a). 

Histones with substitutions at residues known to significantly increase (HTkAE19K, HTkAG52K, and 

HTkAE19K/G52K) or decrease (HTkAR20S and HTkAT55L) affinity to DNA40,49, with a substitution 

known to interfere with the 3D structure of the archaeal superhelix (HTkAG17D)4,41, and with 

substitutions known to disrupt dimer interactions (HTkAE3A, HTkAR11A, and HTkAE34A)4,31 were 

prepared to evaluate and compare the impact of specific histone variants on transcription 

elongation kinetics and pausing. HTkA normally functions at 85-95˚C and preparations of 

recombinant HTkA often retained dimeric-interactions even after extensive heating and SDS-

PAGE (Fig. A.1a). Western blotting with anti-HTkA antibodies confirm that the higher order 

complexes resolved in SDS-PAGE are oligomerized HTkA complexes (Fig. A.1b).  

 
To determine how histone-variant chromatin landscapes impact TEC activities and pausing 

patterns, we exploited purified HTkAWT and HTkAvariants, basal regulatory archaeal transcription 

components, archaeal RNAP, and our capacity to monitor the elongation patterns of TECs in 

vitro (Fig. 2.1). To ensure addition of archaeal histones and resultant chromatin structures did 

not impede transcription initiation, stalled TECs were first formed on histone-free DNA via 

initiation at a C-less cassette with only ATP, UTP, and GTP. Elongation limited by the absence 
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of CTP generated TECs with +58 nucleotide nascent transcripts (TECs+58) that were captured 

and washed to remove excess rNTPs, including radiolabeled UTP, thereby ensuring that the 

specific activity of all transcripts >+58 nts were identical. Templates containing TECs+58 were 

then saturated with HTkAWT or HTkAvariant proteins to form a chromatin landscape that TECs 

must traverse to extend nascent transcripts upon elongation restart6,9 (Fig. 2.1). DNA templates 

included a tandem, 60 base pair (bp) SELEX-derived histone positioning sequence (HPS)49,50, 

optimized to bind histones downstream the stalled TECs+58 (Fig. A.2).  
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Figure 2.1. Variant archaeal histone-based chromatin landscapes dramatically alter the 
rate of RNA synthesis and pausing patterns of transcription elongation complexes. 
a. RNA synthesis to +231 was monitored following elongation restart of TECs+58 on linear 
templates that were bound by archaeal histones after TEC+58 formation. The template contained 
the hmtB promoter, a +58 nt C-less cassette, and tandem 60-bp histone-positioning sequence 
elements (HPS). b. Continued RNA synthesis from TECs+58 (lane 1) was monitored by revealing 
changes in nascent transcript length in reaction aliquots removed after 15-, 30-, 60-, 120-, and 
240-seconds following transcription restart upon rNTP addition. Elongation was permitted along 
DNA lacking any bound proteins (HTkA-free), or histone-bound templates formed with HTkAWT 
or HTkAvariants, n = 4. Radiolabeled ssDNA makers provide size standards.  
 

Upon rNTP addition, elongation rapidly restarts but quickly becomes asynchronous (Fig 2.1b). 

Monitoring the changes in nascent RNA length over time permits evaluation of the ensemble 

average activities of archaeal TECs as they navigate both histone-free and histone-bound DNA 

(Figs. 2.2 & 2.3 and Figs. A.3 & A.4). By binning the percentage of transcripts according to 

length (seven-bins; Fig. 2.2) and monitoring changes to transcript distribution over time, the 

totality of TEC elongation kinetics could be visualized (Fig. 2.2 and Fig. A.3). Elongation on 

histone-free templates (Fig. 2.1b, lanes 2-7) reveals several short-lived sequence-specific 

pause positions during elongation from +58 to +231. Full-length transcripts are evident after 

even just 15 seconds and continue to accumulate as more TECs reach the end of the linear 

template. No individual template position results in a majority of the TECs pausing for any 

significant timeframe, and the accumulation of full-length transcripts plateaus within two minutes 

following elongation restart (Figs. 2.2a and A.3a). 

 
To determine the average RNAP elongation rate on histone-free, histone-bound, and variant 

histone-bound chromatin landscapes in nucleotides/second (nt/s) we calculated the sum of the 

average density of RNAs in each bin over time. The mean (nt/s) across all timepoints defines 

how quickly RNAP can traverse the template in each chromatin landscape relative to HTkA-free 

conditions (Fig. 2.3a). The comparison of the average TEC progression between histone-free 

and histone-bound templates provides important insights into the impacts of distinct archaeal 

histone-based chromatin structures on elongation rates and pausing patterns (Fig. 2.3). 
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Figure 2.2. RNA synthesis is slowed by different archaeal histone-based chromatin 
landscapes. a. Stacked bar plots quantify the changing percentage of differing transcript 
lengths (y-axis), divided into seven distinct bins as detailed in the key (left) over time (x-axis), 
during elongation on non-, WT-, and variant- chromatinized templates. b. The addition of TFS in 
vitro modestly impacts the percentage of RNA products within each bin.   
 

Addition of HTkAWT permits formation of chromatin structures on the DNA template downstream 

of the stalled TECs+58. Upon rNTP restart, a native HTkA-based chromatin landscape results in 

only modest changes to the pausing patterns and progression of TECs (Fig. 2.1b, lanes 7-11 

and Figs. 2.2 & 2.3). Pause positions noted on histone-free DNA are mildly accentuated, and a 

few additional, albeit short-lived, new pause positions emerge that collectively reduce the 

ensemble rate of transcription elongation by ~20% (Fig. 2.3 & Fig. A.4). Formation of chromatin 

structures downstream of TECs+58 has minimal impacts on the percentage of TECs that restart 

elongation upon rNTP addition. Therefore, isolated archaeal RNAP, without the aid of 

transcription factors or remodeling complexes, is proficient at elongation on histone-bound DNA 

in vitro. The minor impacts to elongation rates due to downstream histone barriers likely helps 

explain the absence of any known chromatin remodeling complexes within archaeal genomes, 

as archaeal histone-based chromatin (in WT form) does not dramatically impact TEC 

translocation and RNA synthesis. 

 
While histone-based chromatin formed with HTkAWT has modest impacts on elongation kinetics 

and pausing, changing select residues that impact histone-histone or histone-DNA interactions, 

or that alter the 3D structure of archaeal histone-based chromatin can elicit significant changes 

to elongation rates and pausing positions (Figs. 2.1b, 2.2, & 2.3 and Fig. A.4). For example, T55 

is positioned appropriately to make a salt bridge with R20 from an adjacent monomer (Fig. 

2.4a).  Introduction of histone variants R20S (Fig. 2.1b, lanes 32-36) and T55L (Fig. 2.1b, lanes 

37-41) decrease DNA affinity and result in minimal elongation conflicts; elongation rates on 

chromatin formed with HTkAR20S or HTkAT55L are decreased just ~5-10% from histone-free 

conditions and thus have less impact on RNAP progression than observed with HTkAWT-derived  
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Figure 2.3. Substitution of key archaeal histone residues have pronounced effects on 
RNAP elongation rates. Relative RNAP elongation rates in the absence (a) and presence (b) 
of TFS are plotted with respect to the rate of synthesis (nt/s) on templates lacking histone 
proteins. Closed circles and open circles, respectively, detail the average elongation rates in the 
absence and presence of TFS addition. Error bars represent the SE from -TFS, n = 4 and +TFS, 
n = 3 experiments. 
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chromatin. In stark contrast, introduction of histone variants E19K (Fig. 2.1b, lanes 17-21), 

G52K (Fig. 2.1b, lanes 22-26), or a variant with both E19K/G52K (Fig. 2.1b, lanes 27-31) that 

significantly increase DNA affinity result in formation of a chromatin landscape that slows (each 

single mutant) and nearly impedes (double mutant) transcription elongation upon rNTP restart.  

 
The increased interactions between the phosphate backbone of DNA and the positively charged 

lysine residue(s) impair TEC movement significantly, reducing elongation rates by ~25% 

(HTkAG52K), ~65% (HTkAE19K), and ~75% (HTkAE19K/G52K) (Fig. 3A), nearly eliminating full-length 

transcript production over the initial time course in the HTkAE19K/G52K-based environment (Figs. 

2.2a and Fig. A.4e). Extending the time course of transcription elongation on histone-free 

templates or through a HTkAWT-based chromatin landscape (Fig. A.5a, lanes 2-8 and lanes 9-

15, respectively) demonstrates that essentially all TECs+58 eventually restart elongation upon 

rNTP addition and that no prominent pause positions dominate elongation rates (Fig. A.5). 

While HTkAE19K/G52K-based chromatin landscapes do result in a near complete capture of TECs 

in an extended pause at ~+70 nts, essentially all TECs are eventually capable of independently 

clearing this pause and elongating towards the end of the template (Figs. A.5a, lanes 16-22; 

A.5b; and A.5c).  

 
For HTkAE19K and HTkAE19K/G52K-based chromatin, TECs encounter a long-lived pause at ~+70 

nts, corresponding to the position at which the leading edge of the TEC is likely to collide with a 

well-positioned and tightly bound histone-dimer at the HPS. As the footprint of archaeal RNAP is 

~20 bp51, forward translocation following elongation restart from +58 on our DNA template puts 

the 3’ end of the nascent RNA in the active site of RNAP at ~70 nts if the TEC is subject to 

pause near the beginning of the HPS (Fig. A.2). Release from the ~+70 nts pause is rate limiting 

for full-length transcript production (Fig. A.6). Given that histone dimers bind and protect just 30 

bp, a nearly identical barrier should be encountered again as TECs reach ~100, 130, 160, and 

190 nts, but only the first barrier represents a significant pause position. The first histone-based 
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chromatin barrier to continued elongation is thus the prominent position of regulation for 

continued transcription. It is possible that disrupting the chromatin barrier from the most TEC 

proximal histone-dimer results in changes to the extended chromatin structure that clear the 

template of major barriers to continued elongation. 

 
The prominent pause at ~+70 nts on templates containing HTkAE19K/G52K-based chromatin 

implies that TECs must wait for downstream histone-dimers to spontaneously release from the 

template to permit continued elongation. Stable HTkAE19K/G52K-histone-DNA complexes are 

confirmed by monitoring elongation for extended times (Fig. A.7). After 2 minutes of elongation, 

most TECs are still paused at ~+70 nts on HTkAE19K/G52K-histone bound templates (Fig. A.7a, 

lanes 2-5). Dilution of the reactions to reduce total histone concentrations (Fig. A.7a, lanes 6-8), 

or addition of HTkAWT to promote exchange of DNA-bound histones (Fig. A.7a, lanes 9-11) was 

not successful in altering elongation rates in comparison to maintaining the identical landscape 

through addition of HTkAE19K/G52K (Fig. A.7a, lanes 12-14). 

 
As observed for histone-variants that increase DNA affinity, introduction of a histone variant that 

disrupts the 3D structure of chromatin (HTkAG17D; Fig. 2.1b, lanes 12-16) results in impaired 

TEC progression, substantial pausing, and reduced RNA synthesis rates. Given that G17 does 

not directly contact DNA, it is perhaps surprising that the elongation kinetics do not match 

HTkAWT; HTkAG17D-based chromatin reduces elongation rates by ~55% (Figs. 2.2 & 2.3). A 

prominent pause site at ~+70 nts demonstrates that TECs still encounter the most TEC-

proximal dimer as a major barrier of HTkAG17D -based chromatin that is rate limiting for 

production of full-length transcripts (Fig. A.6). It will thus be critical to evaluate systems wherein 

histone-isoforms that may impair continued polymer formation are introduced into heterologous 

archaeal histone-based chromatin structures. Although neither HTkA nor HTkB is predicted to 

impair polymerization, some histone-isoforms in less genetically tractable systems lacking in 
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vitro transcription systems may provide a mechanism to cap the growth of extended histone 

polymers52. 

 
Figure 2.4. Histone variants with decreased DNA affinity and altered dimer interactions 
form chromatin structures that minimally impact transcription elongation. a. T55 and R20 
from an adjacent monomer form an intermolecular salt bridge. Disrupting this salt bridge 
decreases histone-DNA affinity, permitting increased RNA synthesis rates. b. Histone dimer 
interactions are facilitated by E34 interactions with R11 and E3. c. Waterfall plots demonstrate 
that chromatin resultant from HTkAE34A modestly (~25%) decreases elongation rates compared 
to HTkAWT.  
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Archaeal histone dimers can themselves dimerize to form tetramers, and polymerization of 

histone dimers can continue, in theory, indefinitely to form very long extended chromatin 

structures. The dimer-dimer interface is, in part, coordinated by E3, R11, and E34 (Fig. 2.4b). 

E34 is situated within the histone-DNA complex to position R11 favorably with E3, allowing a 

salt bridge to stabilize histone-dimeraztion1,4,5,53 (Fig 2.4b). Chromatin generated from HTkAE3A 

(Fig. 2.1b, lanes 42-46) only mildly reduces transcription elongation rates when compared to 

histone-free conditions and permits faster elongation than seen with HTkAWT-chromatin (Figs. 

2.2 & 2.3). While HTkAE3A-based chromatin does not result in any new pausing patterns 

compared to HTkAWT, chromatin landscapes formed by HTkAR11A- or HTkAE34A-histone variants 

do mildly and significantly hinder RNA synthesis, respectively, with pausing patterns at similar 

positions as those observed with HTkAWT, but each with increased duration (Figs. 2.1b & 2.4c). 

The pausing is more significant for HTkAE34A-based chromatin landscapes that reduce 

elongation rates to just half that of histone-free conditions (Figs. 2.2 & 2.3). Although HTkAR11A- 

and HTkAE34A-based chromatin structures increase pausing and decrease elongation rates, 

neither displays the prominent ~+70 nt pause (Fig. A.6) that controls overall synthesis rates for 

HTkAE19K-, HTkAE19K/G52K-, and HTkAG17D-based chromatin landscapes. 

 
Transcription Factor S (TFS) increases productive elongation through chromatin.  

Nearly all Archaea, including those species that do not encode histone proteins, encode Spt4, 

Spt5, and Transcription Factor S (TFS)12. Spt4/5 and TFS are known transcription factors that 

directly bind the archaeal RNAP and can accelerate transcription through chromatin 

landscapes6 . Near-universal retention of each factor in archaeal genomes implies their 

importance to transcription regulation and fidelity in vivo. TFS is known to stimulate the intrinsic 

endonucleolytic cleavage activities of archaeal RNAP, providing a mechanism to escape pauses 

that result in retrograde movement (i.e., backtracking) of archaeal TECs that encounter barriers 

to continued forward translocation6,54,55. Collisions between the archaeal TEC and chromatin-
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barriers are expected to result in some backtracking; however, TFS addition to in vitro 

transcription reactions has little effect on the average RNAP elongation rate from TECs+58 that 

resume elongation upon rNTP addition (Figs. 2.2 & 2.3; Figs. A.6, A.7 & A.8; Table 2.1). While 

the addition of TFS has negligible impacts on the average TEC elongation rate through HTkAWT-

chromatin landscapes in vitro, TFS addition does result in an increase of full-length transcripts 

by ~10%, largely due to release of a substantial percentage of +58 complexes into active 

elongation (Figs. 2.2 & 2.3; Fig. A.10; Table 2.1).  

 
TFS addition to TECs elongating through chromatin landscapes formed with histone-variants 

produced mixed results (Figs. 2.2 & 2.3; Figs. A.8 & A.9). In every case, addition of TFS has a 

slight prohibitory effect on TEC progression in early timepoints (Figs. A.8 & A.9), but release 

from +58 was increased (Fig. A.10; Table 2.1). During elongation through HTkAWT- and 

HTkAvariant-based chromatin landscapes that only modestly impact elongation rates and do not 

result in a significant percentage of TECs pausing at ~+70 nts, TFS addition has limited 

influence on the average RNA synthesis rates but results in an increase of full-length RNA 

products compared to the reactions without TFS (Figs. 2.2 & 2.3; Figs. A.8 & A.9). Akin to the 

previous chromatin landscapes, TFS addition to transcription reactions traversing the HTkAE19K-, 

HTkAG17D-, or HTkAE19K/G52K-based chromatin landscapes had minimal impacts on the average 

RNA synthesis rate (Figs. 2.2 & 2.3; Figs. A.8 & A.9; Supplementary Data, Appendix A).  

 
TFS addition was impactful at reducing the +70 nts prominent pause on templates with 

HTkAE19K- or HTkAG17D-based chromatin structures (Fig. A.6), implying that cleavage-stimulatory 

activities of TFS rescued some backtracked TECs and permitted more rapid release from the 

+70 nts prominent pause. However, TFS-mediated activity was not sufficient to reduce the 

prominent and rate-limiting pause at ~+70 nts of the HTkAE19K/G52K-based chromatin structure 

(Fig. A.6).  
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Table 2.1. Residue substitutions alter TECs+58 half-life. 

Half-life at +58 relative to HTkAWT (-TFS) 

 t1/2 (sec) 

Condition of template 
-TFS 

(n = 4) 

+TFS 

(n = 3) 

HTkA-free 0.28 0.19 
WT 1.00 0.54 

G17D 0.65 0.40 

E19K 0.84 0.59 
G52K 0.77 0.38 

E19K/G52K 0.44 0.41 

R20S 0.30 0.18 
T55L 0.28 0.17 
E3A 0.27 0.19 

R11A 0.27 0.17 
E34A 0.56 0.29 

 

TFS (TK0533) is dispensable with negligible impacts on overall fitness. 

The impact of TFS on the percentage of full-length products through histone-based chromatin 

landscapes are often positive, but the prominent pauses that delay continued elongation on 

some templates do not behave as would be expected from TECs backtracking due to collisions 

with chromatin barriers. The absence of TFS from some archaeal genomes, coupled with the 

minor impacts on transcription rates in vitro, led to attempts to generate a strain of T. 

kodakarensis wherein TK0533 (encoding TFS) was deleted.  While previous attempts 

suggested TFS may be an essential protein, continued genetic efforts were successful in 

deleting TK0533, resulting in strain RLV2 (Fig. A.11). Markerless deletion56 of the full sequences 

encoding TFS were first confirmed through diagnostic PCRs using DNA purified from strain 

RLV2. The exact endpoints of the TK0533 deletion, and the absence of any second site 

mutations throughout the entire 2.08 Mbp genomes, were confirmed via whole genome 

sequencing (WGS) with over 100X coverage (Fig. A.11a). Despite the positive effects of TFS on 

backtracked TECs traversing some chromatin landscapes in vitro, the absence of TFS does not 
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result in any notable growth defects (Fig. A.11b) implying that the activities of the archaeal 

RNAP, alone or in combination with Spt4/5, suffice to permit normal transcription rates and 

regulated gene expression in the native chromatin landscape of T. kodakarensis in optimal 

conditions.  

 
Modeling the impacts of histone variants on archaeal chromatin structure.  

HTkAWT, like most canonical archaeal histones, is just 67 amino acids long and thus substitution 

of even a single residue can significantly alter the charge and DNA interactions of the histone 

dimer (the minimal protein unit capable of stable DNA binding). The HTkAE19K and HTkAG52K 

variants have obvious impacts on transcription elongation rates and pausing patterns that are 

easily explained by additional hydrogen bonding between positively charged surface residues of 

the histone dimer with the phosphate backbone of the bound and wrapped DNA. The rationale 

for the impacts of other HTkAvariants on elongation rates and pausing patterns necessitates that 

we model the impacts of amino acid substitutions on the totality of histone-histone and histone-

DNA interactions within the extended archaeal histone-based chromatin superstructure. We 

calculated the impacts of select amino acid substitutions within the extended histone-based 

chromatin structure composed of three histone dimers in complex with ~90 bps of DNA 

(PDB:5T5K)4 in PyRosetta-457,58 (Fig. A.12 and Supplementary Data, Appendix A).  

 
The HTkAT55L and HTkAR20S variants were known to reduce DNA affinity1,40. An important 

interaction between these residues - from one monomer to the next within the histone dimer, 

known as the R-T pair - was first predicted, then demonstrated through structural studies. 

Interactions of T55 and R20 position R20 for stabilizing interactions with several nucleotides of 

bound DNA (Fig. A.12a; green nucleotides). Substitution of R20 with serine eliminates 

interactions with four nucleotides of the bound DNA (Fig. A.12b; grey nucleotides). The 

increased bulk and hydrophobicity of the T55L substitution disrupts the important salt bridge 

with R2040, compromising the alignment of R20 for idealized DNA interactions and significantly 
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increases the Lennard-Jones repulsive term (in kcal/mol)58,59 between T55L, R20, and a 

neighboring nucleotide (Fig. A.12c; red nucleotide). 

 
Elongation rate reduction on templates bound by HTkAG17D was predicted to result, at least in 

part, from the impact of a bulky substitution resulting in the separation of adjacent gyres of the 

superhelix4,41. Introduction of an aspartic acid at position 17 results in steric hindrance with the 

preceding residue (A16) that is a part of the conserved AGA motif necessary for the tightly 

packed L1-L1 interface4,5. De-compacting archaeal-histone based chromatin might be predicted 

to facilitate transcription elongation, not hinder such, and modeling revealed additional impactful 

changes to histone-based chromatin that likely explain the significant challenges HTkAG17D-

based chromatin presents to TECs. Accommodating the additional bulk of an aspartic acid side 

chain results in clashes with the prior residue (A16), increasing the Lennard-Jones repulsive 

term (kcal/mol)58,59 between D17 and A16 (Figs. A.12d and A.12e). Substitution of G17D not 

only results in clashes with its direct neighbor but significantly increases the Lennard-Jones 

repulsive term within the L1-L1 pocket between a native aspartic acid at position 15 (Figs. A.12d 

and A.12e) and several other residues within this pocket (Supplementary Data, Appendix A). 

Additionally, the backbone beta carbon of G17D makes a hydrogen bond with the oxygen in the 

carboxyl backbone group of D15 (Fig. A.12f). The impacts to the local environment between 

D17 and A16, in combination with the increase in repulsive energy and newly acquired 

hydrogen bonds within the L1-L1 interface, likely alter not only the entire dimer structure but the 

stacking interactions of separate gyres of DNA, which would present a significant barrier to 

transcription elongation (Figs. A.12d, A.12e, and A.12f).  

 
Substitutions to specific histone residues in an archaeal-eukaryotic histone ancestor 

likely assisted the evolution of chromatin-remodeling systems and extensive PTMs in 

eukaryotes. 
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Increasing evidence supports eukaryogenesis as an evolved symbiosis between a bacterium 

(future mitochondria) and an archaeon (future nucleus) with substantial horizontal gene 

transfer18–23. While the engulfing archaeal cell provided information processing mechanisms and 

proteins – including the core histone fold – the bacterial cell contributed energy and lipids18,19,21. 

Given an expanding genome, gene transfers, and gene duplication events, it is highly probable 

that variations to key histone residues provided a pathway to the complex regulatory 

mechanisms we see in all eukaryotes today. Previous studies have found that there are several 

residues within HMfB that are structural homologues to residues within H3 and H4 essential for 

tetramerization in both the HMfB tetramer and the (H3/H4)2 tetramer60. Additionally, natural 

archaeal histone variants with an extended a1-L1 region that consist of four additional residues 

in the C-terminus encode a lysine at the exact position of H3K79 (which is also an inserted 

sequence) that is a target for PTMs1.  

 
Therefore, it is reasonable that once E19K or G52K histone variants emerged, transcription 

elongation rates would have been significantly compromised. The impact of lysine residue 

substitutions to archaeal histones is nearly identical to the impacts to transcription when DNA is 

bound by the unmodified eukaryotic (H3/H4)2 tetramer in vitro, where elongation was essentially 

blocked, even upon the addition of elongation factors (TFIIF and TFIIS)61. The reduction in 

transcription rates would likely favor evolution of systems to permit PTMs to selective residues 

of eukaryotic histone proteins to counter the impacts of increased histone-DNA complex stability  

due to favorable interactions between phosphates and positively charged lysine residues. The 

positions of HTkAE19K and HTkAG52K in archaeal chromatin nearly identically match the positions 

of H4K79, H4K77, H4K44, and H3K115 in eukaryotic chromatin that are common targets of 

PTMs to change local chromatin structures in eukaryotes: H3K115ac facilitates nucleosome 

repositioning62, H4K44ac favors open chromatin configurations63, and H4K77ac and H4K79ac 

facilitate DNA unwrapping and transcription factor binding64 (Fig 2.5).  
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Figure 2.5. Archaeal- and eukaryotic-histone tetrasomes coordinate wrapped DNA nearly 
identically. a. Key residue substitutions that increase DNA affinity within the archaeal 
tetrasome closely match the positions of well-defined residues within the eukaryotic (H3/H4)2 
tetrasome (b) that can be post-translationally modified to regulate gene expression.  
 
 
Discussion 

The structure of archaeal histone-based chromatin plays a critical role in cellular viability, gene 

expression, and in vitro transcription activities. Our in vitro results detail the effects that specific 

histone residue substitutions have on the processivity of TECs in a chromatin environment. 

Significant changes in RNA synthesis rates resultant from altering the chromatin landscape with 

just a single amino acid substitution in single histone-isoform archaeal chromatin are profound 

and demonstrate that archaeal-histone based chromatin structures are a major regulatory force 

for gene expression in T. kodakarensis. HTkAWT-based chromatin is a modest impediment to 

transcription elongation, reducing transcription rates ~20%. In comparison, HTkB-based 

chromatin inhibited TEC production by ~80% in vitro and TFS addition increased elongation 

rates ~4-fold6. While these two proteins have ~85% homology, there are 11 amino acids 

differing between the two (none of which were studied here), resulting in varied isoelectric points 

that can have dramatic effects on protein-DNA interactions40,65.  
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Chromatin assembled from HTkAvariants with known reductions in DNA affinity does not present a 

significant barrier to transcription elongation. On HTkAWT or reduced-histone affinity chromatin, 

pausing of transcription is sporadic, short-lived, and unlikely to provide considerable regulatory 

potential. In contrast, substitutions that impact histone-histone and histone-DNA interactions to 

alter or strengthen histone-DNA contacts significantly reduce elongation rates and generate 

long-lived pause sites that dramatically impact elongation kinetics. As transcription and 

translation are coupled in archaea66, changes in chromatin structure that impact elongation 

rates are likely to modify translation rates and influence the control afforded by transcription 

termination mechanisms dependent on access to the TEC via the nascent transcript67–69. 

 
The archaeal RNAP can independently traverse all the single-histone isoform chromatin 

landscapes we generated, albeit at different rates. Archaeal histone-based chromatin structures 

elicit a series of transcription pauses, particularly when the TEC first encounters DNA-bound by 

histones, that provide regulatory potential. These pauses are largely not resultant from 

backtracking of RNAP upon collisions with downstream protein barriers as might be expected. 

The minor impacts upon addition of TFS, the well-conserved elongation factor that stimulates 

endonucleolytic cleavage of the nascent transcript by RNAP, in vitro are now matched by 

evidence that TFS is not required for viability of T. kodakarensis. Given negligible phenotypic 

effects due to deletion of TFS, and failure to identify any additional archaeal-encoded factors 

that rescue backtracked TECs through stimulating cleavage of the nascent transcript, 

backtracking of TECs in vivo due to chromatin is not anticipated to be a significant regulatory 

property of archaeal-histone based chromatin in optimal conditions. It is likely that Spt4/5 is 

sufficient to accelerate TECs through chromatin-barriers in vivo. However, future evaluation of 

strains lacking TFS under stress conditions are imperative in understanding the broader 

implications of TFS not only in an altered chromatin environment, but the potential novel 
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regulatory effects TFS may have at specific sequence elements within the T. kodakarensis 

genome70,71. 

 
Many of the HTkAvariants investigated here in vitro are known to have profound effects on in vivo 

gene expression4,5,40,41. All attempts to introduce HTkAvariants that significantly decrease DNA-

binding (HTkAT55L and HTkAR20S) into T. kodakarensis strains that lack HTkB were 

unsuccessful4, implying that chromatinization of the genome from at least one histone protein is 

required for viability. In contrast, single, histone-isoform encoding strains of T. kodakarensis with 

HTkAE19K, HTkAG52K, or HTkAE19K/G52K were viable but displayed diminished growth and fitness. 

Compromising the extended, 3D super-helical structure of archaeal chromatin results in fitness 

challenges and substantial changes to the steady-state transcriptome in T. kodakarensis41. The 

significant impact of HTkAG17D-based chromatin on pausing and elongation rates implies that the 

normally tightly compacted, extended archaeal histone-based chromatin structure facilitates 

elongation, contrary to histone-based chromatin structures that cannot form extended 

polymers4,52. 

 
The impact of 3D structure for elongation rates and gene regulation is likely to have impacts 

beyond archaeal systems. Eukaryotic telomeric chromatin forms a columnar structure32 much 

akin to the extended, super-helical structure of archaeal chromatin7, suggesting that eukaryotic 

chromatin may retain additional features that match the primordial archaeal chromatin systems 

and regulatory strategies. Cryo-EM of archaeal-histones in complex with DNA often reveal the 

canonical super-helical extended structure, but also reveal a minor subpopulation of complexes 

with a 90° bend, altering the stacking of individual gyres of DNA into a lid-like structure7. The 

ability of archaeal chromatin to dynamically breathe into open and closed conformations, like 

that of telomeric chromatin, could be a key feature in regulatory mechanisms and gene 

expression. 
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In contrast to T. kodakarensis and several other archaeal clades, some halophilic archaea 

express histones at moderate levels, limiting their ability to act as general nucleoid associated 

proteins and subsequently more like site-specific transcription factors, and archaeal chromatin is 

unlikely histone-based19,39,69. In the many archaeal clades wherein histones are present in 

sufficient quantities to bind and wrap much or all of the genome(s)6, and thus more closely 

mimic eukaryotic genomes, expression of different histone isoforms could significantly alter 

transcription processes and genomic architectures. Many archaea encode for more than one 

histone protein, each with predicted and known differences in DNA binding capacity, tetramer 

formation, and stability19,52,72. Histone exchanges are important in eukaryotes and provide 

crucial regulatory mechanisms at specific stages of development (e.g., exchange of H3.3 and 

H3.1 that differ in just 5 amino acid residues)73,74. Archaeal histone isoform exchange would 

provide archaeal organisms that rely on histone proteins for DNA compaction to reliably express 

critical genes under specific circumstances. For example, even closely related HMfA and HMfB, 

which share ~85% homology, differ in DNA binding affinity and in total abundance throughout 

the growth phase, suggesting that each isoform has a unique function60,65,72,75. It will thus be 

critical to continue to evaluate the impacts of different archaeal histone isoforms on transcription 

processes and cellular fitness, as these ancient DNA-binding proteins provide a platform for 

complex regulatory mechanisms that have come to dominate much of eukaryotic gene 

expression and regulation. 
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Materials and Methods 

Expression constructs for HTkA and site-directed mutagenesis 

Mutagenesis was performed on the plasmid pTS600 which encodes TK1413 with the 

QuikChange II XL kit (Agilent Technologies). Codons were exchanged to those that encode for 

variant residues G17D, E19K, G52K, E19K/G52K, R20S, T55L, E3A, R11A, and E34A.  

 
Protein Purifications 

RNAP (RpoL-HA-His6), TFB, and TBP were purified as previously described56. HTkAWT, 

HTkAG17D, HTkAE19K, HTkAG52K, HTkAE19K/G52K, HTkAR20S, HTkAT55L, HTkAE3A, HTkAR11A, and 

HTkAE34A were expressed and purified from Rosetta 2 (DE3) cells (Millipore Sigma) cultured in 

Luria-Bertani broth supplemented with 270 µM ampicillin and 77 µM chloramphenicol. 

Expression was induced by addition of 0.5 mM isopropyl b-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside and 

cultures were grown for 3 hours at 37° C with shaking (200 rpm). Biomass was harvested via 

centrifugation and lysed via sonication in 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.3 and 100 mM NaCl (3 mL/g 

pellet). The cell lysate was centrifuged at 30,000 x g for 30 minutes at 4° C, supernatant was 

removed, and then spun again at 67,600 x g for 30 minutes at 4° C. The supernatant containing 

the histones was treated with 20 µg/mL DNase I and 5 mM MgCl2 at 37° C for 2 hours and then 

heat-treated at 85° C for 1 hour. The heat-treated lysate was clarified by centrifugation 67,600 x 

g for 30 minutes at 4° C. The heat-treated clarified cell lysate was adjusted to a pH 6.0 and 

loaded onto a 5-mL HiTrap Heparin column (Cytiva) using an AKTA Pure FPLC system (GE 

Healthcare). Proteins were eluted over a 60-mL gradient to 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.0 and 1 M 

NaCl. Fractions containing histones were identified by sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)-PAGE and 

pooled. The pooled fractions were then concentrated to ~ 2 mL using Vivaspin 20, 3 kDa 

MWCO centrifugal concentrators (Sartorius). The concentrated pooled material was loaded over 

a HiPrep 16/60 Sephacryl S-100 HR equilibrated with 3 M NaCl, 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 6.8, and 5 

mM 2-mercaptoethanol. Proteins were collected over a 130 mL elution in the same buffer. 
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Fractions containing histones were identified by sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)-PAGE and 

pooled. The pooled fractions were dialyzed into storage buffer (50 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl 

pH 7, 50% glycerol). Dialyzed proteins were quantified using a Qubit Protein Assay (Invitrogen).  

 
Tris-Tricine SDS-PAGE and Western blot analysis 

Purified histones (1 µg)  were resolved on 16.5% Mini-PROTEAN® Tris-Tricine gels and stained 

with Coomassie brilliant blue (Fig 2B) or detected via Western blot using polyclonal anti-HTkA 

antibodies as previously described (Fig 2C)6.  

 
In vitro transcription 

The DNA template used in transcription assays was generated via PCR and gel purified as 

previously described76. Assembly of preinitiation complexes (PICs) and elongation via NTP 

deprivation was completed as previously described, replacing Tris-HCl pH 8.0 with Tris-HCl pH 

7.045,76,77. Stalled TECs+58 (10 nM) were chilled to 4° C and then captured via RpoL-His6 affinity 

with HisPurTM Ni-NTA Magnetic Beads (Thermoscientific). TECs+58 were washed (x 3) in 180 μL 

WB (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.0, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5 M KCl, 10 µM ATP, GTP, UTP, 4 mM MgCl2, 0.1 

mg/mL BSA, 0.2% glycerol) then resuspended in 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.0, 125 mM KCl, 5 mM 

MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, containing 10 μM each of ATP, GTP, and UTP. The resuspended TECs+58 

were incubated with 3.5 µg of HTkAWT or HTkAvariant or histone storage buffer for HTkA-free for 

20 minutes on ice. Elongation was reinitiated at 85° C with the addition of 25 µM ATP, GTP, 

CTP, UTP (and ~9 µM TFS in the +TFS conditions), removing aliquots after 15, 30, 60, 120, and 

240 seconds (with the addition of 480 and 960 second timepoints in the extended reactions) 

directly to 1.2X Stop Buffer (0.6 M Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 12 mM EDTA). Radiolabeled transcripts 

were recovered by addition of 15 µg of GlycoBlueTM coprecipitant (Invitrogen) following an equal 

volume phenol/chloroform/isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1, v:v:v) extraction, and precipitation of the 

aqueous phase with 2.6 volumes 100% ethanol. Precipitated transcripts were resuspended in 
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95% formamide, 0.1% bromophenel blue, 0.1% xylene cyanol, 20 mM EDTA, heated to 95°C for 

1 minute, rapidly chilled on ice, loaded, and resolved in a 12% polyacrylamide/8M urea, 1X TBE 

denaturing gel. Radiolabeled RNA was detected using TyphoonTM FLA 9500 (GE Healthcare). 

Gel images were analyzed using ImageQuant TL 8.2 software (Cytiva). 

 
In vitro transcription exchange assay 

Chromatinized, stalled TECs+58 were assembled as above with HTkAE19K/G52K. Following 

elongation restart as described above, 15-, 30-, 60-, and 120-second aliquots were removed, 

and the reaction was stopped as above. The remaining volume was split into three separate 

reactions at 85˚C before 16.5 µg of HTkAWT, HTkAE19K/G52K, or the equivalent volume of storage 

buffer, respectively, was added, followed by 1-, 5-, and 10-minute aliquots directly to 1.2X Stop 

Buffer and processed as above.  

 
Stacked bar plots of nascent transcript length 

The products of in vitro transcription resolved in each lane were parsed into seven bins based 

on RNA lengths determined using a linear regression of pixel positions of known molecular 

weight standards from the 1D gel analysis in ImageQuantTM TL 8.2.0.0 (Cytiva). The mean 

percentage was calculated and used in ggplot2 to create stacked bar plots in both -/+ TFS 

conditions (RStudio 2022.07.2+576 for macOS). 

 
Average RNAP elongation rate calculations 

The percentage of RNA transcripts parsed into the seven bins from the stacked bar plots was 

used to determine the average RNAP elongation rate (nt/s). The product from the percentage of 

transcripts and the theoretical RNA length (middle value within each bin) of each bin was used 

to determine the average transcript length at each timepoint within each environment. The 

increase in the average RNA length was determined by taking the difference between the 

average length of RNA and the starting point (+58). The average RNAP elongation rate (nt/s) 
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was calculated by taking the mean of the increase in the RNA average length divided by each 

timepoint.   

 
Pause half-life calculations 

To calculate the rate constant (k) at position +58 we determined the average percentage of 

complexes in bin 1 (+58 nt) from the 1D analysis in ImageQuantTM TL 8.2.0.0 (Cytiva) from the 

stacked bar plots and the formula:  C2 = C1e-k(t2-t1); where C1 = the average percentage of 

complexes in bin 1 at 15 seconds, C2 = the average percentage of complexes in bin 1 at 240 

seconds, t1 = 15 seconds, t2 = 240 seconds. The rate constant (k) was then used in the 

formula: t1/2 = ln2/k to determine the average half-life of complexes at position 58 in -/+ TFS 

conditions.  

 
Strain construction and growth conditions 

Thermococcus kodakarensis strains were constructed as previously described56,78. Strain RLV2 

was constructed via markerless deletion of TK0533 (TFS). Deletion was confirmed by PCR 

amplification with primers flanking TK0533 and whole genome sequencing (WGS) on our in-

house MinION, which contains the sequencing software, MinKNOW. MinKNOW does a post-run 

analysis that utilizes Guppy for base-calling, minimap2 for alignment with the reference genome, 

and medaka to call SNPs/indels, which was then visualized using IGV genome browser 

(2.16.1). Cultures were grown as previously described78.  

 
Molecular modeling  

To determine the predicted impacts of select HTkAvariants on archaeal-histone based chromatin 

structures, we loaded the 5T5K PDB structure into PyRosetta-457. In addition, we utilized the 

PyMOL generate symmetry mates function to stack the 5T5K PDB structure and create a new 

PDB file to observe the energy within the L1-L1 energy pocket. The PDB structure was cleaned 

using the cleanATOM function and then relaxed using several PyRosetta functions (FastRelax 
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and MoveMap) with backbone, sidechain, and start coordinate constraints79,80. The selected 

residues were then mutated utilizing the mutate_residue module. To determine the local energy 

contribution of each residue that was substituted to compare to the WT energy at that position, 

we utilized the ability of PyRosetta to store the total, residue, residue-pair, and residue neighbor 

energy information. The core scoring energy function was used on each variant to discern the 

contributing energy terms associated with each substitution at the given position. To observe 

the most significant energy contributions, we compared the WT and variant ScoreType that 

calculated the energy score of residue pairs at a given residue 

(pyrosetta.toolbox.atom_pair_energy.print_residue_pair_energies(res, pose, score_function, 

score_type, threshold=0))57,58,79,80. The PyRosetta_HTkA_modeling.html file (Supplementary 

Data, Appendix A) provides a step-by-step visualization of the input and output to obtain our 

results.  
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CHAPTER 3: FTTA IS A CPSF73 HOMOLOGUE THAT TERMINATES  
TRANSCRIPTION IN ARCHAEA 

 
 
 

Summary 

Only select sequences or transcription termination factors can disrupt the otherwise extremely 

stable transcription elongation complex. We demonstrate that one of the last universally 

conserved archaeal proteins with unknown biological function is the Factor that terminates 

transcription in Archaea (FttA). FttA is an orthologue of the eukaryotic cleavage and 

polyadenylation specificity factor subunit 73 (CPSF73) that cleaves nascent transcripts and 

terminates archaeal transcription. FttA-mediated termination shares mechanistic similarities with 

bacterial rho-mediated transcription termination and is kinetically coupled to RNA polymerase by 

the only universally conserved transcription elongation factor, Spt5.  FttA preferentially cleaves 

C- and U-rich RNA and while addition of Spt4/5 tempers sequence requirements, FttA-mediated 

termination is reliant on the conserved stalk domain retained in eukaryotic and archaeal RNA 

polymerases. Reduced FttA expression and inhibition of FttA-mediated termination results in 

altered 3’-end formation in vivo. Our results complete the archaeal transcription cycle, provide a 

‘missing-link’ between prokaryotic and eukaryotic transcription regulation, and rationalize the 

evolution of the processing activities involved in RNA 3’-end formation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 This chapter was previously published under the following title, with the addition of Cryo-EM 
data that is currently in review at the time of this report: Sanders, T. J. et al. FttA is a CPSF73 
homologue that terminates transcription in Archaea. Nature Microbiology 5, 545–553 (2020). 
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Introduction 

The extreme stability required of transcription elongation complexes (TECs) to processively 

transcribe large genomic regions necessitates robust mechanisms to terminate transcription. 

Efficient transcription termination is particularly critical for gene-dense bacterial and archaeal 

genomes1–3 wherein continued transcription would necessarily transcribe immediately adjacent 

genes, result in conflicts between the transcription and replication apparatuses4–6 and the 

coupling of transcription and translation7,8 would permit loading of ribosomes onto aberrant 

transcripts. Transcription termination (Fig. B.1), driven either by DNA sequence and encoded 

RNA structures (e.g. intrinsic termination) or by protein factors (e.g. factor-dependent 

termination) ensures rapid dissociation of RNA polymerase (RNAP) from the DNA template to 

maintain efficient transcription, recycle RNAP and generate RNA 3’ ends1,9. Intrinsic termination 

can efficiently disrupt bacterial and archaeal transcription2,10,11, as well as eukaryotic RNA Pol III 

complexes12 while eukaryotic RNA Pol I and Pol II require factor-mediated termination events13. 

While often prevalent within prokaryotic genomes, intrinsic termination sequences are typically 

not sufficiently abundant, nor efficient enough, to mediate all termination events, and when 

TECs from all domains become arrested at DNA lesions, specific proteins or protein complexes 

are required to release RNAP from the DNA template14–17. 

 
Transcription termination is often defined as release of the nascent transcript from RNA 

polymerase (RNAP) into solution. This definition suffices for bacterial, archaeal, and eukaryotic 

Pol III intrinsic termination, wherein release of the entire transcript necessarily removes the 3’-

portion of the transcript paired to the template DNA strand (Fig. B.1; panels a, b, and c). 

Disrupting the RNA-DNA hybrid within the TEC permits collapse of the transcription bubble and 

the remaining minimal RNAP-DNA contacts are insufficient to maintain a stable complex. 

Factor-mediated bacterial transcription termination10, driven by rho or Mfd, also directs release 

of the entire nascent transcript and results in collapse of the TEC and recycling of RNAP (Fig. 
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B.1; panels d and g). Rho, an ATP-dependent helicase18–20, acts to terminate transcription of 

bacterial TECs upon the uncoupling of transcription and translation by recognizing a ribosome-

free, C-rich RNA sequence termed a rut site (rho-utilization) 9,19,21. Rho-mediated termination is 

aided by the activity of universally conserved transcription elongation factor NusG (Spt5 in 

Eukarya)21,22; NusG allosterically activates rho and enhances rho activity at sub-optimal rut-

sites23–25. Mfd can either restart backtracked or stalled elongation factors when elongation is 

possible or terminate transcription when elongation is blocked by template strand DNA 

lesions15,26–28. 

 
However, release of the majority of the nascent transcript cannot be considered a bona fide 

termination event in of itself (Fig. B.1; panel e). RNA processing events, such as the 

endonucleolytic cleavage of the nascent RNA within eukaryotic Pol II TECs by the cleavage and 

polyadenylation factor complex (CPSF)29–33 yield a 5’-fragment that is often further processed – 

typically by the addition of a 3’-polyA tail for many Pol II transcripts – but also a 3’-fragment that 

is encapsulated within a still-stable TEC34,35. Stable Pol II complexes, now containing a 5’-

monophosphate (5’-P) nascent RNA can continue transcription for several hundreds or even 

thousands of base pairs following endonucleolytic cleavage of the transcript before protein 

factors mediate true termination of transcription36,37. The exonucleolytic activity of Xrn234,38–40 is 

necessary for proper and bona fide transcription termination in vivo, and although the 

mechanistic details are unknown13, Pol II is ultimately recycled and the extended 3’ portion of 

the nascent transcript is typically rapidly degraded. 

 
Termination factors that serve as global governance regulators of both normal and aberrant 

transcription must efficiently recognize TECs and compete with continued elongation to mediate 

release of the nascent transcript from the still elongating TEC. While the identification of Eta 

provided evidence of factor-dependent transcription termination in Archaea17, no kinetically-

efficient mechanism of factor-dependent archaeal transcription termination has been described. 
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The retention of operon-organized archaeal genomes and the sensitivity of the archaeal 

transcription apparatus to bacterial rho-mediated termination in vitro2 – combined with the 

normal coupling of transcription and translation8, the resultant polar suppression of downstream 

expression in the absence of such coupling in archaeal cells41 and the conservation of 

Spt5/NusG in all genomes – implied the existence of a kinetically-relevant archaeal transcription 

termination activity that might function akin to the bacterial rho protein. Rho homologues are, 

however, restricted to Bacteria42. Archaea are the progenitors of Eukarya 43,44 and archaeal 

information processing systems are typically component simplified versions of the more 

complex eukaryotic systems that dictate replication, repair and transcription within a chromatin 

landscape45, arguing instead that conserved archaeal-eukaryotic or unique archaeal factors may 

drive factor-dependent archaeal transcription termination.  

 
In Eukarya, the CPSF73 subunit of the cleavage and polyadenylation complex cleaves RNA 

downstream of the polyadenylation signal, allowing Xrn2/Rat1 to bind and exonucleolytically 

degrade the uncapped RNA associated with Pol II30,32,33,38,40,46. CPSF73, as part of the RNA 3’-

maturation machinery, initiates cleavage of the nascent transcript, a necessary step for mRNA 

maturation that in-of-itself does not direct transcription termination; Pol II can continue 

transcription for thousands of base pairs beyond the cleavage position35,38. Cleavage by the 

CPSF complex instead generates a 5’-uncapped, monophosphate end that permits Rat1/Xrn2-

mediated degradation of the nascent transcript up to the boundary imposed by Pol II 34. 

Although Rat1/Xrn2 is not capable of directly disrupting the Pol II TEC34, the combined activities 

of CPSF and Xrn2 are necessary for normal termination patterns in Eukarya 35,39,40. 

 
Only a core set of 129 genes are conserved in all sequenced archaeal genomes 47 and the vast 

majority of these have obvious eukaryotic, rather than bacterial homologues. One of these 

universally conserved and essential archaeal proteins is an obvious orthologue of a subunit of 

the cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor (CPSF) complex 32,48,49. The homology of 
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most archaeal transcription components to eukaryotic factors argued that the archaeal 

homologue (aCPSF1) of eukaryotic CPSF73 might function as the Factor that terminates 

transcription in Archaea (FttA). Here, using components purified from the model archaeal 

species Thermococcus kodakarensis we establish that FttA can disrupt the otherwise extremely 

stable TEC and is thus a bona fide archaeal transcription termination factor. We provide 

additional evidence that FttA-mediated transcription termination is competitive with transcription 

elongation. By manipulating steady-state in vivo FttA protein levels or inhibiting FttA activity we 

demonstrate changes in RNA 3’-end formation, fully supportive of FttA-mediated termination 

impacting transcription in vivo. Identification and characterization of FttA completes the archaeal 

transcription cycle and links transcription regulation between the three Domains. FttA-mediated 

transcription termination shares many attributes with rho-mediated transcription termination, but 

FttA retains a structure with obvious homology to the eukaryotic CPSF73 protein. FttA is 

kinetically coupled to RNAP by the only universally conserved transcription elongation factor, 

Spt5 and the archaeal-eukaryotic specific RNAP stalk domain. The 3.9 Å resolution Cryo-EM 

structure of the archaeal pre-termination complex (TEC, FttA dimer, and Spt4/5) validates the 

necessary contacts between RNAP, Spt5, and FttA. In addition, the structure confirms the 

formation of an FttA dimer – one monomer proximal to the TEC (FttAprox) and the other 

monomer distal to the TEC (FttAdist). The arrangement of the structure encompasses the Spt5 

NGN domain in contact with Spt4 and RNAP, the Spt5 KOW domain interactions with FttAprox, 

and direct contact between FttAprox and the mouth of the TEC RNA exit channel99 (Fig. 3.6). FttA 

thus resolves the dichotomy of a prokaryotic gene structure (operons and polarity) and 

eukaryotic molecular homology (general transcription apparatus) observed in Archaea. This 

missing-link between prokaryotic and eukaryotic transcription regulation provides the most 

parsimonious link to the evolution of the processing activities involved in RNA 3’-end formation 

in Eukarya. 
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Results 

FttA is the “missing” archaeal transcription termination factor that completes the 

archaeal transcription cycle. 

We hypothesized that the metallo-beta-lactamase fold, beta-CASP domain archaeal homologue 

of the eukaryotic CPSF7347,48,50 protein might function as the factor that terminates transcription 

in Archaea (FttA). The retention of an FttA-homologue in all sequenced archaeal genomes, 

including the substantially reduced genomes of several nanoarchaeal-species suggested that 

FttA-activity was essential for proper regulation of transcription in vivo. Our in vitro transcription 

system using components from Thermococcus kodakarensis51,52 permits assembly of pre-

initiation complexes that can be elongated to specific template positions by addition of NTP 

subsets resulting in formation of TECs that are stable to extensive washing (Fig. 3.1). By 

assembling TECs on promoter-directed, biotinylated DNA templates attached to a solid-support, 

radiolabeled nascent transcripts associated with intact TECs are easily distinguished from 

equivalent length transcripts that have been released to solution through spontaneous or factor-

mediated termination events. By employing an RNAP variant with an epitope- and affinity-

tagged RpoL subunit51,53,54, the retention of RNAP with the DNA can easily be monitored to 

follow not only RNA processing and release, but also RNAP release from the DNA template and 

bona fide termination of archaeal TECs.  

 
The product of TK1428 is a ~73.5 Kda protein that is easily expressed and recombinantly 

purified to homogeneity (Fig. B.1; panel i). TECs stalled by nucleotide deprivation with +125 

nucleotide (nt) nascent transcripts (TECs+125) remain stably associated with the solid support (P 

= pellet fraction) in the absence of FttA (Fig. 3.1; panel a, lanes 1-4). Addition of FttA to stalled 

TECs results in rapid cleavage and release of ~100 nts of the nascent transcript from the TEC 

into solution (S = supernatant) (Fig. 3.1; panel a, lanes 5&6). Cleavage of a +125 nt nascent 

transcript labeled with a-32P-UTP to yield a 5’-fragment of ~100 nts should also necessarily 
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Figure 3.1. FttA is a bona fide archaeal transcription termination factor. a. FttA directs 
transcript cleavage and transcription termination. The in vitro transcription system using 
components from T. kodakarensis permits promoter-directed assembly of pre-initiation 
complexes with purified RNAP, TFB, and TBP on biotinylated DNA templates that can be 
attached to streptavidin-coated paramagnetic beads. Transcripts associated with intact TECs 
are retained in pellet (P) fractions whereas transcripts released from terminated complexes 
partition into the supernatant (S). Addition of ATP, CTP, UTP and 32P-a-UTP allows RNAP to 
elongate to the end of a +125 nt G-less cassette and generate a uniformly radiolabeled RNA 
transcript. Radiolabeled transcripts within starting material (SM) TECs+125 and mock treated 
TECs+125 are retained in pellet fractions (lanes 1-4), wheres FttAWT addition results in cleavage 
of nascent transcripts and termination of most TECs (lanes 5-6). Addition of a catalytically 
deficient FttA variant (FttAH255A) abrogates cleavage and RNA release (lanes 7-8). Lane M 
contains 32P-labeled ssDNA markers. b. FttA-mediated termination is distinct from RNase 
treatment of intact TECs. TECs+125 (SM, lane 1) are resistant to repeated high-salt buffer 
washes and readily resume elongation upon NTP addition to generate +225 nt full-length 
transcripts (lanes 2-5). Dashed boxes and arrows denote +125 transcripts that are elongated to 
+225 nt transcripts; the specific activity of +225 transcripts can be increased by addition of 
additional 32P-a-UTP during elongation from +125 to +225. RNase If digestion of nascent 
transcripts associated with washed TECs+125 results in degradation of the nascent transcript to 
just ~20-30 nts, but TECs with shortened transcripts remain associated with the DNA and thus 
survive repeated washing (lanes 10-11). TECs~+25-30 resultant from RNase If treatment of 
TECs+125 readily resume elongation upon NTP addition to generate ~+125 nt full-length 
transcripts (lanes 12-13). Dashed boxes and arrows denote ~+25 transcripts that are elongated 
to ~+125 nt transcripts; the specific activity of ~+125 transcripts can be increased by addition of 
additional 32P-a-UTP during elongation from ~+25 to ~+125. FttA addition to TECs+125 results 
in the disruption of most TECs with nascent transcript cleavage (lanes 6-9). FttA-mediated 
termination results in release of most TECs from the template and cleaved transcripts cannot be 
extended by NTP addition (lanes 8-9). c and d. Schematic diagrams of the fate of TECs+125 
follow RNase If and FttA treatment, respectively. e. FttA, but not RNase If treatment releases 
RNAP from the DNA template into solution confirming dissociation of the TEC and bona fide 
FttA-mediated transcription termination. Release of RNAP is tracked and quantified by Western 
blots (n = 3 independent replicates) with anti-HA antibodies that recognize the modified RpoL-
subunit of RNAP. f. FttA is not reliant on NTP hydrolysis to quickly inactivate TECs, cleave 
nascent transcripts and terminate transcription. 
 
 
generate – at least temporarily – a ~25 nt radiolabeled 3’-fragment. Despite repeated and 

exhaustive efforts to monitor FttA-mediated cleavage within just seconds of FttA-addition, we 

were unable to monitor production of a radiolabeled 3’-fragment of the transcript. We were thus 

initially hesitant to assume that FttA-mediated transcript cleavage was coupled to bona fide 

transcription termination, as a ~25 nt transcript is sufficient to stabilize an archaeal TEC2,55,56.  

 
We aimed to conclusively demonstrate if FttA-mediated cleavage of nascent transcripts was 

directly coupled to the termination of transcription (Fig. 3.1; panels b, c, and d). If TECs remain 
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intact following FttA-mediated cleavage of the nascent transcript then i) radiolabeled 3’-nascent 

transcripts should remain associated with TECs and partition with the DNA attached to the solid 

support (pellet fraction), ii) intact TECs should survive washes designed to remove transcripts 

not associated with TECs from the solid support, iii) supplementation with NTPs should permit 

continued elongation of active TECs, allowing the nascent transcript to grow in length, and iv) 

RNAP should remain within TECs and thus partition to the pellet fraction. In contrast, if FttA-

mediated cleavage of the transcripts inactivates and terminates transcription, RNAP should be 

released to the supernatant and resumed elongation following NTP supplementation will not be 

possible. Previous studies demonstrated that archaeal TECs could be treated with RNase If to 

degrade the nascent transcript to just ~25 nts17 (Fig. 3.1; panel c). Treatment of TECs+125 with 

Rnase If generates stable TECs~+25 that are easily observed via retention of radiolabeled RNAs 

in washed TECs that partition to the pellet fraction (Fig. 3.1; panel b, lanes 10&11). Observation 

of ~+25 nt transcripts in Rnase If-treated TECs confirms that the a-32P-UTP labeling is sufficient 

to identify intact ~+25 nt transcripts associated with stable TECs. Upon addition of unlabeled 

NTPs (Fig. 3.1; panel b, lane 12), all TECs~+25 resume elongation and nascent transcripts are 

extended until RNAP reaches the end of the template. If additional radiolabeled NTPs are 

provided during this extension (Fig. 3.1; panel b, lane 13), the specific activity of radiolabeled 

transcripts increases, but the overall length of the extended transcript does not exceed that 

permitted by elongation to the end of the DNA template. Finally, examination of RNAP 

partitioning following Rnase If treatment confirms that essentially all TECs remain intact and 

RNAP is retained in the pellet fraction (Fig. 3.1; panel e, lanes 7&8). Thus, treatment of 

TECs+125 with Rnase If fulfills all of the expectations of transcript processing that is not linked to 

transcription termination. 

 
The results obtained by treating TECs+125 with Rnase If contrast completely with the results of 

treatment of identically prepared TECs+125 with FttA (Fig. 3.1; panels b-e) and are fully 
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supportive of FttA-mediated transcription termination. The vast majority of TECs+125 treated with 

FttA do not survive washes, instead releasing ~100 nt transcripts into solution that cannot be 

extended upon the addition of NTPs or radiolabeled NTPs. Again, no evidence of retained ~+25 

nt 3’-fragments of the nascent transcript can be visualized, implying the 3’-fragment is rapidly 

degraded to single nts (or minimally RNA fragments < 10 nts). A small percentage of TECs+125 

escape FttA-action, are retained through washing and readily extend upon NTP addition, 

confirming conditions support elongation of intact TECs (Fig. 3.1; panel b, lanes 8&9). In 

addition to FttA-mediated transcript cleavage, FttA-activity releases ~70% of RNAP to solution, 

demonstrating collapse of the TEC and recycling of RNAP for additional rounds of transcription 

(Fig. 3.1; panel e, lanes 5&6). Taken together, i) the failure of FttA-treated TECs to remain intact 

by evidence of association of the DNA, RNAP, and nascent transcripts with the solid support, ii) 

the failure of FttA-treated TECs to retain a 3’-fragment of RNA, iii) the failure of FttA-treated 

complexes to resume elongation upon NTP addition and iv) the abundant release of RNAP into 

solution following FttA-treatment confirm that FttA mediates both transcript cleavage and bona 

fide transcription termination of archaeal TECs. FttA is thus the second archaeal-encoded factor 

that can mediate transcription termination in vitro. 

 
Addition of an FttA variant, wherein an active site histidine of the metallo-beta-lactamase fold 

31,48,49,57 was replaced by an alanine (FttAH255A), reduced FttA-mediated transcript processing 

and transcription termination to background levels (Fig. 3.1; panel a, lanes 7&8). Thus, 

transcription termination activity is linked to FttA-mediated RNA cleavage, rather than FttA-

mediated stimulation of the intrinsic cleavage activity of RNAP58. The cleavage pattern of the 

nascent RNA is only compatible with RNAP-mediated transcript cleavage if the entire population 

of TECs normally reverse-translocated (i.e., backtracked) ~25 nts. Extensive and uniform 

reverse-translocation of TECs would be unprecedented and backtracked TECs would not be 

predicted to readily resume elongation upon NTP addition; it is much more parsimonious to 
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assume the active center of FttA-mediates endonucleolytic cleavage of the nascent transcript. 

FttA-mediated cleavage of the nascent RNA to yield a ~100 nt 5’-transcript is consistent with 

FttA stimulating RNA cleavage at the first point of reduced contact between RNAP and the 

nascent transcript and the ~25 nt of nascent transcript protection are consistent with the results 

of previous digestions of intact archaeal17 and eukaryotic TECB with RNA exonucleases. 

 
In contrast to other prokaryotic transcription termination factors (i.e., rho, Eta and Mfd), FttA-

mediated transcript cleavage and termination is not energy-dependent; equal rates of transcript 

cleavage and termination of archaeal TECs are observed in reactions lacking and containing 

free NTPs (Fig. 3.1; panel f). Monitoring transcript cleavage and termination over time reveals 

that FttA-mediated transcript cleavage yields a ~100 nt 5’-transcript, but at no time is a > 10 nt 

3’-fragment identified, again suggesting that FttA-activity results in very rapid degradation of the 

3’-fragment and termination of transcription coupled to release of RNAP into solution (Fig. 3.1; 

panels d-f).  

 

FttA-mediated termination shares mechanistic requirements of rho-mediated bacterial 

transcription termination. 

Transcription units (e.g. genes or operons) are typically separated by only short (< 100 bp) 

intergenic regions in gene dense archaeal genomes 1,45,59,60. For FttA-mediated termination to 

be effective in vivo, FttA must quickly recognize and disrupt TECs before transcription continues 

into downstream genes or operons. Rho-mediated termination requires ~70 nucleotides (nts) of 

C-rich unstructured nascent RNA for optimal activity 19; such sequences typically signal the 

uncoupling of transcription and translation for productive transcription, or rogue transcription of 

viral or genomic sequences 22. 

 
The requirements for FttA-mediated transcription termination revealed very similar requirements 

to those for rho 9,19,21,61, suggesting that FttA-activity is likely stimulated by the same biological 
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signals as rho-mediated termination. FttA has no requirement for substantial upstream or 

downstream DNA sequences (not shown), and instead recognizes TECs through binding to 

nascent transcripts (Fig. 3.2). Incubation of TECs formed by nucleotide deprivation on G-less 

cassettes, and thus with C-rich RNAs, revealed a near-linear relationship between transcript 

length and FttA-mediated termination (Fig. 3.2; panel b, quantified in panel d). While FttA-

mediated termination is possible with only short segments of solvent accessible nascent  
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Figure 3.2. FttA-mediated termination shares mechanistic requirements of rho-mediated 
bacterial transcription termination. a. Promoter-directed transcription of biotinylated 
templates encoding G-less or C-less cassettes permits formation of TECs with increasing length 
A-, C-, and U-rich, or A-, G-, and U-rich nascent transcripts, respectively. FL = full-length; all 
templates permit elongation for 100 nts beyond the G- or C-less cassette. b. TECs remain 
stably associated and transcripts are primarily recovered in the pellet (P) fraction in the absence 
(-) of FttA. When FttA is present (+), transcripts are cleaved and primarily recovered in the 
supernatant (S) fraction. Cleavage releases ~20 – 30 nt shorter transcripts (boxed). The left-
most lane contains 32P-labeled ssDNA markers. c. Addition of Spt4/5 largely abrogates the RNA 
sequence-requirements of FttA-mediated transcription termination. T= total reaction = P+S. The 
left-most lane contains 32P-labeled ssDNA markers. d. Transcript release was quantified with 
and without FttA addition for TECs with increasing length transcripts on G-less (pink/salmon) 
and C-less cassettes (mint/green), with and without Spt4/5 addition for TECs+125 formed on G- 
and C-less cassettes. Error bars were calculated as standard deviation from the mean (n ≥ 3 
replicates). 
 

transcript sequences – a notable discriminating feature between rho- and FttA-mediated 

termination – the efficiency and rate of FttA-mediated termination are modest in such instances. 

When transcript sequences are extended to > 100 nts, the efficiency of FttA-mediated 

transcription termination approaches completion. 

 
Rho-mediated termination is most efficient on C-rich transcripts 21,62. Incubation of archaeal 

TECs formed by nucleotide deprivation on C-less cassettes, and thus with G-rich RNAs limited 

FttA-activity to near background levels (Figs. 3.2 and B.2). Thus, FttA-mediated termination, in 

the absence of any accessory factors, displays a preference for particular sequences in the 

nascent transcript, either preferring C-rich RNAs – as is the case for bacterial rho-mediated 

termination – or discriminating against transcripts that are particular G-rich. Rho-activity can be 

stimulated by NusG when rut-sites are non-optimal, and the archaeal-eukaryotic homologue of 

NusG, Spt5, together with its common binding partner Spt4, can likewise stimulate FttA-

mediated termination when transcript sequences limit FttA-recognition or FttA-activity (Fig. 3.2; 

panel c, quantified in panel d). When transcripts are G-rich and normally poor substrates for 

FttA-mediated termination, Spt4/5 addition stimulates FttA-mediated termination to near 

completion. Spt4/5-stimulated FttA-mediated transcription termination and transcript cleavage 

still generally result in endonucleolytic cleavage of ~25 nts (Fig. 3.2; panel c, lanes 17&18). 
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FttA-mediated termination and RNase activity is stimulated by interaction with the 

archaeal TEC. 

FttA is a known endo- and 5’-3’ exonuclease 48,63. When offered free RNA, FttA-mediated 

endonucleolytic cleavage has been mapped at CA and CC dinucleotide sequences and 

exonuclease activity is seen on transcripts with various 5’-moieties (Fig. B.3). Regardless of 

transcript length (Fig. 3.2, panels a, b & d), FttA not only mediates transcription termination, but 

FttA-mediated cleavage reduces transcript length by ~20-30 nts, consistent with FttA-mediated 

cleavage being dictated by RNAP-RNA interactions near the stalk-domain and RNA exit 

channel of RNAP. While FttA-mediated cleavae of nascent transcripts is complete within ~1-2 

minutes, incubations of FttA with purified RNA under identical conditions require ~30-times 

longer to generate even mild cleavage patterns (Fig. B.3), consistent with previous in vitro 

results 48,64. When FttA is incubated with RNA alone, both endo- and exonuclease activities are 

limited (Fig. B.3). FttA-mediated cleavage of nascent transcripts is stimulated by interactions 

with the archaeal TEC, but not RNAP alone (Fig. B.3). FttA appears to retain activities of the 

eukaryotic CPSF complex (i.e., endonucleolytic transcript cleavage, albeit seemingly not 

dependent on a specific cleavage recognition sequence) and the Xrn2 exonuclease (i.e., rapid 

exonucleolytic degradation of the remaining RNA 3’-fragment) in a single polypeptide that is 

stimulated by interactions with the TEC, but not RNAP alone. It should be noted that CPSF does 

retain exonuclease activity that is required for processing of histone-encoding eukaryotic 

transcripts57,65,66. 

 
FttA-mediated transcription termination is competitive with transcription elongation. 

The rate of RNA synthesis by multi-subunit RNAPs (~20 – 50 nt/sec) requires transcription 

termination factor activity to be meaningfully competitive with continued elongation if the factor 

is anticipated to participate in 3’-end formation of completed transcripts. Slow acting termination 

factors involved in DNA repair such as Mfd (Bacteria) 15,26 and Eta (Euryarchaea) 17 are non-
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competitive with elongation at even starvingly low nucleotide concentrations. We sought to 

determine if FttA-activity, alone or stimulated by interactions with Spt4/Spt5 21,67, was sufficiently 

rapid enough to terminate actively transcribing TECs (Fig. 3.3). 

 
TECs+125 stalled by nucleotide deprivation readily resume elongation upon addition of NTPs 

(Fig. 3.3). By suppling TECs+125 with a low [NTP], the rate of elongation can be limited by NTP 

availability, and TECs elongate slowly to the end of the template. Even after several minutes of 

incubation with 1 µM NTPs, many TECs are still transcribing from their initial starting position 

(+125) to the end of the template (+225) as evidenced by a mixture of transcripts of various 

lengths between 125-225 nts (Fig. 3.3, panel b, lanes 3&4). Despite slowly elongating, the TECs 

are stable and retain essentially all transcripts in the pellet fraction to the exclusion of the 

supernatant (Fig. 3.3, panel b, lanes 3&4). By providing increasingly higher [NTP], the rate of 

transcription elongation can be steadily increased until TECs are elongating at rates equal to, or 

perhaps even greater than normal elongation rates in vivo. While RNAP can elongate on 

protein-free DNAs at ~40 nts per second, the deposition of archaeal histones on DNA reduces 

elongation rates substantially and the rate of synthesis on chromatinized templates likely more 

accurately reflects in vivo elongation rates52,68. When 10 µM NTPs are provided, the vast bulk of 

TECs resume elongation and almost all complete synthesis of 100 additional nts within a few 

minutes (Fig. 3.3, panel b, lanes 5&6). When 100 µM NTPs are provided, all TECs not only 

complete 100 nts of synthesis, but their extended incubation at the end of the template leads to 

TEC running off the end of the template and releasing most +225 nt transcripts into solution 

(Fig. 3.3, panel b, lanes 7&8). 

 

Addition of increasing [NTPs] permits stalled TECs+125 to resume productive elongation, albeit at 

different rates, and produce +225 nt transcripts with release of transcripts only observed at the 

end of the template (Fig. 3.3, panel b, lanes 3-8). Spt4-Spt5 addition is known to stabilize TECs 
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52,69–71 but had no discernable effect on elongation rate or the efficiency of resumed elongation 

at any [NTP] (Fig. 3.3, panel b, lanes 9-16). 

 
Figure 3.3. FttA-mediated transcription termination is competitive with transcription 
elongation. a and b. Washed, NTP-deprived TECs+125 were assembled on biotinylated 
templates with a +125 nt G-less cassette. Resumed elongation upon differential [NTP] addition 
permits transcription to generate +225 nt transcripts, albeit at different rates. c. FttA readily 
terminates stalled or slowly elongating TECs (lanes 17-24) and FttA-mediated termination 
becomes competitive with transcription elongation even at high [NTP] in the presence of Spt4/5 
(lanes 25-32).  
 

The differential elongation rates provide a relative measure of the efficiency of FttA-mediated 

transcription termination in competition with transcription elongation. As anticipated, addition of 

FttA to stalled TECs (Fig. 3.3, panel b, lanes 17 & 18) resulted in near complete transcript 

release, transcript cleavage and RNAP release into solution. As [NTPs] and the rate of 
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transcription elongation increased, FttA-mediated termination decreased, resulting in substantial 

production of +225 nt full-length transcripts. Thus, alone FttA-mediated termination is not 

competitive with transcription elongation and FttA is only able to efficiently recognize and 

terminate TECs that have yet to resume elongation or are very slowly elongating (Fig. 3.3, panel 

b, lanes 19-24). 

 
Although not an obligate subcomplex of archaeal RNAP, Spt4/5 engages RNAP in vivo quite 

early during elongation and remains associated with TECs throughout long genes and 

operons72. The ability of Spt4/5 to temper the transcript requirements for FttA-mediated 

termination (Fig. 3.2) suggested that addition of Spt4/5 may accelerate FttA-recognition of or 

action towards TECs. In support of this hypothesis, the addition of Spt4/5 greatly increased the 

termination efficiency of FttA, demonstrated by the release of transcripts > +125 nt but < +225 nt 

(Fig. 3.3, panel b, lanes 27-32). Even at high [NTPs], the combinatorial activities of FttA and 

Spt4/5 result in release of essentially all transcripts to solution and essentially no-full length 

transcripts are generated. As noted earlier, cleavage of the RNA resulted in a stable 5’-

fragment, but no evidence of an intact 3’-fragment could be seen. The results demonstrate that 

FttA is kinetically coupled to RNAP via elongation factors Spt4/5, a striking analogy to the 

stimulation of the unrelated bacterial rho protein by NusG. 

 
To ensure that FttA mediates transcript cleavage and transcription termination when combined 

with Spt4/5 – and that termination and cleavage in the presence of all three factors was not a 

new activity of Spt4/5 – we employed a variant of FttA (FttAH255A) that retains only partial activity 

(Fig. 3.1). FttAH255A was not capable of effective termination or RNA cleavage under identical 

conditions to those employed with FttAWT, although the modest RNA cleavage and termination 

activity of FttAH255A was increased ~3-fold upon addition of Spt4-Spt5 to FttAH255A containing 

reactions (Fig. B.5). Despite the increased activity of FttAH255A on stalled complexes, FttAH255A 
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was largely not capable of terminating actively elongating TECs in the presence of Spt4/5 with 

most TECs+125 successfully resuming elongation and generating +225 nts transcripts. 

 
Kinetically competitive FttA-mediated termination is dependent on Spt4, Spt5 and the 

stalk-domain of RNAP. 

In Bacteria, interactions between rho and the C-terminal KOW domain of NusG stimulate rho-

mediated termination 18,19,21. The NusG-KOW domain is normally engaged with the ribosome 

and only becomes available when transcription becomes uncoupled from translation 73. 

Archaeal transcription and translation are coupled 8, and we asked whether the isolated KOW 

domain of Spt5 would suffice to stimulate FttA-mediated transcription termination. Deletion of 

the Spt5 N-terminal domain (termed the NGN domain) likely blocks Spt5-RNAP interactions74–77 

which appear critical for stimulation of FttA-mediated termination, as addition of the KOW-

domain (which remains thermostable) alone does not influence the activities of FttA or RNAP in 

vitro (Fig. B.5, panel b). We noted that addition of Spt5WT alone nor Spt5DNGN alone was 

sufficient to stimulate kinetically relevant FttA-mediated termination (Fig. B.5, panel b, lanes 17-

32). Spt5 is often in a heterodimeric partnership with Spt4, and this partnership is critical to 

kinetically couple FttA activity to RNAPs, as addition of full-length Spt5 or Spt4 alone is 

insufficient to stimulate FttA-mediated termination to compete with elongation at high [NTPs] 

(Fig. B.5, panel c). The combined activities of Spt4/5 are thus necessary to maximize FttA-

mediated termination and permit termination of actively transcribing TECs. 

 
Like the nuclear eukaryotic RNAPs, the archaeal RNAP contains a stalk domain (subunits E & 

F) 67. The stalk provides binding surfaces for conserved initiation and elongation factors and the 

nascent transcript 1,45,78–80. Archaeal cells encoding RNAPs that fail to assemble the stalk 

domain of RNAP are viable but only at reduced temperatures 53. Purified stalk-less RNAP 

(RNAP∆E/DF), when combined with TBP and TFB, is competent for transcription initiation, 
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elongation, and intrinsic termination 53, but fails to respond correctly to FttA-mediated 

termination (Fig. B.6). TECs+125 assembled with RNAP∆E/DF resumed elongation to the same 

extent as TECs+125 assembled with RNAPWT at each [NTP] (Fig. B.6, panel b, lanes 1-8) and like 

RNAPWT, the elongation activities of RNAPDE/DF are largely unchanged by the addition of Spt4/5 

(Fig. B.6, panel b, lanes 9-16). Despite the unchanged elongation activities of the TECs lacking 

the stalk domain, addition of FttA to reactions containing RNAPDE/DF did not result in extensive 

FttA-mediated RNA cleavage or transcription termination (Fig. B.6, panel b, lanes 17-24). In 

reactions with RNAPWT, the vast majority of transcripts are cleaved and released to solution, 

whereas reactions with RNAPDE/DF nearly eliminated FttA-mediated RNA cleavage and reduced 

FttA-mediated termination significantly. Even when continued elongation was prohibited, the 

cleavage and termination activities of FttA were stunted by the loss of the RNAP-stalk domain 

(Fig. B.6, panel b, lanes 17 & 18). At higher [NTPs], the dominant RNA species was not 

terminated nor cleaved, but rather TECs typically generated full-length +225 nt transcripts. 

Addition of Spt4/5 stimulates FttA-mediated RNA cleavage and FttA-mediated transcription 

termination of stalled TECs+125 assembled with RNAPDE/DF (Fig. B.6, panel b, lanes 25 & 26), but 

unlike the kinetically competitive transcription termination afforded by Spt4/5 addition to 

RNAPWT, addition of Spt4/5 to TECs assembled with RNAPDE/DF does not stimulate FttA-

mediated termination to rates that are competitive with continued elongation even at low [NTP] 

(Fig. B.6, panel b, lanes 27-32). The combined results suggest a cooperative role for both the 

stalk domain of RNAP and Spt5 – that is further stabilized by Spt4 – in accelerating FttA-

mediated termination to permit kinetically competitive transcription termination in vitro. 

 

Inhibition of FttA-activity alters transcription termination in vivo and in vitro. 

FttA is present at relatively high concentrations (~2,100 -/+ 500 molecules/cell; Fig. B.7) and is 

therefore seemingly sufficiently abundant to monitor global transcription (RNAP is estimated to 
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be present in ~3,000 molecules/cell)51. FttA is a metallo-beta lactamase-fold protein containing a 

beta-CASP domain48 and we predicted that general inhibitors of beta-CASP proteins81 may 

impair FttA activity in vitro and in vivo. Testing of many such inhibitors revealed that pyridine 

carboxylates, and particularly 2,6-pyridine dicarboxylic acid (also termed dipicoloinic acid, or 

DPA) impaired or nearly-completely inhibited FttA-mediated transcription termination in vitro 

without compromising the activities of the archaeal RNAP (Fig. 3.4, panels a and b). When 

TECs+125 are permitted to resume elongation upon NTP addition, TECs extend nascent 

transcripts to produce +225 nucleotide full-length transcripts (Fig. 3.4, panel b, lanes 6&7); if 

TECs are exposed to DPA, elongation is unimpaired (Fig. 3.4, panel b, lanes 10&11). While FttA 

is able to cleave most nascent transcripts, disrupt most TECs and prevent most TECs from 

resuming elongation upon NTP addition in the absence of DPA (Fig. 3.4, panel b, lanes 12-15) 

addition of inhibitory concentrations of DPA blocks FttA-mediated termination, permitting stable 

TECs to resume elongation and generate full-length transcripts (Fig. 3.4, panel b, lanes 16-19). 

As DPA addition does not impact RNAP activity in vitro, these results further bolster the active 

center of FttA, rather than RNAP, in mediating RNA cleavage and transcription termination. 

 
Given the effectiveness of DPA in inhibiting FttA activity in vitro, we challenged T. kodakarensis 

cultures with DPA and demonstrated a reduced, then complete inhibition of growth upon 

addition of sufficient [DPA] (Fig. 3.4, panel c). While DPA may impact the activities of several 

cellular factors, we rationalized that monitoring RNA 3’-ends following DPA addition may reveal 

changes due to inactivation of FttA in vivo. In support of FttA activity impacting RNA 3’-end 

formation in vivo, quantitative, reverse-transcription-PCR (q-RT-PCR) analyses following DPA 

addition revealed significant (up to ~17-fold) changes to 3’-ends at several loci in vivo (Fig. 3.4, 

panels d and e). As two examples, transcription of TK1146 (Fig. 3.4, panel d) and the TK0221-

TK0222 bicistronic operon (Fig. 3.4, panel e) yield transcripts that can be reversed transcribed 
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with oligonucleotides complementary to sequences at increasing distances (95, 250, 468 and 

699 nts, respectively for TK1146; 194, 280, 425 and 598 nts, respectively for TK0222)  

downstream of the translation stop codon. Once reverse transcribed, relative cDNA abundance 

– reflective of the abundance of transcripts containing extended 3’-UTR sequences – can be 

calculated by quantitative PCR. By normalizing Ct values from each 3’-UTR amplicon (purple,  

green, orange, and red) to the abundance of control amplicons (black) generated with a pair of 

oligonucleotide primers complementary to sequences within the TK1146 and TK0222 open  
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Figure 3.4. Inhibition of FttA activity abolishes transcription termination in vitro and 
reduced FttA-expression or activity alters steady-state RNA 3’-termini in vivo. a and b. 
TECs+125 (lane 3) assembly on biotinylated templates with G-less cassettes are stable and 
readily resume elongation upon NTP addition to generate +225 nt transcripts in the presence or 
absence of 25 mM DPA (lanes 4-11). FttA addition results in transcript cleavage, termination, 
and release of most TECs to the supernatant in the absence of DPA (lanes 12-13), thereby 
inhibiting resumed elongation upon NTP addition (lanes 14-15). Incubation of FttA with 25 mM 
DPA prior to addition to reactions inhibits FttA-mediated termination and RNA cleavage (lanes 
16-17), permitting intact TECs+125 to resume elongation and generate +225 nt transcripts (lanes 
18-19). Lanes M1 and M2 contain 32P-labeled 10- and 50-nt ssDNA markers, respectively. c. 
Inhibition of beta-CASP protein activity by addition of DPA impairs growth of T. kodakarensis. 
An actively growing culture of T. kodakarensis strain TS559 was split after reaching an optical 
density of 0.5 to nine cultures, with three biological replicates of cultures exposed to 0 mM DPA 
(peach series), 12.5 mM DPA (green series) or 25 mM DPA (purple series). d and e. RNAs 
recovered one-hour post DPA-addition to cultures of TS559, or from cultures of IR5 grown in the 
absence of NaF display altered 3'-termini. Trizol extracted RNAs were reverse transcribed with 
oligonucleotides primers complementary to nascent transcript sequences of TK1146 and 
TK0222 to generate cDNAs that were quantified and normalized into internal controls. Inhibiting 
FttA-activity with DPA or lowering steady-state FttA levels by riboswitch-mediated controlled 
expression impacts the abundance of RNAs with extended 3’-termini in vivo. RNA abundance in 
untreated TS559 cultures (open bars) was set to 1.0, and fold changes in the abundance of 
amplicons reflecting RNA transcripts with extended 3’-sequences at increasing distances from 
the translation stop site (purple, green, orange and red) are shown for strain IR5 (solid bars), 
strain TS559 treated with 12.5 mM DPA (wide stripes) and strain TS559 treated with 25 mM 
DPA (narrow stripes). Errors are calculated from minimally triplicate technical replicates of at 
least three biological replicates.  f. Genome maps of the TK1428 locus in parental (TS559), N-
terminally tagged (TK1428D) and riboswitch-regulated expression (IR5) strains of T. 
kodakarensis. g. Western blot demonstrating the reduction in steady-state FttA protein levels in 
strain IR5 upon removal of NaF from the culture medium. n ≥ 6 independent replicates.  
 
reading frames, respectively, the fold-change in abundance of extended transcripts can be 

determined. Triplicate-technical replicates of biological triplicate samples reveal significant  

changes in the steady-state 3’-ends of transcripts from both TK1146 and TK0221-TK0222, with 

the fold-changes generally increasing in magnitude compared to untreated cultures both with 

respect to the distance from the translation stop codon and with increasing [DPA] treatments. 

 

Genetic perturbation of FttA-activity impacts transcription termination in vivo. 

While DPA treatments of whole cells likely impacts FttA activity in vivo, physiological effects and 

changes to the steady-state abundance of transcripts with altered 3’-termini stemming from 

exposure to a high concentration of a general beta-CASP inhibitor cannot be definitively 

attributed to direct inhibition of FttA activity in vivo. FttA is universally conserved in all archaeal 
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genomes 47,48,82,83, including the severely reduced genomes of several symbiotic 

Nanoarchaeota, and it was perhaps not surprising that exhaustive attempts to delete or 

generate variants that radically impair activity of FttA33,57,84 in T. kodakarensis were 

unsuccessful; full-deletion of the TK1428 locus, addition of sequences encoding C-terminal 

epitope- and affinity-tags, introduction of single amino acid variants – D364N, E389Q, H255A 

and H591A – and a H253A/H255A/E256A/H258A quadruple variant were all nonviable. The 

failure to generate strains lacking TK1428 or encoding FttA-variants suggested that TK1428 

may be genetically inaccessible, supported by the essential nature of FttA homologues in 

related archaeal species82,83. This was not the case, as we successfully generated a 

markerlessly-modified85 T. kodakarensis strain (termed TK1428D) encoded an N-terminal His6-

affinity and HA-epitope (Fig. 3.4, panel f) as well as a G590T variant that results in cold-

sensitive activity of the yeast homologue of FttA, Brr5/Ysh1 84,86. The failure to recover strains 

lacking TK1428 or wherein FttA-activity was limited by introduction of mutational variants thus 

supports the biological essentiality of FttA for T. kodakarensis viability. 

 
Gentle purification of in vivo assembled complexes based on retention of target proteins via the 

affinity tag have established interactions between replication, translation, energy-generation and 

transcription apparatuses17,80,87–90. Strain TK1428D growth was indistinguishable from the 

parental strain TS55985,91 and N-terminally tagged FttA was easily recovered directly from 

TK1428D cell lysates in large abundance while no FttA was recovered from identical procedures 

from TS559 biomass (Fig. B.8). Proteins co-purifying with FttA from TK1428D were identified by 

MuDPIT87,90, returning only a small number of identified proteins (Fig. B.9) that have minimal 

inferred activity related to transcription and gene expression. No obvious stoichiometric FttA 

interaction partners were recovered, fully supportive on our in vitro demonstration that FttA 

alone can disrupt archaeal TECs. Affinity purification of FttA does not return RNAP subunits nor 

Spt4/5.  
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Given our desire to directly demonstrate that reduced FttA activity in vivo impacts transcription 

termination in vivo, coupled with our inability to generate T. kodakarensis strains encoding 

enzymatically impaired FttA variants, we next attempted to reduce FttA activity by limiting FttA 

expression and altering steady-state FttAWT protein levels. TK1428 is normally co-transcribed 

with TK1429 as the downstream gene in a bicistronic operon92. To ensure that introduced and 

regulated expression of TK1428 did not impact TK1429 expression, we separated TK1428 

expression from TK1429 by introduction of a new promoter and intrinsic termination sequence, 

then placed the TK1428 coding sequences downstream of sequences encoding an archaeal 

fluoride-responsive riboswitch93, thereby generating strain IR5 (Fig. 3.4, panel f). 

 
Construction of IR5 was only possible when cultures were continuously provided with fluoride 

even though fluoride impairs general growth of T. kodakarensis93, supporting that very limited 

expression of TK1428 was not compatible with life. Quantitative Western blots (n = 6 biological 

replicates) of steady-state FttA levels in IR5 strains grown in the absence and presence of 

fluoride reveals a modest ~2-fold change in FttA levels in vivo when fluoride is removed from 

cultures (Fig. 3.4, panel g; Coomassie stained gel shown below to demonstrate equal total 

protein levels were loaded in each lane). The modest change in steady-state FttA levels 

however does significantly and reproducibly impact transcription termination in vivo as 

determined by qRT-PCR (Fig. 3.4, panels d and e). Even a two-fold decrease in steady-state 

FttA levels suffices to alter the abundance of transcripts with extended 3’-termini and the 

magnitude of effects due to reducing FttA levels just two-fold generally mimic the impacts of 

12.5 mM DPA treatment of cultures, resulting in ~2-6-fold changes in the abundance of 

transcripts with extended 3’-termini. The increased abundance of RNA with extended 3’-UTRs in 

strains with reduced FttA protein abundance is supportive of FttA normally directing transcription 

termination in vivo. 
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The essentiality of FttA in T. kodakarensis and related archaea82,83, the complete conservation 

of FttA in Archaea48,50,94, the demonstrated in vitro ability of FttA-mediated termination to 

compete with productive elongation (Fig. 3.3) and the demonstrated changes to RNA 3’-ends in 

strains wherein FttA activity is reduced by two independent mechanisms (Fig. 3.4) suggests that 

FttA is likely responsible for 3’-end formation of transcripts that are not directed by intrinsic 

termination, and further that FttA-mediated termination is likely responsible for polarity in 

archaeal cells 60. 

 
The structure of FttA mimics eukaryotic CPSF73. 

FttA contains two N-terminal KH domains that presumably facilitate RNA recognition and 

binding64, but otherwise the structure of FttA is nearly identical to the CPSF73 subunit of the 

eukaryotic CPSF complex (Fig. B.10) 30,31,48,49,95. The overlay of the C-terminal FttA metallo-

beta-lactamase, beta-CASP containing fold and the human CPSF73 demonstrates a 

conservation of overall structure as well as congruence regarding the orientation and alignment 

of active site residues. CPSF73 is the known endonuclease of the eukaryotic CPSF 

complex29,32,33 and can also function as an exonuclease under specific conditions57,65,66. While 

FttA and CPSF73 share an endonucleolytic cleavage activity, CPSF73 activity is limited to 

specific sequences whereas FttA cleavage is apparently dictated not solely by nascent 

transcript sequences, but rather proximity to the TEC, with FttA-mediated RNA cleavage 

generally occurring near the first point of solvent accessible RNA that extends from the TEC into 

the FttA active center (Fig. 3.2). FttA is also a known exonuclease48,63,64, a function seemingly 

not shared with CPSF73 under most conditions57,65,66. Exonucleolytic degradation of the 3’-

transcript associated with archaeal TECs appears FttA-mediated, whereas the activity of 

Xrn2/Rat134,38–40 appears responsible and necessary for proper degradation of transcripts and 

termination of eukaryotic TECs formed with Pol I and Pol II35,96–98. 
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Discussion 

We demonstrate here that the universally conserved archaeal homologue of the eukaryotic 

CPSF73 protein is the factor that terminates transcription in Archaea (FttA). Purified FttA (Fig. 

S2) functions as the second bona fide archaeal-encoded termination factor, cleaving nascent 

transcripts, disrupting TECs and recycling RNAP for additional rounds of synthesis (Figs. 3.1 

and B.1). Although previously termed aCPSF or aCPSF1 (for archaeal-CPSF)48,64, archaeal 

transcripts are not polyadenylated and thus the retention of the designation aCPSF is 

inappropriate; FttA more accurately describes the activity of this universally conserved archaeal 

protein. FttA recognizes TECs through the nascent RNA, favoring C- and U-rich RNAs and 

displaying maximal activity when nascent transcripts are >~100 nts (Figs. 3.2 and B.2). FttA-

mediated termination is kinetically competitive with continued elongation in vitro (Fig. 3.3) and 

by establishing the requirements for FttA-mediated transcription termination (Figs. 3.1-3.4, B.2 

and B.4-B.7) we complete the archaeal transcription cycle and describe a new mechanism of 3’ 

end formation (Fig. 3.5). It is important to note that the described activities of FttA suggest that 

the steady-state 3’-termini of in vivo transcripts terminated by FttA do not reflect that actual 

position of termination of the archaeal RNAP.  

 
Thus, consensus termination sequences derived from next-generation sequencing and Term-

seq data1,99 should be re-evaluated given that FttA-terminated transcripts are likely to be lacking 

minimally ~20-30 nts from the 3'-terminus; additional RNA processing events are likely to further 

complicate attempts to map the 3’-termini of transcripts that reflect the true position of TEC 

dissociation. Even transcripts derived from loci encoding putative intrinsic termination 

sequences should be reevaluated, as FttA-activity may influence the efficiency of intrinsic 

termination or serve as a backup mechanism of transcription termination for genes/operons with 

less-efficient intrinsic termination signals. 
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Figure 3.5. FttA-mediated transcription termination completes the archaeal transcription 
cycle. Promoter-directed assembly of pre-initiation complexes requires RNAP, TFB and TBP 
and is often assisted by TFE. De novo RNA synthesis permits promoter escape and 
transcription initiation factors are replaced by transcription elongation factors TFS and Spt4/5. 
The absence of a nuclear compartment permits translation initiation and the normal coupling of 
the archaeal transcription and translation apparatuses throughout transcription of the gene or 
operon, but this coupling is disrupted by translation termination. The exposed nascent transcript 
likely permits loading of FttA to TECs and FttA activity mediates cleavage of nascent transcripts 
and release of RNAP to solution. 
 
 
FttA alone can disrupt TECs in an energy-independent manner (Fig. 3.1). Although abundant 

(Fig. B.7), no obvious in vivo binding partners of FttA could be identified by gentle-purification of 

FttA directly from cell lysates (Figs. B.6-B.8). Although FttA can function independently, the 

efficiency of FttA-mediated termination is increased when TECs are bound by Spt4/5 and the 

nascent transcript is C-rich (Figs. 3.1-3.3, B.2 and B.4-B.7). FttA recognizes TECs using 

information gained from the stalk domain of RNAP, the length and sequence composition of the 

nascent transcript and presumptive interactions with the KOW domain of Spt5 in an Spt4/5 

complex. FttA possesses RNase activity48,64 and FttA-mediated RNA cleavage and transcription 
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termination are dramatically stimulated by interactions with the TEC but not RNAP alone (Fig. 

B.3), suggesting that endo- and exo-nuclease activities of FttA are stimulated by likely subtle 

rearrangements to the C-terminal metallo-beta-lactamase, beta-CASP containing fold of FttA 

that shares a remarkable degree of structural similarity to the eukaryotic CPSF73 subunit (Fig. 

B.10). As predicted from the in vitro data (Figs. 3.3, B.5, and B.6) recent Cryo-EM of the pre-

termination complex (Fig. 3.6) validates direct interactions between FttA, the stalk domain of 

RNAP (Fig 3.6a, b, & c), and the KOW domain of Spt5 (Fig. 3.6a and d). In addition, FttA forms 

a dimer within the pre-termination complex, denoted FttAprox (proximal to the TEC) and FttAdist 

(distal to the TEC), and the structure highlights an FttA dimer at the RNA exit channel of RNAP 

(Fig. 3.6a). To prevent FttA-mediated termination of the complex, the structure was formed with 

the FttAH255A mutant (Fig. 3.1; panel a, lanes 7&8). Interestingly, the structure lacked termination 

activity but retained the ability to perform endonuclease cleavage, noted by the presence of 

RNA within RNAP and the lack of RNA in the exit channel (Fig 3.6a)99. 

 
Altering FttA expression, or the addition of general beta-CASP protein small molecule inhibitors 

impacts the abundance of RNA species with extended 3’-termini in vivo, fully supportive of FttA-

mediated termination being an active and important mechanism of termination in archaeal cells. 

The universal conservation of FttA in all Archaea likely extends our findings in T. kodakarensis 

to the entire archaeal domain. The ability to drive transcription termination alone (Figs. 3.2 and 

3.3), but to function more efficiently when interacting with TECs containing Spt5 and Spt4 – and 

particularly the requirement for the KOW-domain of Spt5 for increased FttA-mediated 

termination (Fig. 3.4) – argues that FttA functions analogously to rho. FttA and Rho share no 

obvious homology, either at the primary sequence level or structure level, and while rho is 

known to function as a hexamer 19, FttA likely functions as a monomer or dimer 48,64. FttA and 

rho share similar but non-identical requirements for length and nucleotide composition of 

nascent transcripts and given that polarity-mediated repression of downstream genes is efficient 
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in T. kodakarensis 60, and possibly all Archaea, it is likely that like rho, FttA serves as the 

governance factor for Archaea. Archaeal transcription and translation are coupled 8 and 

disrupting the normally tight coupling of the transcription and translation apparatuses through 

dissociation of the ribosome at a normal stop codon would permit continued transcription to 

expose sufficient nascent RNA sequences to activate FttA-mediated termination before the 

archaeal RNAP transcribed significantly into the next gene or operon (Fig. 3.5). Further, if the 

archaeal TEC is linked to the archaeal ribosome as bacterial TECs and bacterial ribosomes are 

linked – via an interaction between the KOW domain of NusG/Spt5 and NusE/S10 73 – it is 

plausible that archaeal TECs with coupled trailing ribosomes are protected from FttA-mediated 

termination until the translation apparatus uncouples from the TEC. 

 
The requirements for FttA-mediated termination suggest that long 5’ UTRs observed for some 

archaeal transcripts may serve as points of regulation for premature termination upstream of the 

coding sequences to provide regulatory potential for the downstream gene or operon 92,100. How 

transcription of stable RNAs, including rRNAs is protected from FttA-mediated termination will 

be of interest to determine. Exclusion of Spt4/5 from TECs transcribing stable RNAs, or 

structures within the nascent transcript may suffice to hinder FttA-loading or FttA-mediated  

termination of archaeal TECs. While Spt4/5 can be considered general elongation factors and 

evidence of co-occupancy of Spt5 and RNAP on most genes supports immediate recruitment of 

Spt4/5 to TECs, a second and delayed mechanism of Spt5 recruitment to rRNA and CRIPSR 

loci has been identified 101. It is possible that this delayed recruitment of Spt4/5 permits RNA 

processing machinery to engage the nascent transcript before FttA to permit continued 

elongation in the absence of translation. It is interesting that full-length FttA homologues are 

retained in the genomes of several bacterial species, suggesting that FttA may function as a 

termination factor in multiple domains (Fig. B.11). Bacterial FttA proteins are restricted to a few 

species, and although initially tempting to envision that FttA would be restricted to bacteria 
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Figure 3.6. Cryo-EM structure of the FttA-modulated pre-termination complex. a. The 3.9 
Å resolution structure of the pre-termination complex detailing the positions and interactions 
between the TEC, Spt4, Spt5, and FttA dimers (left). Orthogonal rotation of the structure 
highlights FttA dimers interacting with the mouth of the RNA exit channel (right). b. FttAprox 
contacts RpoA, RpoB, c. RpoE, and d. the KOW domain of Spt599. 	
 
 
that lack rho, an obvious correlation is not observed 42. It will be of immediate interest to 

determine if the bacterial FttA proteins can direct transcription termination, and if they can, 

whether they cooperate with or can substitute for rho to block aberrant transcription and 

generate 3’ ends. It will be similarly interesting to determine if FttA activity can disrupt eukaryotic 

TECs formed with Pol I, II and III. 

 
CPSF73, as part of the RNA 3’-maturation machinery, initiates cleavage of the nascent 

transcript, a necessary step for mRNA maturation that in-of-itself does not direct transcription 

termination. The combined activities of CPSF and Xrn2 are necessary for normal termination 

a

b c d
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patterns in Eukarya 35,40. FttA retains all the necessary activities within a single protein: FttA can 

bind TECs, mediate cleavage and release of the nascent transcript and use 5’-3’ exonuclease 

activities to degrade the 3’-transcript. We propose that the eukaryotic CPSF complex 29, which 

minimally contains 4 homologous but non-identical subunits, arose from archaeal FttA. The 

ability of the CSPF complex to directly terminate transcription was likely lost during the 

specialization and partnership with factors that direct RNA 3’-maturation in Eukarya.  
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Materials and Methods 

T. kodakarensis culturing conditions. T. kodakarensis strain TS559 and derivatives of such 

were grown at 85˚C under anaerobic conditions as previously described1. DPA (Sigma) was 

added at neutral pH to either 12.5 or 25 mM as shown in Fig. 3.4. NaF was added to 4 mM 

when necessary. 

 
Protein purifications. Archaeal RNA polymerases (WT and ∆E/F variant) containing His6-RpoL 

subunits, TBP, and TFB were purified as previously described 2,3. T. kodakarensis Spt5 and 

His6-Spt4 were purified as previously described 4. Spt5DNGN was purified as was full-length Spt5. 

WT and an H255A variant of FttA were purified from Rosetta2 E. coli cells carrying pQE-80L 

(Qiagen) expression vectors carrying the wildtype or variant TK1428 coding sequence (Fig. 

B.2). Cells were grown in LB medium at 37˚C with shaking (~220 rpm) with 30 µg/ml 

chloramphenicol and 100 µg/ml ampicillin to an optical density at 600 nm of 0.5 before 

expression was induced with 0.5 mM isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside. Cultures were 

grown for an additional 3 h at 37˚C with shaking before biomass was harvested via 

centrifugation (~8,000 x g, 20 min, 4˚C), resuspended and lysed via sonication (3 ml/g of 

biomass) in 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 10 mM MgCl2, 100 mM NaCl. 

Cellular lysates were clarified by centrifugation (~20,000 x g, 20 min, 4˚C), heated to 85°C for 

30 min to denature most host proteins, and clarified again by centrifugation (~20,000 x g, 20 

min, 4˚C). Heat-treated clarified cell lysates were resolved through a 5 ml HiTrap-heparin 

column (GE Healthcare) with a linear gradient from 0.1 – 1.0 M NaCl dissolved in 20 mM Tris-

HCl pH 8.0, 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 10 mM MgCl2. Fractions containing > 95% pure FttA 

were identified by SDS-PAGE, pooled, and dialyzed into 25 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 100 mM KCl, 

10 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 50% glycerol before storage at -80˚C. All protein concentrations 

were quantified using a Bradford Assay 5.  
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DNA templates. Double-stranded DNA templates used in all transcription reactions were PCR 

amplified from plasmids and gel purified as previously described 2,4,6. All transcription templates 

contain a non-template 5’-strand biotin-TEG moiety to provide attachment to streptavidin-coated 

paramagnetic beads (Promega). 

 
In vitro transcription assays. Assembly of preinitiation complexes (PICs) and elongation via 

NTP deprivation was carried out as described previously 2,4,6. To obtain stalled TECS on G-less 

cassette templates, PICs were assembled using 10 nM template, 20 nM RNAP, 40 nM TBP, 40 

nM TFB in a 20 µl total volume of transcription buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 250 mM KCl, 5 

mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT) with 75 µM ApC for 3 min at 85˚C before addition of 200 µM ATP, 200 

µM CTP, 10 µM UTP and 10 µCi [α-32P]-UTP for 3 additional min at 85˚C, then chilled to 4˚C. To 

obtain stalled TECs on C-less cassette templates, reactions were identical to those above, with 

the substitution of 200 µM GTP for 200 µM CTP. RNAP bound templates were captured with 

HisPurTM Ni-NTA magnetic particles (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and washed three times with 100 

µl 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA, 500 mM KCl. 

 
For Fig. 3.1, panel A, washed TECs were resuspended in 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 125 mM KCl, 

5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, with 10 µM each of ATP, CTP, and UTP before addition of 1 µM FttA 

or FttAH255A for 5 min at 85˚C. Reactions were chilled to 4˚C followed by separation of pellet and 

supernatant fractions by addition of streptavidin coated paramagnetic particles (Promega). For 

Fig. 3.1, panel b, washed TECs (lane 1) were resuspended in 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 125 mM 

KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT with 10 µM each of ATP, CTP, and UTP and were incubated at 

85˚C for 7 min (lane 2) before being chilled on ice, bound to streptavidin-coated paramagnetic 

beads and washed with 100 µl 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA, 500 mM KCl (lane 3). 

Washed TECs were incubated at 85˚C for 1 minute before addition of 100 µM NTPs (lane 4) or 

100 µM ATP, CTP and GTP, 10µM UTP containing 1µC 32P-a-UTP (lane 5) and continued 

incubation at 85˚C for 3 minutes. Washed TECs were exposed to 1µM FttA (lane 6) at 85˚C for 
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7 minutes before being chilled on ice, bound to streptavidin-coated paramagnetic beads and 

washed with 100 µl 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA, 500 mM KCl (lane 7). FttA-treated, 

washed TECs were incubated at 85˚C for 1 minute before addition of 100 µM NTPs (lane 8) or 

100 µM ATP, CTP and GTP, 10µM UTP containing 1µC 32P-a-UTP (lane 9) and continued 

incubation at 85˚C for 3 minutes. Washed TECs were exposed to 50U RNase If (lane 10) at 

37˚C for 7 minutes before being chilled on ice, bound to streptavidin-coated paramagnetic 

beads and washed with 100 µl 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA, 500 mM KCl (lane 11). 

RNase If-treated, washed TECs were incubated at 85˚C for 1 minute before addition of 100 µM 

NTPs (lane 12) or 100 µM ATP, CTP and GTP, 10µM UTP containing 1µC 32P-a-UTP (lane 13) 

and continued incubation at 85˚C for 3 minutes. For Fig. 3.1, panel f, washed TECs were 

resuspended in 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 125 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, with or without 

10 µM each of ATP, CTP, and UTP before addition of 1 µM FttA at 85˚C. Reaction aliquots were 

removed after 1, 2, or 5 minutes, chilled to 4˚C, then pellet and supernatant fractions were 

separated by addition of streptavidin coated paramagnetic particles (Promega).  

 
For Figs. 3.2, panels b and c, and B, washed TECs were assembled as above on G-less or C-

less cassettes of various lengths. Washed TECs were resuspended in 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 

125 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, with or without 1 µM FttA at 85˚C for 3 minutes. 

Reactions were chilled to 4˚C, then pellet and supernatant fractions were separated by addition 

of streptavidin coated paramagnetic particles (Promega). 

 
For Figs. 3.3, B.5-B.7, washed TECs were assembled with WT or DE/F RNAP as above on a 

+125 G-less cassette template. Continued elongation was permitted by the addition of 0, 1, 10 

or 100 µM NTPs in the presence or absence of combinations of 6 µM Spt4, 6 µM Spt5, 6 µM 

Spt5DNGN, 1 µM FttA or FttAH255A. After 5 min at 85˚C, reactions were chilled to 4˚C followed by 
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separation of pellet and supernatant fractions by addition of streptavidin coated paramagnetic 

particles (Promega). 

 
For Fig. 3.4, stalled TECs on a G-less cassette template assembled using 10 nM template, 20 

nM RNAP, 40 nM TBP, 40 nM TFB in a 20 µl total volume of transcription buffer (20 mM Tris-

HCl pH 8.0, 250 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT) with 75 µM ApC for 3 min at 85˚C before 

addition of 200 µM ATP, 200 µM CTP, 10 µM UTP and 10 µCi [α-32P]-UTP and incubation for 3 

additional min at 85˚C, then chilled to 4˚C. RNAP bound templates were captured with HisPurTM 

Ni-NTA magnetic particles (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and washed three times with 100 µl 20 

mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA, 500 mM KCl. Washed TECs were resuspended in 10 mM 

Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 125 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, with 10 µM each of ATP, CTP, and UTP 

before addition of reaction buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 120 mM KCl, 8 mM DTT, and 1.25 

mM MgCl2) +/- 25 mM DPA and/or +/- 1 µM FttA at 85˚C. Reaction aliquots were incubated for 3 

minutes, and then chased with 250 µM ATP, CTP, UTP, and GTP for 2 minutes to allow for 

elongation to +225. Reactions were chilled to 4˚C, then pellet and supernatant fractions were 

separated by addition of streptavidin coated paramagnetic particles (Promega). 

 
Radiolabeled transcripts from Figs. 3.1-3.4, B.2, B.4-B.7 were recovered by addition of 5 

volumes STOP buffer (600 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 30 mM EDTA) containing 7 µg of tRNA (total), 

equal volume phenol/chloroform/isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1, V/V) extractions, and precipitations of 

the aqueous phase with 2.6 volumes 100% ethanol. Precipitated transcripts were resuspended 

in 95% formamide, 1X TBE, heated to 99˚C for 5 minutes, rapidly chilled on ice, loaded and 

resolved in 10-20% polyacrylamide, 8M urea, 1X TBE denaturing gels. Radiolabeled RNA was 

detected using phosphorimaging (GE Healthcare). Gel images were analyzed using GE 

Imagequant 5.2 software. 
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To generate +125 nt [α-32P]-UTP labeled transcripts used in Fig. B.3, transcription reactions 

were assembled and terminated as above, with the substitution of 10 µg of glycogen for 7 µg of 

tRNA during reaction clean up. Radiolabeled transcripts were incubated at 85˚C with or without 

1 µM FttA or at 37˚C with 5U RNase A (Thermo Fisher Scientific) in T. kodakarensis 

transcription buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 250 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT) to monitor 

cleavage. When present, T. kodakarensis RNAP was added to 40 nM final. 

  
Western blot analysis of RNAP release to solution (Fig. 3.1, panel e). Anti-HA antibodies 

(BioLegend 901513) were employed as previously described1,2,7 to quantify RpoL-levels in P 

and S fractions.  

 
Western blot analysis of FttA protein levels (Fig. 3.4, panel e, and Figs. B.7-B.9). Purified, 

recombinant full-length FttA was used as an antigen to prepare polyclonal antibodies in mice 

(Cocalico Biologicals). Known quantities of purified FttA were resolved as comparative 

quantification standards in adjacent lanes to clarified cell lysates derived from known quantities 

of cells. Proteins were separated via SDS-PAGE, transferred to PVDF membranes, and probed 

with primary anti-FttA antibodies. Blots were developed by addition of an IgG-AP conjugated 

anti-mouse secondary antibody allowed for detection by NBT/BCIP (Roche). A linear regression 

FttA signal intensity to FttA amount in ng was generated. 

 
Construction of strains TK1428D and IR5. T. kodakarensis strains used here were 

constructed from the parental strains TS5598 as previously described1. 

 
Purification of FttA directly from lysates of strain TK1428D and MuDPIT analysis. 

Purification procedures and MuDPIT analysis was performed as previously described7,9,10. 

 
TRIzol-based RNA purifications from T. kodakarensis cultures and q-RT-PCR. RNA 

extractions were performed essentially as previously described11 from strain TS559 prior to, or 1 
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hour after DPA addition. RNA extractions from IR5 and TS559, in the absence and presence of 

4 mM NaF were performed as previously described11. qRT-PCR reactions were performed as 

previously described12, except that 500 ng of total RNA was used during cDNA synthesis. 
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CHAPTER 4: DEVELOPMENT OF NASCENT ELONGATING TRANSCRIPT SEQUENCING 
(NET-SEQ) TECHNIQUES IN THE HYPERTHERMOPHILIC ARCHAEON  

THERMOCOCCUS KODAKARENSIS 
 
 
 

Introduction 

The activity of multi-subunit RNA polymerase (RNAP) is conserved across all domains and is 

responsible for transcribing the messages contained within the genome1–6. The synthesis of 

nascent RNAs via RNAP is a discontinuous process and can be interrupted by periodic pausing 

due to sequence elements, nucleotide misincorporation, protein roadblocks, or 

arrested/backtracked ternary elongation complexes (TECs)7–9. Backtracked TECs result in 

disengagement of the 3’ end of nascent RNA from the catalytic site of RNAP10. The 

endonucleolytic activity of RNAP can be stimulated by cleavage stimulatory factors (TFS in 

Archaea, TFIIS in Eukarya, and GreA/GreB in Bacteria) to cleave and restore the 3’ OH to the 

active site and reactivate TECs11–15. While archaeal TFS is highly conserved, some archaea 

encode several TFS proteins with separate functions that are dispensable (TFS2 is essential but 

lacks the Asp-Glu dipeptide critical for stimulation of RNAP cleavage activity)16–19. The TFS4 

paralogue is a potent inhibitor of transcription initiation during viral infections18; yet, little is 

known regarding the role TFS plays in stress conditions. Additionally, the TFIIS orthologue and 

GreA/GreB analogues have been shown to have fundamental roles in transcription regulation 

and the absence of such begets vulnerability during environmental assaults20–22. Given the 

identical stimulatory functions of TFS, TFIIS, and GreA/GreB, the absence of archaeal TFS 

presages similar vulnerabilities as seen in the bacterial and eukaryotic studies.  

 
While all Domains contain DNA-binding proteins that may induce RNAP backtracking, many 

archaea, and all eukaryotes express histone proteins in sufficient quantities to saturate the 

genome23, which can slow and even impede the progression of the transcription apparatus23–27. 

Archaeal histones retain the canonical histone fold that consists of 3 alpha helices joined by two 
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loops (α1-L1-α2-L2-α3). The geometry of the archaeal chromatin superhelix resembles that of 

the eukaryotic nucleosome DNA arrangement, specifically the tertiary structure of the (H3/H4)2 

tetramer (Fig. 4.1a).  

 
Comparable to eukaryotic histones, archaeal histones organize the genome and regulate the 

progression of the transcription apparatus. Chromatin regulatory factors and modifications to 

eukaryotic chromatin are extensive and well-studied, which depicts an incredibly complex 

signaling cascade that tightly regulates gene expression. However, archaeal genomes are 

devoid of chromatin remodeling complexes, lack the canonical N and C terminal extensions 

common to eukaryotic organisms, and evidence of PTMs is biologically insufficient. Additionally, 

archaeal histone tetramers bind and wrap the DNA to form an extended, super-helical structure 

with stacked gyres of DNA (Fig. 4.1b), which is in significant contrast to the eukaryotic ‘beads-

on-a-string’ nucleosome model but interestingly is a nearly exact super-helical arrangement to 

eukaryotic telomeres28. The lack of eukaryotic histone-regulatory techniques in archaeal 

genomes suggests that histone-mediated regulation of transcription is circumvented with the aid 

of transcription factors. Evidence suggests that the elongation factors Spt4/5 (Spt5 is conserved 

in all domains: Spt5 in Archaea/Eukarya and NusG in Bacteria) and TFS assist RNAP in 

processive and productive elongation in a histone-based chromatin landscape23.  

 
Many archaea encode for more than one histone protein, each with predicted and known 

differences in DNA binding capacity, tetramer formation, and stability31–33. For instance, histone 

B from Methanothermus fervidus (HMfB) has a higher affinity for DNA than that of the histone A 

(HMfA) isoform. Additionally, HMfA and HMfB differ in total abundance throughout the growth 

phase, suggesting that each isoform has a unique function32,34–36. The hyperthermophilic 

archaeaon, Thermococcus kodakarensis, encodes two histone proteins – histone A (HTkA) and 

histone B (HTkB) that differ by just 11 amino acids which result in varied histone-DNA 

interactions, are both individually non-essential (deletion of both is synthetically lethal), and can 
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form both homo- and hetero-dimers but strains can be developed that encode only one histone 

isoform30,37. Addition of HTkB to DNA templates in vitro decreased transcription elongation rates 

by ~80%23. In contrast, HTkA-based chromatin decreased transcription elongation rates by just 

~20% (Chapter 2). Although TFS activity increased elongation rates in the in vitro HTkB-based 

chromatin environment by ~4-fold23, the addition of TFS had little impact on elongation rates in 

the HTkA-based chromatin landscape; however, TFS addition did increase the percentage of 

full-length RNA transcripts (Chapter 2). Despite the positive effects of TFS on TECs in a 

histone-based chromatin environment, TFS is dispensable with negligible impacts on overall 

growth in optimal conditions (Chapter 2).  

 

 
Figure 4.1. Archaeal histones bind and organize the genome. a. The eukaryotic (H3/H4)2 
tetrasome29 (top) and the archaeal tetrasome30 (bottom) share the same geometry of the tertiary 
structure30. The histone-DNA contacts within each tetrasome are conserved. b. Archaeal 
tetrasomes bind and wrap ~60 bp of DNA. Separate gyres of DNA stack upon each other 
forming an extended, tightly packed, slinky-like structure30.  

Archaeal Histone-based 
Chromatin Polymer (AHCP)

Archaeal tetrasome

Eukaryotic (H3-H4)2
tetrasome

a b 
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Modifications to histone residues responsible for tight-packing of archaeal histone-

based chromatin polymers (AHCPs) disrupt cellular fitness and generate altered chromatin 

digestion patterns30. Within the four helix-bundle of archaeal histones, loop 1 (L1) from dimers 1 

and 4 create an L1-L1 interface, in which a conserved glycine (G17) is positioned to create the 

only region of close contact between adjacent layers of AHCPs (Fig. 4.2a). Introducing a larger 

side chain at position G17 disrupts the tightly-packed extended chromatin structure30, resulting 

in a significantly altered transcriptome (Fig. 4.2b) and decreased in vitro elongation rates 

(Chapter 2)38,39. While these results are indicative of regulatory gene expression mechanisms 

induced by chromatin dynamics and architecture – they do not reveal the rationale for the 

observed changes38.  

 
Nascent elongating transcript sequencing (NET-seq) is a method to establish nascent 

transcription profiles at single-nucleotide resolution to monitor genome-wide transcription 

pausing, targeting only transcripts associated with RNAP, as total RNA-seq largely comprises 

steady-state and mature transcripts30,40. NET-seq protocols have been established in both 

Eukarya and Bacteria but has never been applied to archaeal cells; therefore, the distribution of 

TECs in even unperturbed cells will be enlightening and impactful40,41. Single-nucleotide 

resolution of eukaryotic in vivo NET-seq transcripts illustrate RNA polymerase II (Pol II) dwell 

sites that correlate to regions of strong interactions between the nucleosome and DNA24,42,43. 

Archaeal chromatin contains the same arrangement of four consecutive histone fold domains as 

the eukaryotic nucleosome, suggesting AHCPs share similar interactions.  

 
Our knowledge of how changes to the archaeal chromatin landscape influence transcription and 

gene expression is incomplete. By establishing the profiles of nascent RNA transcripts at single-

nucleotide resolution in +/- TFS conditions we aim to elucidate TFS-mediated transcription 

regulation in a normal histone-based chromatin environment. In addition, we aim to use NET-

seq to determine global RNAP positioning and dwell times when the structure of histone-based 
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chromatin is disrupted with different histone variants in the presence and absence of TFS. This 

work will provide insight into the influence TFS has on transcription and gene expression, the 

regulation chromatin imposes on the transcription apparatus, and elucidate the rate-limiting step 

of archaeal transcription40,41,44–46. 
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Figure 4.2. Chromatin architecture modulates the transcriptome. a. The highly conserved 
alanine-glycine-alanine (AGA) motif at the L1-L1 interface permits proximity of separate gyres of 
DNA30. b. Differential gene expression of RNA-seq reveals significant (> 2-fold) changes in 
transcript abundance attributable to an altered chromatin landscape. Chromatin architecture 
changes result in up- (green) and down- (red) regulation of steady-state transcripts38.  
 

Results and Discussion 

Proposed protocol to capture nascent transcripts from in vivo TECs 

Archaeal histone-based chromatin forms a super-helical, slinky-like structure (Fig. 4.1a) with 

stacked gyres of DNA. RNA-seq data from a T. kodakarensis variant strain that disrupts the L1-

L1 interface (Fig. 4.2a) of AHCPs reveals the differential expression of steady-state RNA levels 

(Fig. 4.2b) – indicative of regulatory gene expression mechanisms induced by chromatin 

dynamics and architecture – but the basis for the observed changes remains unclear38. To 

understand the cause of the steady-state changes, we will exploit the ability of NET-seq to 

target global positions of TECs41,42,47,48 in normal and variant chromatin landscapes at single-

nucleotide resolution.  

 
NET-seq has been applied to both eukaryotic and bacterial cells but has never been applied to 

archaeal cells41,47,48. The model archaeal organism, T. kodakarensis, is a hyperthermophile that 

thrives at 85°C, which makes rapidly cooling the cells (an essential part of the protocol) 

problematic, while the number of cells required for sequencing and analysis necessitates large 

volumes of media. To circumvent these complications, we devised a protocol (Fig. 4.3) to 

rapidly cool large volumes of media within seconds to enable “freezing” of TECs in their native, 

global position (materials and methods). Cultures are grown to mid-exponential to ensure that 

transcription is active, abundant, and capture of TECs represents accuracy in global positions 

that reflect the first step in archaeal gene expression. Taking a ‘snapshot’ of the cell during high-

transcriptional output requires the immediate cessation of cellular activity, one that is commonly 

achieved with the addition of cross-linkers (e.g., formaldehyde). While this technique is quite 

useful for mesophilic organisms, reverse cross-linking with formaldehyde will occur ~50 percent 
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of the time at 85°C49. Additionally, the large volume of media required to collect a sufficient 

amount of nascent RNA associated with TECs for sequencing makes using formaldehyde 

cross-linking to visualize global RNAP positions undesirable.  

 
 
Figure 4.3. Schematic of the novel, archaeal NET-seq protocol. Cell cultures are grown (n = 
3) to a mid-exponential growth phase of OD600 @ 0.5. The cells are rapidly cooled from 85°C to 
4°C, pelleted, lysed, the RNA is extracted, and prepped for sequencing. The libraries are 
prepared for the Illumina NovaSeq sequencing platform.   
 

Grow to OD600 ~0.5

Rapidly cool media to ~ 4° C

Pellet cells and remove media

Flash freeze pellet and store at -80° C until lysis steps

RpoL-HA, !TFS (RLV2)RpoL-HA (RLV1)

TRIzol extract RNA

Lyse via sonication

Immunoprecipitation

Library prep for 
sequencing

Align reads 
to genome
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Strain construction to identify the TFS- and chromatin-mediated regulation imposed on 

global RNAP positioning patterns 

Identification of the regulation imposed by TFS, HTkA, HTkB, and chromatin architecture on the 

global positioning patterns of RNAP requires extensive construction of strains to isolate the 

regulation modulated by each individually, and in combination with, each factor. Utilizing our 

well-established genetic techniques50, we successfully generated multiple strains to analyze via 

NET-seq (Fig. 4.4). Most strains have been constructed and verified via whole genome 

sequencing (WGS), but a few still need to either be constructed or verified at the time of this 

report. 

Mutation Mutation details 

TS559 Parental strain 
TK1167C His6-affinity and HA-epitope tag on C terminus of RpoL subunit of RNAP 

DTK0533 Deleted TFS – transcription elongation factor 

DTK2289 Deleted HTkB 

DTK1413 Deleted HTkA 

TK2289G17D HTkB mutation at position 17 from a G (glycine) to a D (aspartic acid) 
TK1413G17D HTkA mutation at position 17 from a G (glycine) to a D (aspartic acid) 
 

Strain TK1167C DTK0533 DTK2289 DTK1413 TK2289G17D TK1413G17D 

RLV1 Ö      

RLV2 Ö Ö     

RLV3 Ö Ö Ö    

RLV4 Ö Ö Ö   Ö 

RLV5 Ö  Ö    

RLV6 Ö  Ö   Ö 

RLV7 Ö    Ö  

RLV8 Ö   Ö Ö  

RLV9 Ö    Ö Ö 

AYS1 Ö   Ö   

AYS2 Ö Ö  Ö   

AYS3 Ö Ö   Ö  

PAU1 Ö     Ö 

AME1 Ö Ö    Ö 

AME2 Ö Ö   Ö Ö 

PAU2 Ö Ö  Ö Ö  
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Figure 4.4. Mutations and strains developed to assess for regulatory effects on gene 
expression. The parental strain, TS559, was used to create subsequent strains (bottom) with 
the corresponding mutations (top) to determine what regulatory effects each factor has on gene 
expression via NET-seq to visualize perturbations in global RNAP positions. 
 
 
To obtain the RLV1 strain, a His6/HA-tag was introduced to the C-terminus of the RpoL subunit 

of RNAP in the TS559 parental strain. The RLV2 strain was obtained from the RLV1 strain by 

deleting the TK0533 locus which encodes for TFS. Subsequent mutations were made by 

manipulating either RLV1 or RLV2 for the desired genotype. However, any mutations that were 

in combination with either deletion or mutation of HTKA were done before manipulation of HTkA  

due to its fundamental role in DNA uptake and recombination51.  

 
To identify any preliminary phenotypes associated with select strains, cultures were grown in 

either sulfur/pyruvate or pyruvate media (Fig 4.5). T. kodakarensis can utilize both sulfur and 

pyruvate components as a final electron acceptor, producing either H2S or H2 by-products, 

respectively.  The production of either metabolite requires distinct metabolic pathways and the 

expression of different metabolic genes52. As expected, addition of the His6/HA-tag on the RpoL 

subunit (RLV1) is non-phenotypic in both sulfur and pyruvate conditions when compared to the 

TS559 parental strain (Fig. 4.5). Both the DHTkA strain (AYS1) and DHTkB strain (RLV5) grow 

similar to the other strains in the sulfur media (Fig 4.5a). However, in pyruvate media RLV5 has 

a more severe phenotype, failing to reach a density congruent with the rest of the strains (Fig 

4.5b). Interestingly, the absence of HTkA (AYS1) also has little phenotypic effects until the 

stationary phase in the pyruvate condition. The lack of HTkA at this growth phase seems to 

provide the cells a brief chance to increase slightly more in overall density than the other strains 

(Fig. 4.5b). Given the lack of a dramatic phenotype in the DHTkA strain (AYS1), it could be 

concluded that HTkA has little to no regulatory role regarding transcription; however, 

perturbations to the in vivo single isoform HTkA-based chromatin landscape significantly alter 

the transcriptome (Fig. 4.2b). Together, these results suggest that each histone protein plays a 
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distinct role in regulating gene expression and that the presence of both is crucial for adapting to 

environmental changes.  

  

 
Figure 4.5. HTkA and HTkB have distinct regulatory roles in gene expression. T. 

kodakarensis strains TS559 (parental), RLV1 (RpoL-His6/HA tag), AYS1 (DHTkA), and RLV5 
(DHTkB) grow nearly identically at 85˚C in sulfur conditions, until the stationary phase when 
AYS1 and RLV5 have distinct phenotypes (a). The absence of sulfur highlights a severe 
phenotype and distinct role for HTkB in the expression of specific metabolic genes (b). Error 
bars represent the SE from biological triplicate cultures. 
 

Verification of TEC capture and RNA isolation of proposed NET-seq protocol 
 
Isolation of in vivo TECs relies on capture via a His6/HA-tag on the small RpoL subunit of RNAP. 

To observe our ability to capture RNAP with specificity and maintain TECs throughout the lysis 

and immunoprecipitation protocol we utilized the His6 tag and Ni-NTA magnetic beads for affinity 

purification of strains KOD1 and TS413. We grew cultures of KOD1 (WT strain with no His6/HA-
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tag) and TS413 (strain with RpoL- His6/HA) to mid-exponential, isolated the pellets, and went 

through our immunoprecipitation protocol (exchanging anti-HA magnetic beads for Ni-NTA 

magnetic beads) to detect the presence/absence of RNAP utilizing a Western blot and anti-HA 

antibodies (Fig. 4.6). While capture and maintenance of RNAP was successful throughout the 

lysis and immunoprecipitation protocol (i.e., RNAP remained in the pellet), the ability to maintain 

TECs was still obscure (Fig. 4.6b).  

 
Figure 4.6. RNAP can be captured and isolated via affinity purification from whole cell 
lysate (WCL). KOD1 (a) and TS413 (b) cells were lysed via sonication and subjected to the 
immunoprecipitation protocol. The lysate and washes were collected throughout and ran on a 4-
20% Criterion gel. RpoL-HA was detected using anti-HA antibodies. Lane 6 provides a positive 
control. Lane 1 = whole cells, lane 2 = WCL, lane 3 = WCL + Ni-NTA beads, lane 4 = WCL after 
Ni-NTA bead incubation, lane 5 = Kaleidoscope marker, lane 6 = positive control, lane 7 = Ni-
NTA beads/TECs in Wash Buffer (WB – wash 1), lane 8 = wash 1 (no Ni-NTA/TECs), lane 9 = 
Ni-NTA beads/TECs in WB (wash 2), lane 10 = wash 2 (no Ni-NTA/TECs), lane 11 = Ni-NTA 
beads/TECs in Nuclease Buffer (NB x 1), lane 12 = NB x 1 (no Ni-NTA/TECs), lane 13 = Ni-NTA 
beads/TECs in NB x 2, lane 14 = NB x 2 (no Ni-NTA/TECs), lane 15 = nuclease treatment (NT) 
+ Ni-NTA beads/TECs, lane 16 = NT supernatant (no Ni-NTA/TECs), lane 17 = Ni-NTA 
beads/TECs in WB (wash 3), lane 18 = wash 3 (no Ni-NTA/TECs), lane 19 = final pellet. 
 
 
Therefore, to verify that TECs are not disrupted by sonication and that they remain intact during 

the immunoprecipitation protocol, in vitro TECs+58 containing radiolabeled RNA were subjected 

to the lysis and immunoprecipitation steps and the collected samples were run on a 12% 

polyacrylamide/urea gel for visualization (Fig. 4.7). RNAP used in our in vitro transcription 

assays also contains a His6/HA tag on the RpoL subunit, which we exploit to affinity capture and 

purify paused TECs at position 58 on the DNA template.  DNase I treatment does not interfere 

with the stability of TECs+58 (Fig. 4.7a), and the protocol results in the successful isolation of the 

nascent RNA associated with RNAP (Fig. 4.7b). As noted in the -RNase If conditions (Fig. 4.7b, 
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lanes 2-5), high salt buffer conditions result in some loss of TECs+58. The salt concentration was 

decreased in the current buffer conditions to prevent loss of TECs (Materials and Methods).  

 
 
Figure 4.7. Captured TECs+58 remain intact during lysis and immunoprecipitation. The in 
vitro transcription system using components from T. kodakarensis permits promoter-directed 
assembly of pre-initiation complexes with purified RNAP (His6/HA tagged that can be affinity 
purified or immunoprecipitated), TFB, and TBP. Addition of ATP, CTP, UTP and 32P-a-UTP 
allows RNAP to elongate to the end of a +58 nt C-less cassette and generate a uniformly 
radiolabeled RNA transcript (TECs+58). TECs+58 (SM) are resistant to repeated high-salt buffer 
washes. a. In vitro TECs+58 remain intact throughout lysis via sonication and DNase I treatment 
has no effect on the stability of TECs+58. SM = starting material, lane 1 = supernatant from lysis 
via sonication, lane 2 = combined wash 1 and 2, lane 3 = combined buffer exchange for 
nuclease buffer x 2, lane 4 = supernatant from DNase I treatment, lane 5 = wash 3, lane 6 = 
final pellet. b. While the buffer conditions resulted in some loss, the TECs+58 remained intact 
throughout the protocol and +/- RNase If treatment shows that the RNA inside of RNAP is 
protected from degradation and can be successfully isolated. Lane 1 = supernatant from lysis 
via sonication, lane 2 = combined wash 1 and 2, lane 3 = combined buffer exchange for 
nuclease buffer x 2, lane 4 = supernatant from RNase If treatment, lane 5 = wash 3, lane 6 = 
final pellet. 
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Proposed NET-seq library preparation 

Library preparations of the unknown sequences of RNA isolated from in vivo TECs for Illumina 

sequencing requires an initial step to remove any phosphates on the 5’ end of the RNA followed 

by a kinase reaction to place just one phosphate group on the isolated RNAs to make the 5’ end 

known, uniform, and distinguishable from the 3’ OH for adapter ligation. The phosphorylated 

RNAs are ligated to an RNA adapter that has homology with sequences in the Reverse 

Transcriptase (RT) primer (Fig. 4.7a). Each RT primer encodes a 5’ phosphate, a 3’ OH, unique 

indices (single index – i7) for library identification for multiplex sequencing, Illumina P5 and P7 

sequences, read 1 and read 2 primer sequences (for amplification), and an iSP18 spacer to 

extend the size of the final amplicons for sequencing (Table 4.1). 

Table 4.1. Sequences of primers used in the NET-seq library preparations.  

Oligonucleotide Sequence (5’ à 3’) 

3’ adapter App-NNNNNNTGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGG-ddNTP 

RT primer 1 

TACGAC/iSp18/TCGGACTGTAGAACTCTGAACGTGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATC
ATTGCGC/CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGAT[ATCACG]GTGACTGGAGTTCCTTGGCA
CCCAGAATTCCA 

RT primer 2 

TACGAC/iSp18/TCGGACTGTAGAACTCTGAACGTGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATC
ATTGCGC/CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGAT[CGATGT]GTGACTGGAGTTCCTTGGCA
CCCAGAATTCCA 

RT primer 3 

TACGAC/iSp18/TCGGACTGTAGAACTCTGAACGTGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATC
ATTGCGC/CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGAT[TTAGGC]GTGACTGGAGTTCCTTGGCA
CCCAGAATTCCA 

RT primer 4 

TACGAC/iSp18/TCGGACTGTAGAACTCTGAACGTGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATC
ATTGCGC/CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGAT[TGACCA]GTGACTGGAGTTCCTTGGCA
CCCAGAATTCCA 

RT primer 5 

TACGAC/iSp18/TCGGACTGTAGAACTCTGAACGTGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATC
ATTGCGC/CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGAT[ACAGTG]GTGACTGGAGTTCCTTGGCA
CCCAGAATTCCA 

RT primer 6 

TACGAC/iSp18/TCGGACTGTAGAACTCTGAACGTGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATC
ATTGCGC/CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGAT[GCCAAT]GTGACTGGAGTTCCTTGGCA
CCCAGAATTCCA 

Sequencing 
primers 

Forward: AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACAC 
Reverse: CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGAT 

* Index sequences encoded in the RT primers for Illumina sequencing are in brackets. 
 

The RT primer and ligated RNA/adapter are reverse transcribed and then circularized utilizing 

CircLigase II. The unknown sequences and the small size of RNA necessitates circularization to 

place the P5 and P7 sequences in the correct locations for sequencing on Illumina platforms.  
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Figure 4.8. Schematic of NET-seq library prep and analysis pipeline. a. Phosphatase and 
kinase treated RNAs purified from in vivo TECs are ligated to a 3’ RNA adapter, reverse 
transcribed, circularized, restriction digested, and PCR amplified with Illumina sequencing 
primers. b. Workflow to analyze and visualize the NET-seq results.  
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template is then amplified utilizing PCR, the amplicons purified, and sent for Illumina NovaSeq 

sequencing. Analysis of the Illumina NovaSeq sequencing reads will include fastp to trim 

adapters and low-quality sequences; HISAT2 to align the reads to the reference genome; 

custom (developed in Python) and open source (bedtools) software to count reads at defined 

genomic intervals (i.e., bins); and R software to visualize the results (Fig. 4.8b). 

 
Deletion of TFS (TK0533) has little impact on the overall growth of T. kodakarensis cells 

TFS in archaeal cells has been shown to rescue backtracked TECs and increase the rate of 

elongation in an in vitro HTkB-based chromatin environment23. However, TFS-mediated activity 

is not limited to archaeal species that encode histone proteins. The Crenarchaeon, Sulfolobus 

solfataricus, does not encode histone proteins yet expresses TFS paralogues that are all 

dispensable excepting TFS2, which does not appear to have the same behavior as the 

canonical TFS factor17,18. Therefore, the role the canonical TFS factor plays in assisting TECs in 

a histone-based environment may just be one role for the elongation factor, and in fact, likely 

has other regulatory roles similar to those seen in eukaryotes and bacteria in stress-induced 

conditions19–22. While the absence of TFS in T. kodakarensis seems to be non-phenotypic in 

normal, optimal growth conditions in media supplemented with both sulfur and pyruvate (Fig. 

4.9a), the absence of sulfur results in a decrease in the optical density of cells lacking TFS (Fig. 

4.9b). This phenotype does not appear to be severe but investigating the global RNAP positions  

in the +/- sulfur conditions may highlight TFS-mediated regulation of specific metabolic genes in 

T. kodakarensis. In addition, we will use NET-seq to map the global positions of TECs in +/- 

TFS in normal chromatin strains comparing stress and non-stress conditions (e.g., temperature) 

to determine any auxiliary regulatory role TFS may play in archaeal cells.  
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Figure 4.9. HTkA and HTkB have distinct regulatory roles in gene expression. T. 
kodakarensis strains TS559 (parental), RLV1 (RpoL-His6/HA tag), and RLV2 (RpoL-His6/HA tag 
& DTFS) grow nearly identically at 85˚C in sulfur/pyruvate conditions (a). Removal of sulfur 
highlights a slight phenotype that suggests TFS may have a regulatory role in expression of 
specific metabolic genes (b). Error bars represent the SE from biological triplicate cultures. 
 
 
Conclusions and Future Directions 

Little is known regarding the distinct role archaeal histones play in mediating the expression of 

genetic material via RNAP nor the mechanisms of how histone-mediated regulation is imposed. 

While archaeal TFS has been described to be a cleavage stimulatory factor and assists 

backtracked RNAP into productive elongation in a histone-based chromatin environment, not all 

Archaea encode histone proteins, but TFS is conserved2. TFS paralogues TFS1 and TFS4 in S. 

solfataricus, which do not encode histone proteins, are dichotomous in their ability to stimulate 

or inhibit transcription, respectively18. To explore histone- and TFS-mediated regulation of 
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transcription, we have devised a novel, hyperthermophilic NET-seq protocol (Fig. 4.3) to 

delineate the regulation imposed by each factor via RNAP positioning patterns.  

 
Our preliminary data suggests that each histone protein has a distinct and regulatory role in 

transcriptional output (38 and Fig. 4.5b) and that TFS may be important for the expression of 

certain metabolic genes (Fig. 4.9b). Current efforts are focused on the completion of all strains 

(Fig. 4.4) and preparation of strains RLV1 and RLV2 (Fig. 4.4) in triplicate for sequencing. The 

sequencing results from strains RLV1 and RLV2 are expected to determine the regulatory 

effects TFS has on global RNAP positioning patterns in a normal chromatin environment to 

isolate TFS-mediated activity. The sequencing and analytical outcomes from these strains will 

provide insight into the above proposed NET-seq protocol and any changes necessary for 

success to determine TFS-mediated regulation in stress conditions and eventually, chromatin-

mediated regulation on global RNAP positioning patterns.  

 
Additionally, once established, NET-seq has great potential to map archaeal transcription 

termination sites47. Characterization of factor-mediated archaeal transcription termination has 

made significant advances over the last few years, yet outstanding questions remain. While FttA 

(aCPSF1) has been described as a global transcription termination factor in Archaea and has 

been mapped to oligo(dT) tracts (intrinsic termination sequences) in vivo53–55, FttA-mediated 

termination is not restricted to U-rich sequences nor do all genes within archaeal genomes 

encode intrinsic termination sequences53,56–58. Mapping global RNAP positions in conjunction 

with global FttA positions could clarify the current data and provide greater insight into the 

regulation imposed by FttA-mediated termination on TECs.  

 
Finally, efforts should be made to produce MNase-seq data regarding strains RLV5, RLV6, 

AYS1, and RLV8 (Fig. 4.4) to establish the positions of histones in single isoform strains that 

permit or abolish the extended chromatin structure. NET-seq derived transcripts should be 
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mapped to the reference genome and compared to the MNase-seq data to determine if histone 

proteins are positioned at locations of accumulated transcripts, which will reveal the sites of 

regulation specifically imposed by histone-based chromatin architecture in archaeal cells. 

Together, the data collected and analyzed from the TFS- and chromatin-mediated experiments 

will ultimately provide evidence for the influence TFS has on gene expression, the regulation 

chromatin imposes on the transcription apparatus, and the rate-limiting step of archaeal 

transcription40,41,44–46. 
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Materials and Methods 

Strain construction 

Thermococcus kodakarensis strains were constructed as previously described50,59. Strain RLV1 

and RLV2 were used as the base strain to construct all subsequent strains. RLV2 was 

constructed from RLV1 via markerless deletion of TK0533 (TFS). Deletion was confirmed by 

PCR amplification with primers flanking TK0533 and whole genome sequencing (WGS) on our 

in-house MinION. Subsequent deletions and mutations were confirmed via PCR amplification 

with primers flanking the target locus and WGS.  

 
In vitro transcription 

RNAP (RpoL-HA-His6), TFB, and TBP were purified as previously described46. The DNA 

template used in transcription assays was generated via PCR and gel purified as previously 

described60. Assembly of preinitiation complexes (PICs) and elongation via NTP deprivation was 

completed as previously described46,60,61. 

 
Growth conditions and biomass collection 
 
Cultures were grown as previously described for both the growth curves and for biomass 

collection59. The biomass collection cultures were grown to an OD600 = ~0.5. The cultures were 

rapidly cooled to 4°C by pouring liquid cultures into a glass dish placed in an ice bath. Dry ice 

was added to the glass dish containing the culture in small and fine enough amounts to avoid 

cell lysis and the contents were continuously rocked until the temperature reached 4°C. The 

biomass was harvested via centrifugation, flash frozen with liquid nitrogen, and stored at -20°C.  

 
RNA isolation 
 
Frozen cell pellets (0.1 grams) were thawed on ice and resuspended by bringing the volume up 

to 2 mL with Nuclease Buffer (NB – 40 mM KCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 10 mM MgCl2, 2 mM 

CaCl2, 5% glycerol, 0.05% Tween-20). The cells were lysed via sonication and the cell lysate 
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was incubated with 24 U of DNase I (Roche), 500 U of RNase If (NEB), and 5 mM MnCl2 for 1 

hour at 37°C. TECs were captured via RpoL-HA immunoprecipitation (100 µg) with Pierce™ 

Anti-HA Magnetic Beads (Thermo Scientific) or via RpoL-His6 affinity purification (125 µg) with 

HisPur Ni-NTA Magnetic Beads (Thermo Scientific) by incubating at room temperature with 

rotation for 1 hour. Anti-HA Magnetic Beads were pre-incubated with 20 µg UltraPure™ Salmon 

Sperm DNA (Invitrogen). Captured TECs were washed (x2) in 500 µL Wash Buffer (WB – 20 

mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5 M KCl, 4 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mg/mL BSA, 0.2% glycerol) and 

then resuspended in 50 µL NB and 500 U of RNase If, and incubated for 30 minutes at 37°C. 

The reactions were washed (x1) in 500 µL WB and the RNA was extracted via TRIzol™ 

Reagent (Invitrogen). The TRIzol extracted pellets were resuspended in 50 µL NB and 10 U 

DNase I (TV = 100 µL) and incubated for 30 minutes at 37°C, followed by TRIzol extraction. To 

remove phosphate groups, the TRIzol extracted pellets were resuspended in 8.25 mM Tris-HCl 

pH 8.0, 1X Antarctic Phosphatase (AnP) reaction buffer, 5 U AnP, and 0.05% Tween-20, and 

incubated following the manufacturer’s protocol (NEB). To add a phosphate group to the 5’ end 

of the RNA transcripts, 2 U T4 Polynucleotide Kinase (PNK), 1X T4 PNK reaction buffer, and 4 

mM ATP was added to the reactions, incubated following the manufacturer’s protocol (NEB), 

TRIzol extracted and resuspended in 11 µL 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0. The RNA transcripts (1 µL) 

with a 5’ phosphate and a 3’ hydroxyl were quantified via the Qubit™ microRNA Assay Kit 

(Invitrogen).  

 
Tris-Glycine SDS-PAGE and Western blot analysis 

500 ng of purified RNAP and samples from the KOD1 and TS413 purification were resolved on 

4–20% Criterion™ TGX Stain-Free™ protein gels (Bio-Rad) and probed with primary Mouse 

(IgG1) HA Tag Monoclonal Antibody (Invitrogen). Addition of the secondary alkaline 

phosphatase-labeled Anti-Mouse IgG (H+L) Antibody (seracare) allowed for detection via 1-

Step™ NBT/BCIP Substrate Solution (Thermo Scientific). 
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Library preparation 

Ligation reaction and excess 3’ adapter removal 

The quantified RNA was incubated with the 3’ RNA adapter in 10 U T4 RNA Ligase 2, truncated 

(T4 Rnl2tr – NEB); 1X T4 Rnl2tr Reaction Buffer; 10 µL RNA substrate (≤ 200 ng); 14.5% 

PEG8000; and 6 µM 3’ adapter overnight at 16°C. 50 U of 5’ deadenylase (NEB) and 30 U of 

RecJf (NEB) were added to the reaction and incubated for 90 minutes at 30°C. The ligated 

products were purified via P/C/I (25/24/1) extraction and resuspended in 10 µL nuclease-free 

water.  

RTase reaction 

The purified ligation reactions were incubated with 3 µM RT primer, 0.5 mM dNTPs, 5 mM DTT, 

0.6 U SUPERase•In™ RNase Inhibitor (Invitrogen), 10 U PrimeScript RTase (Takara), and 1X 

PrimeScript Buffer for 30 minutes at 48°C. 2 U RNase H was added to the reactions and 

incubated for 15 minutes at 37°C.  

Gel purification 

The reactions were separated on a 10% Criterion™ TBE-Urea Polyacrylamide Gel (BioRad) 

and products between ~154 – 178 bp were excised and the cDNA was eluted in 600 µL gel 

elution buffer (0.5 M NaCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1 µM EDTA pH 8.0, and 0.05% Tween-20) 

overnight at 37°C with shaking (200 rpm). The eluant and gel pieces were separated via 

centrifugation and the eluant was cleaned up using the DNA extraction from polyacrylamide gels 

protocol and reagents from the NucleoSpin® Gel and PCR Clean-Up Kit (Takara). The cDNA 

was eluted with 15 µL, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.8. 
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CircLigase II reaction 

The purified cDNA was incubated with 5U CircLigase™ II ssDNA Ligase (Biosearch), 1X 

CircLigase Reaction Buffer, 2.5 mM McCl2, and 1 M Betaine overnight at 60°C. The reactions 

were inactivated for 10 minutes at 80°C.  

Restriction digest 

The circularized ssDNA reaction was incubated with 1X rCutSmart Buffer and 20 units of HhaI 

(NEB, total volume = 50 µL) overnight at 37°C. The reaction was heat inactivated for 20 minutes 

at 65°C.  

Sequencing library 

The restriction digested cDNA was subjected to PCR via sequencing primers and PrimeSTAR 

Max DNA Polymerase (Takara). The PCR products were separated and purified following the 

gel purification protocol from above, except the sequencing library was eluted with 30 µL, 10 

mM Tris-HCl pH 8.8 and quantified via the Qubit microRNA Assay Kit.  
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APPENDIX A: CHAPTER 2 SUPPLEMENTARIES 
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Figure A.1. Representations of variant archaeal histone-based chromatin structures 
formed with purified HTkAWT or HTkAvariants tetramers bound to ~60 bp of DNA. 
a. Cartoon representations of HTkAWT or HTkAvariants tetrasome structures. HTkA-variants were 
designed to hinder formation of a tightly packed 3D structure of archaeal-histone based 
chromatin (HTkAG17D), increase (HTkAE19K, HTkAG52K, and HTkAE19K/G52K) or decrease (HTkAR20S 
and HTkAT55L) histone-DNA affinity, or interfere with internal dimer, or dimer-dimer interactions 
supporting tetrasome formation (HTkAE3A, HTkAR11A, and HTkAE34A). b. Denaturing gels reveal 
the expected migration of recombinantly expressed and purified HTkA proteins primarily as 
monomers although some variants resolved as dimers or higher-order complexes during SDS-
PAGE visualized with Coomassie brilliant blue R-250. c. A Western blot employing polyclonal 
anti-HTkA antibodies confirms that higher order structures revealed by SDS-PAGE are 
multimeric histone complexes. Protein molecular weight markers provide standards in kDa.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure A.2. 298 bp DNA template. DNA template designed with a robust promoter sequence 
(italics), a defined transcription start-site (bold), a c-less cassette for a +58 walk-out (italics), 
and a SELEX-derived double 60 bp histone positioning sequence (HPS) optimized for histone 
binding. The DNA template allows for walk-out to +58 bp so as not to interfere with initiation 
upon histone binding.  
  

Promoter/ApC(TSS)/C-less cassette(+58 walk)/ Double SELEX 60 bp HPS

TCCGCATGCGAGCTCGGTACCCCGGGGAGCGATATATTTATATAGGGATATAGTAATAGATAATATC

ACATGTGTGTTGTGAAATATTGTAGTTGGATGTAGGTTGGAGTGGAGTGTGTGGTGTGCCCGGATCC

GATATCAACCGTACTGGTGTTGTCCTACGCTAATCTAAGCCGTTTACTCGCGATTTTGAAAATAGCT

TAGGTGGTGGTGTTGTCCTACGCTAATCTAAGCCGTTTACTCGCGATTTTGAAAATAGCTTAGGTGG

AGATCTGATATCAAGCTTCCCCCGGGCCCG
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Figure A.3. Histone residue substitutions have dramatic effects on full-length RNA 
transcript abundance. a. The percentage of RNA transcripts that progress to full-length varies 
between HTkA-free, HTkAWT, and HTkAvariant environments. b. Addition of TFS has a positive 
impact on the abundance of full-length RNA transcripts in all conditions but is unable to 
accelerate TECs through HTkAE19K-, HTkAE19K/G52K-, and HTkAG17D-based chromatin landscapes 
to match the RNA transcript abundance in HTkAWT with no TFS conditions.    
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Figure A.4. TEC progression is differentially impacted by distinct archaeal histone-based 
chromatin landscapes. Waterfall plots permit quantification of the distribution of nascent 
transcript lengths over time, and in the presence or absence of TFS. The relative intensity of 
different transcript lengths was normalized to the sum of the counts in the starting material (SM) 
within each lane. Transcript abundance is compared for (a) histone-free (HTkA-free) and 
wildtype (HTkAWT), or between (b – j) HTkAWT and HTkAvariants.  
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Figure A.5. The dynamics of histone exchange on DNA can dramatically alter TEC 
progression. a. Stalled TECs+58 were incubated at 85˚C without HTkA (lanes 2 - 8), with 
HTkAWT (lanes 9 - 15) or with HTkAE19K/G52K (lanes 16 – 22) prior to elongation restart. While 
elongation on histone-free or HTkAWT-bound templates permits rapid accumulation of full-length 
transcripts, HTkAE19K/G52K bound DNAs require extended incubation to permit RNAP to 
overcome the chromatin landscape. Radiolabeled ssDNA makers provide size standards. b. 
Waterfall plots permit quantification of the distribution of nascent transcript lengths over time; 
the relative intensity of different transcript lengths was normalized to the sum of the counts in 
the starting material (SM) within each lane. c. Transcript distributions are quantified to reveal the 
impediment to elongation imposed by HTkAE19K/G52K bound DNAs.   
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Figure A.6. The first point of contact between TECs and downstream chromatin 
structures is rate limiting for RNA synthesis. a. While TECs can traverse a WT chromatin 
landscape with minimal pausing, increasing the strength of histone-DNA contacts or disrupting 
the normally tight 3D packing of archaeal histone-based chromatin transiently pauses the 
majority of TECs. b.  Addition of TFS to in vitro transcription reactions does not alter the +70-
prominent pause significantly, implying TECs are not backtracked due to chromatin-based 
impediments to translocation.  
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Figure A.7. Dynamic exchange of histones on DNA is slow compared to TEC 
translocation. a. Stalled TECs+58 were incubated with HTkAE19K/G52K, then transcription was 
reinitiated by addition of all 4 rNTPs, and aliquots were collected after 15-, 30-, 60-, and 120-
seconds to monitor RNA synthesis. TECs remaining after 2 minutes were split into thirds, and 
either storage buffer, HTkAWT, or additional HTkAE19K/G52K was added, before allowing additional 
time for continued RNA synthesis. Radiolabeled ssDNA makers provide size standards. (b and 
c). Quantitative comparisons of transcript lengths following dilution, exchange with HTkAWT, or 
maintenance of HTkAE19K/G52K- based chromatin reveal negligible difference in TEC progression, 
implying that histone exchange is limited during the time course of TEC translocation through 
the chromatin landscape. 
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Figure A.8. TFS increases productive elongation in native and most variant archaeal 
histone-based chromatin environments. Continued RNA synthesis from TECs+58 (lane 1) was 
monitored identically to Fig. 1, with the addition of TFS following transcription restart upon rNTP 
addition. Nascent transcript length was detected by collecting 15-, 30-, 60-, 120-, and 240-
second aliquots. Radiolabeled ssDNA makers provide size standards. A representative gel 
image is shown; n = 3. 
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Figure A.9. 3D representation of TEC progression in a chromatin environment with and 
without TFS. (a – h) Waterfall plots permit quantification of the distribution of nascent transcript 
lengths over time in the presence or absence of TFS. The relative intensity of different transcript 
lengths was normalized to the sum of the counts in the starting material (SM) within each lane. 
Transcript abundance is compared for histone-free, HTkAWT, and HTkAvariant landscapes in the 
presence and absence of TFS.  
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Figure A.10. TFS modestly improves transcription restart of TECs+58. a. The percentage of 
TECs at position +58 nt decreases as TECs escape into active elongation. b. Addition of TFS 
increases the rate of escape from +58 implying that some TECs were backtracked and could be 
stimulated into active elongation through TFS rescue. Average with standard error of n = 3 
experiments is reported.  
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Figure A.11. TFS is not essential, and deletion has nominal impacts for T. kodakarensis 
in optimal conditions. a. TK0533, encoding for TFS, was successfully deleted from the T. 
kodakarensis TS559 genome. The exact endpoints of the deletion were confirmed via >100x 
whole genome sequencing (WGS). b. T. kodakarensis strains TS559 (parental) and RLV2 
(DTK0533) grow nearly identically at 85˚C. Error bars represent the SD from biological triplicate 
cultures.   
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Figure A.12. Individual residue substitutions elicit large impacts on the stability of 
archaeal histone-based chromatin landscapes. a. Chromatin formed with HTkAWT permits 
interactions between T55 (pink) and R20 (purple) that position R20 for electrostatic interactions 
with surrounding nucleotides (green) of the wrapped DNA. b. Substitution R20S results in lost 
interactions with four nucleotides (grey) that normally stabilize the archaeal histone-based 
chromatin landscape. c. Substitution T55L crowds the histone-dimer interface, driving 
rearrangements that increase the Lennard-Jones repulsive term (kcal/mol) between T55L 
(maroon), R20 (purple) and an adjacent nucleotide (red). d. The absence of a side chain on 
residue 17 (G17) eliminates conflicts with neighboring residues and permits tight association of 
the gyres of archaeal histone-based chromatin. e. Substitution G17D drives rearrangements of 
A16 and D15 (from an adjacent monomer at the L1-L1 interface) that increases the Lennard-
Jones repulsive energy, which impede tight gyre association and impact the 3D structures of 
archaeal histone-based chromatin. f. G17D creates new hydrogen bonds with a native aspartic 
acid at position 15 on an adjacent gyre at the L1-L1 interface.  
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Supplementary Data 

Python code of Jupyter Notebook detailing the code used to create and analyze the attractive 

and repulsive forces of the wild type and mutant histone-based chromatin structures.  

#!/usr/bin/env python 
# coding: utf-8 
## Archaeal histone-based chromatin structures regulate transcription 
elongation rates. 
#### Wenck, B. et al. (2023) 
 
# In[1]: #!pip install pyrosettacolabsetup #only needs to be run once 
import pyrosettacolabsetup; pyrosettacolabsetup.install_pyrosetta() 
import pyrosetta; pyrosetta.init() 
 
# In[2]: from pyrosetta import * init() 
 
# ### After importing PyRosetta, it is important to clean up the pdb 
structure. 
 
# In[3]: from pyrosetta.toolbox import cleanATOM 
cleanATOM("pdb/5T5K.pdb") 
 
# In[4]: cpose = pose_from_pdb("pdb/5T5K.clean.pdb") 
 
# In[5]: print(cpose.pdb_info()) 
 
# In[6]: from pyrosetta.rosetta.protocols.loops import get_fa_scorefxn 
sfxn = get_fa_scorefxn() 
 
# In[7]: sfxn.show(cpose) 
 
# In[8]: temp_pose = cpose.clone() 
sfxn.show(temp_pose) 
 
# ### We need to relax the structure to optimize the conformations for point 
mutations. 
 
# In[9]: movemap = MoveMap() 
movemap.set_bb(False) 
movemap.set_chi(True) 
relax = pyrosetta.rosetta.protocols.relax.FastRelax() 
relax.constrain_relax_to_start_coords(True) 
relax.coord_constrain_sidechains(True) 
relax.ramp_down_constraints(False) 
relax.set_scorefxn(sfxn) 
relax.set_movemap(movemap) 
relax.apply(temp_pose) 
temp_pose.dump_pdb('pdb/5T5K.relax.pdb') 
 
# In[10]: rpose = pose_from_pdb('pdb/5T5K.relax.pdb') 
sfxn.show(rpose) 
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# ### Observation of the scorefunction before and after relaxing the 
structure shows a significant reduction in the overall free energy, important 
for finding optimal conformations for point mutations. 
 
# In[11]: from pyrosetta.toolbox import mutate_residue 
 
# In[12]: R20S = pyrosetta.pose_from_pdb("pdb/5T5K.relax.pdb") 
mutate_residue(R20S, 19, "S") 
sfxn.show(R20S) 
 
# In[13]: T55L = pyrosetta.pose_from_pdb("pdb/5T5K.relax.pdb") 
mutate_residue(T55L, 54, "L") 
sfxn.show(T55L) 
T55L.dump_pdb("pdb/5T5K.T55L.pdb") 
 
# ### Because the free energy associated with the T55L variant is 
significantly greater than WT (rpose), we need to relax the structure to 
eliminate any incompatible conformations. 
 
# In[14]: temp_T55L = pyrosetta.pose_from_pdb("pdb/5T5K.T55L.pdb") 
movemap = MoveMap() 
movemap.set_bb(False) 
movemap.set_chi(True) 
relax = pyrosetta.rosetta.protocols.relax.FastRelax() 
relax.constrain_relax_to_start_coords(True) 
relax.coord_constrain_sidechains(True) 
relax.ramp_down_constraints(False) 
relax.set_scorefxn(sfxn) 
relax.set_movemap(movemap) 
relax.apply(temp_T55L) 
temp_T55L.dump_pdb("pdb/5T5K.relax_T55L.pdb") 
 
# In[15]: rT55L = pyrosetta.pose_from_pdb("pdb/5T5K.relax_T55L.pdb") 
sfxn.show(rT55L) 
 
# In[16]: G17D = pose_from_pdb('pdb/5T5K.relax.pdb') 
mutate_residue(G17D, 16, "D") 
sfxn.show(G17D) 
 
# In[17]: G17D.dump_pdb("pdb/5T5K.G17D.pdb") 
 
# In[18]: temp_G17D = pyrosetta.pose_from_pdb("pdb/5T5K.G17D.pdb") 
movemap = MoveMap() 
movemap.set_bb(False) 
movemap.set_chi(True) 
relax = pyrosetta.rosetta.protocols.relax.FastRelax() 
relax.constrain_relax_to_start_coords(True) 
relax.coord_constrain_sidechains(True) 
relax.ramp_down_constraints(False) 
relax.set_scorefxn(sfxn) 
relax.set_movemap(movemap) 
relax.apply(temp_G17D) 
temp_G17D.dump_pdb("pdb/5T5K.relax_G17D.pdb") 
 
# In[19]: rG17D = pyrosetta.pose_from_pdb("pdb/5T5K.relax_G17D.pdb") 
sfxn.show(rG17D) 
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# In[20]: scrtype1 = pyrosetta.rosetta.core.scoring.ScoreType(1) #fa_atr = 
<ScoreType.fa_atr: 1> 
scrtype2 = pyrosetta.rosetta.core.scoring.ScoreType(2) #fa_rep = 
<ScoreType.fa_rep: 2> 
 
# In[21]: pyrosetta.toolbox.atom_pair_energy.print_residue_pair_energies(19, 
rpose, sfxn, scrtype1, 0) 
 
# In[22]: pyrosetta.toolbox.atom_pair_energy.print_residue_pair_energies(19, 
R20S, sfxn, scrtype1, 0) 
 
# In[24]: pyrosetta.toolbox.atom_pair_energy.print_residue_pair_energies(54, 
rpose, sfxn, scrtype2, 0) 
 
# In[25]: pyrosetta.toolbox.atom_pair_energy.print_residue_pair_energies(54, 
rT55L, sfxn, scrtype2, 0) 
 
# In[26]: pyrosetta.toolbox.atom_pair_energy.print_residue_pair_energies(16, 
rpose, sfxn, scrtype2, 0) 
 
# In[27]: pyrosetta.toolbox.atom_pair_energy.print_residue_pair_energies(16, 
rG17D, sfxn, scrtype2, 0) 
 
# ### To look at the energy associated with the L1-L1 interface we stacked 
the 5T5K.pdb file using the symmetry mates function in PyMOL.  
 
# In[28]: cleanATOM('pdb/stacked_G17.pdb') 
 
# In[29]: G17_stacked = pose_from_pdb('pdb/stacked_G17.clean.pdb') 
 
# In[30]: movemap = MoveMap() 
movemap.set_bb(False) 
movemap.set_chi(True) 
relax = pyrosetta.rosetta.protocols.relax.FastRelax() 
relax.constrain_relax_to_start_coords(True) 
relax.coord_constrain_sidechains(True) 
relax.ramp_down_constraints(False) 
relax.set_scorefxn(sfxn) 
relax.set_movemap(movemap) 
relax.apply(G17_stacked) 
G17_stacked.dump_pdb('pdb/G17_stacked.relax.pdb') 
 
# In[31]: rstacked_G17 = pose_from_pdb('pdb/G17_stacked.relax.pdb') 
sfxn.show(rstacked_G17) 
 
# In[32]: print(rstacked_G17.pdb_info()) 
 
# In[33]: temp_G17 = rstacked_G17.clone() 
 
# In[34]: mutate_residue(temp_G17, 16, "D") 
sfxn.show(temp_G17) 
 
# In[35]: mutate_residue(temp_G17, 218, "D") 
sfxn.show(temp_G17) 
 
# In[36]: movemap = MoveMap() 
movemap.set_bb(False) 
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movemap.set_chi(True) 
relax = pyrosetta.rosetta.protocols.relax.FastRelax() 
relax.constrain_relax_to_start_coords(True) 
relax.coord_constrain_sidechains(True) 
relax.ramp_down_constraints(False) 
relax.set_scorefxn(sfxn) 
relax.set_movemap(movemap) 
relax.apply(temp_G17) 
temp_G17.dump_pdb('pdb/G17D_stacked.relax.pdb') 
 
# In[37]: rstacked_G17D = pose_from_pdb('pdb/G17D_stacked.relax.pdb') 
sfxn.show(rstacked_G17D) 
 
# In[38]: rstacked_G17 = pose_from_pdb('pdb/G17_stacked.relax.pdb') 
 
# In[39]: pyrosetta.toolbox.atom_pair_energy.print_residue_pair_energies(16, 
rstacked_G17D, sfxn, scrtype2, 0) 
 
# In[40]: pyrosetta.toolbox.atom_pair_energy.print_residue_pair_energies(16, 
rstacked_G17, sfxn, scrtype2, 0) 
 
# In[41]: pyrosetta.toolbox.atom_pair_energy.print_residue_pair_energies(218, 
rstacked_G17D, sfxn, scrtype2, 0) 
 
# In[42]: pyrosetta.toolbox.atom_pair_energy.print_residue_pair_energies(218, 
rstacked_G17, sfxn, scrtype2, 0) 
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APPENDIX B: CHAPTER 3 SUPPLEMENTARIES 
 
Supplementary Figures 
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Figure B.1. Summary of transcription termination mechanisms commonly employed in 
Bacteria, Eukarya and Archaea. a. – c. Intrinsic transcription termination in Bacteria (a), 
Archaea (b), and for eukaryotic Pol III (c) results in release of the entire 5’-triphosphate-
containing RNA transcript following transcription through a region of dyad-symmetry encoding 
an RNA hairpin immediately proceeded a T-rich non-template strand sequence (Bacteria) or T-
rich non-template strand sequences (Archaea and eukaryotic Pol III). d. Bacterial rho proteins 
mediate transcription termination and realize full-length RNA transcripts to solution. e. CPSF- 
and Xrn2-mediated termination of eukaryotic Pol II complexes results first in cleavage of the 5’-
methyl-G-capped 5’-transcript from the nascent RNA, and the resulting 3’-fragment is degraded 
by Xrn2 to mediate transcription termination by yet unknown mechanisms. f. FttA can cleave the 
nascent transcript and terminate the archaeal transcription apparatus. g. and h. Both bacterial 
Mfd and archaeal Eta can disrupt stalled TECs and release full-length transcripts by rewinding 
the transcription bubble. i. FttA, an arCOG00543 member, directs transcription termination in 
Archaea. Recombinant FttA (the protein product of T. kodakarensis TK1428; TK1428p) is 73.5 
Kda, 85˚C thermotolerant and free of contaminating proteins. Lane M contains molecular weight 
standards in kDa.  
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Figure B.2. FttA-mediated termination prefers C- and U-rich transcripts. a. Promoter-
directed transcription of biotinylated templates encoding a C-less cassette permits formation of 
TECs with increasing length A-, G-, and U-rich nascent transcripts, respectively. FL = full-length; 
all templates permit elongation for 100 nts beyond the C-less cassette. b. TECs remain stably 
associated and transcripts are primarily recovered in the pellet (P) fraction in the absence (-) of 
FttA. When FttA is present (+), but nascent transcripts are devoid of CMP, minimal FttA-
mediated transcript cleavage or termination occurs, and transcripts are not released to the 
supernatant (S). Lane M contains 32P-labeled ssDNA markers. The results are quantified in Fig. 
2, panel d.  
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Figure B.3. The RNA cleavage activity of FttA is stimulated by interactions with the 
archaeal TEC. Figs. 3.1-3.4 demonstrate rapid and near complete cleavage of nascent 
transcripts within minutes of FttA addition. In contrast, a. FttA demonstrates minimal activity on 
the same +125 nt transcript in isolation. Control reactions with RNaseA demonstrate that the 
purified transcript is not resistant to the activity of RNases. b. Addition of T. kodakarensis RNAP 
to reactions containing purified +125 nt transcripts does not stimulate FttA activity over 30 min. 
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Figure B.4. The active center of FttA is critical to mediate cleavage and release of 
nascent transcripts. a. TECs+125 were assembled using promoter directed, biotinylated DNA 
templates. Intact TECs are bound to pellet fractions (P) while released transcripts are recovered 
from the supernatant (S). b. FttAH255A retains only minimal cleavage and termination activity 
alone, and inefficiently terminates stalled or slowly elongating TECs (lanes 17-24). FttAH255A-
mediated termination becomes more efficient upon addition of Spt4-Spt5 but remains non-
competitive with transcription elongation at high [NTP] (lanes 25-32). 
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Figure B.5. FttA-mediated termination requires an intact Spt4/5 complex for maximal 
activity. a. TECs+125 were assembled using promoter directed, biotinylated DNA templates. 
Intact TECs are bound to pellet fractions (P) while released transcripts are recovered from the 
supernatant (S). b. While intact and full-length Spt4/5 complexes stimulate FttA-mediated 
termination (Fig. 3.3), addition of Spt5 alone, containing (lanes 17-24) or lacking (lanes 25-32) 
the N-terminal NGN domain, fails to stimulate FttA-mediated termination to be competitive with 
transcription elongation at high [NTPs]. c. Spt4 alone, or together with the KOW domain of Spt5, 
is insufficient to stimulate FttA-mediated termination to be competitive with transcription 
elongation at high [NTPs]. 
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Figure B.6. The stalk domain of the archaeal RNAP is necessary for efficient and 
kinetically competitive FttA-mediated termination in vitro. a. TECs+125 were assembled 
using promoter directed, biotinylated DNA templates. Intact TECs are bound to pellet fractions 
(P) while released transcripts are recovered from the supernatant (S). b. While TECs 
assembled with RNAPWT support kinetically competitive FttA-mediated termination (Fig. 3.3), 
TECs generated with RNAPDF/DE only support FttA-mediated termination of stalled or slowly 
elongating complexes. The absence of the stalk domain impairs both FttA-mediated cleavage 
and release of the nascent transcript, and while FttA-activity can be stimulated by the addition of 
Spt4/5, the hinderance to FttA-mediated termination in the absence of the stalk domain impairs 
FttA-mediated termination under condition of high [NTP]. 
 

 
 
 

 
Figure B.7. FttA is an abundant protein likely responsible for 3’-end formation in archaeal 
cells. Quantitative Western blots employing anti-FttA antibodies, purified recombinant FttA, and 
total cellular lysates derived from known numbers of lysed T. kodakarensis cells reveal that FttA 
is present at ~2,100 -/+ 500 copies per cell. Cell counts and protein calculations were performed 
as described 4. 
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Figure B.8. Gentle-purification of FttA directly from lysates of T. kodakarensis strain 
TK1428D. Top panels show SDS-PAGE gels of fractions recovered from imidazole elutions of 
total cell lysates from strains TK1428D (left) and TS559 (right) resolved over 5 ml Ni2+-charged 
chelating columns (GE Healthcare). Bottom panels are Western blots of the same fractions from 
above probed with anti-HA antibodies to identify fractions within TK1428D lysates that contain 
FttA. The fractions pooled and analyzed by MuDPIT are identified. Magic Mark protein ladders 
are identified by molecular weight in Kda to the left of the gels. 
 

 
Figure B.9. Proteins identified as co-eluting partners of FttA from lysates of strain 
TK1428D. 
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Figure B.10. FttA is highly conserved and shares structural and sequence homology with 
eukaryotic CPSF73. FttA is homologous to each subunit of the eukaryotic CPSF complex, with 
the greatest identity to CPSF73. The C-terminal MBL-fold is conserved in presumptive RNA 
processing proteins present in most Bacteria. No homology is noted between archaeal FttA and 
bacterial Rho proteins, but an identifiable homology (Evalue = 0.046) between E. coli NusA and 
archaeal FttA is intriguing and is likely based solely on the N-terminal KH domains of FttA and 
the KH domain of NusA. a. The crystal structure of FttA from Pyrococcus horikoshii (PDB: 
3AF5) 13 shown in chainbow coloring (N-terminus in purple to C-terminus in red) reveals two N-
terminal KH-domains attached by a linker to a C-terminal MBL fold. Alpha-carbons of highly 
conserved residues in archaeal FttA homologues are shown in colored spheres. b. The MBL-
fold of FttA is nearly structural identical to the MBL-fold of the human CPSF73 protein (PDB: 
2I7T) 14. 
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WP_011250379.1_Thermococcus_kodakarensis                ----MIRRETFVDDILKEIREIIVQMVPREAGITDVEFEGPELVIYVKNPEAMMKDGELI 56 
WP_048048997.1_Methanosarcina_mazei                     ---------MPIEDVLLDLKHKIEKNLPAGVTITDVEFEGPQLVLYTEEPRKFADDGNII 51 
WP_004044063.1_Haloferax_volcanii                       --------MSSVDKQLENLKAEITNELPRDISVSDVKYEGPELVVYTRDPKKFAQNGDLI 52 
OIO62505.1_Candidatus_Woesearchaeota_archaeon           ----------MVYLMNNIIIKEILSQLP-EEKISDACFEGANIVLYTKDKEFFLDNNGLI 49 
OLC36512.1_Thaumarchaeota_archaeon                      MQRKTQQR---ELSPAPNIMGTILQSIPKEADVTKIDYEGPRIAIYTKNPRYLMEHNEVI 57 
OLS12352.1_Candidatus_Lokiarchaeota_archaeon_CR_4       ------MIFVSSEDSLNAIMEIIRNTLPPTTDISQIEYEGPEIAVYTKNPKILEDNGNIL 54 
TAL51517.1_Nanoarchaeota_archaeon                       ---------------MSKIIKEILKQIP-EDKISDAQFEGANIVLYTKDKEFFVNNEGLI 44 
WP_011007526.1_Pyrobaculum_aerophilum                   -------------MSFVE-IENKVKAILSGIEIVKVNYEGPNLCIYVKRPTED--VIDMI 44 
RLI34429.1_Candidatus_Bathyarchaeota_archaeon           MPSPRLGQTRQPETIQSKIIQVILQHVPKEAEITRVEFEGPRLAIYTRKPEILLSQSYIV 60 
WP_014513953.1_Sulfolobus_islandicus                    -------MNRLASLNRINTISLIYS-ELKDLGITRIEYEGPTIAVYVKKPTMVTEKGEVI 52 
WP_011277529.1_Sulfolobus_acidocaldarius                ------------MSIRLNIVNAIYNGMPKEAGISKIDFEGPEIAVYVRNPAVV--DGETV 46 
RLG13324.1_Candidatus_Nanohaloarchaeota_archaeon        -----------------MELEDVKSRLPKTAMITKTLFEGSDIVFYTKNKDFFVNGSSDI 43 
OLC64863.1_Candidatus_Rokubacteria_bacterium            ---------MTIEDILNDARSVVKKVVPDHVEITQVDFEGPTIVIYTKNMEVFAESNDLV 51 
OEU57241.1_Desulfuromonadales_bacterium_C00003096       ---------MPAEATLLALKRRITELLPPDVSVTGVEFEGPELVLYTEDTQRFVDDGALV 51 
OGM94118.1_Candidatus_Wolfebacteria_bacterium           ---------MNCKLIETEILEKVRNALP-QEAISRVELEGSELIVYTKDRDFFVKHEETV 50 
OGZ62538.1_Candidatus_Staskawiczbacteria_bacterium      ----------------MELLKN-ITDRL-KGKITEASFEGANVVLYTDDAEFFRRGSGKI 42 
RKX64688.1_Tenericutes_bacterium                        ---------MGIEETLSELRQRIRKNLPVGVTISDVEFEGPELVIYTKEPRKLADNGEIV 51 
NP_057291.1_Homo_sapiens                                ------------------------------------------------------------ 0 
NP_650738.1_Drosophila_melanogaster                     ------------------------------------------------------------ 0 
NP_502553.2_Caenorhabditis_elegans                      ------------------------------------------------------------ 0 
NP_013379.1_Saccharomyces_cerevisiae                    ------------------------------------------------------------ 0 
                                                                                                                     
 
WP_011250379.1_Thermococcus_kodakarensis                KNLAKVLKKRISVRPDPDILLPPEKAEELIKQLVPPEAEITNISFDPSVGEVLIEARKPG 116 
WP_048048997.1_Methanosarcina_mazei                     RNLAKELRTRIAMRPDPRVLATPEDSISIIEEVVPKESVISSYYFDPDSGEVIIEAEKPG 111 
WP_004044063.1_Haloferax_volcanii                       RKLASKLRKRITVRPDPDVLSDPREAEPKILSVIPEEAGVTDLDFHIDTGEVVIEAEKPG 112 
OIO62505.1_Candidatus_Woesearchaeota_archaeon           RKIVNDIKKRVELRPDPAITLDIEDAEKLIKSVIPEEAGVDKIIFDPQRSRVIIEAEKPG 109 
OLC36512.1_Thaumarchaeota_archaeon                      SNMVNVIKKRIVVRTEESIRKSEEESRQILTQMLPKDAELQGTFFDTATGEMTIEIKRPW 117 
OLS12352.1_Candidatus_Lokiarchaeota_archaeon_CR_4       KNLAKKLRKRIVVRSDPSVRRDKEETANYIRTLVTDESEITKVTFDENMGEVTIEAKKPG 114 
TAL51517.1_Nanoarchaeota_archaeon                       RKIVDDIKKRVELRPDPKITSDPVKAEEEIRKIMPPEAGVSNVVFDPARSQVIIEAEKPG 104 
WP_011007526.1_Pyrobaculum_aerophilum                   GEVAKTLKKRVILRVDPSNRASEKTASKVIREVLSD---VEDVVFENN-GDVYIYLAKPL 100 
RLI34429.1_Candidatus_Bathyarchaeota_archaeon           SDIVSLIRKRITLRSDPEIRMKPEEAERFIRSIVPPEAEITNITFDENIGEVVIEAKKPG 120 
WP_014513953.1_Sulfolobus_islandicus                    KKIAKDIKKRIIIKADPSVRKDKKEAVEIIKKIVPTEAEIVDIKFDDDLGEVLIKAKKPG 112 
WP_011277529.1_Sulfolobus_acidocaldarius                KKIAKEIKKRVVVKADPKSRKDKEETKEIIKNIVPQEAQIIDIKFDDELGEVLIKAKKPG 106 
RLG13324.1_Candidatus_Nanohaloarchaeota_archaeon        KALVSEIRKRINLRPDQSITLAEDKAREKIRTIVPKEAEIQDILFEPEFGKVIILAQKPG 103 
OLC64863.1_Candidatus_Rokubacteria_bacterium            RQIAQQLRRRIVVRPDPSLLASQEDAEKIIREVIPPEAQITGVYFETETGEVTIEALAPG 111 
OEU57241.1_Desulfuromonadales_bacterium_C00003096       RTLAKELKKRISVRPSSDILMDPEKASKAIHEIIPEEGGIKDIYFDMDKAEVIIEAEKPG 111 
OGM94118.1_Candidatus_Wolfebacteria_bacterium           RQVVDQLKKRIEVRPEAAICLSQEATKKRIMELVPAEANIKNIYFEEERSLVIIAAEKPG 110 
OGZ62538.1_Candidatus_Staskawiczbacteria_bacterium      KEIVNEIKKRIELRADKKILKDAEETEKEIRKSIPEEAEITNIIFDNYRSIVIIEAKKPG 102 
RKX64688.1_Tenericutes_bacterium                        RSIAKDVRKRIVIRPDKSVLYDPADATAAIEKIAPSDAGITDYCFDSDTGEVMIEAEKPG 111 
NP_057291.1_Homo_sapiens                                ------------------------------------------------------------ 0 
NP_650738.1_Drosophila_melanogaster                     ------------------------------------------------------------ 0 
NP_502553.2_Caenorhabditis_elegans                      ------------------------------------------------------------ 0 
NP_013379.1_Saccharomyces_cerevisiae                    ------------------------------------------------------------ 0 
                                                                                                                     
 
WP_011250379.1_Thermococcus_kodakarensis                LVIGKNGETLRLITQKVHWAPRVVRTPP-----IQSQTIYSIRSILQTESKDRRKFLRQV 171 
WP_048048997.1_Methanosarcina_mazei                     LVIGKHGATLREITKQIGWIPKVVRTPP-----IKSRTVKNIREFMRNNLKERKEILKTV 166 
WP_004044063.1_Haloferax_volcanii                       MVIGRHGSTLREITQKVGWTPEVVRTPP-----IESSTVSNVRNFLKQEREDRRRILERT 167 
OIO62505.1_Candidatus_Woesearchaeota_archaeon           LAIGKQGDILREIRKKTLWVPLIRRKPA-----IRSQLIENIRAVLYQNSDYRRKFLDKI 164 
OLC36512.1_Thaumarchaeota_archaeon                      LLNNAEVFNMVDLVSKTGWRVRIRKATT-----AQSQTIQTINYNLKISSTERSKHLRQV 172 
OLS12352.1_Candidatus_Lokiarchaeota_archaeon_CR_4       LVIGKLGANLRSIRMETLWRPIVVRTPP-----IDSKTVKIVRHMLKTERGVQKEILLRI 169 
TAL51517.1_Nanoarchaeota_archaeon                       LAIGKQGSILREIREKTFWVPFIRRTPA-----IRSVLIENIRAVLYQNSEYRRKFLHKV 159 
WP_011007526.1_Pyrobaculum_aerophilum                   R-EKEIKSATREIFVKTGWRAVIESGVPKDRVKLPTHEIVGVRHIFHSAYAQRMELMESL 159 
RLI34429.1_Candidatus_Bathyarchaeota_archaeon           LVISKNGATLQEIIKVTKWRPRILRTPP-----IPSKIIAHIRHYLYQEVKERQRILRSV 175 
WP_014513953.1_Sulfolobus_islandicus                    LVIGKGGSLQQRIFAETFWKAEIVREPP-----IRSRTYDSILEHIYNETEYRAKILKVF 167 
WP_011277529.1_Sulfolobus_acidocaldarius                LVIGKGGSIQQKIFAETYWRPIIVREPP-----LKSRTYDGVLTHIYNETEYRAKALRVF 161 
RLG13324.1_Candidatus_Nanohaloarchaeota_archaeon        IVIGKTGETLREIKKETFWNPEIQRMPG-----FRSKIVNKAREIVHEEAKYRQQFLNKI 158 
OLC64863.1_Candidatus_Rokubacteria_bacterium            MVIGRHGSVLNEIKKRIGWAPKVVRTPP-----IPSKTVEEIRQYLRTINDERQVFLKQV 166 
OEU57241.1_Desulfuromonadales_bacterium_C00003096       LVIGTHGATLREVAKEIGWRPNVIRAPP-----IQSPIIKSIRRYLREESDFRKSFLKKV 166 
OGM94118.1_Candidatus_Wolfebacteria_bacterium           LVIGRGGETFRQIRAETFWVPRIERVPP-----IKSDVIDGIRKVLHQEVKFRKEFLNKI 165 
OGZ62538.1_Candidatus_Staskawiczbacteria_bacterium      MVIGKRGIILDELKHKTFWSPQVQRSPA-----IKSKIVENIREVLYANNNYRRRFLNSV 157 
RKX64688.1_Tenericutes_bacterium                        LVIGQHGSMLREITRYIGWTPKVVRTPP-----IESSTIKNVRHVLRESLDERKQILREL 166 
NP_057291.1_Homo_sapiens                                ------------------------------------------------------------ 0 
NP_650738.1_Drosophila_melanogaster                     -------------------------------------------------------MTQAT 5 
NP_502553.2_Caenorhabditis_elegans                      ------------------------------------------------------------ 0 
NP_013379.1_Saccharomyces_cerevisiae                    ------------------------------------------------------------ 0 
                                                                                                                     
 
WP_011250379.1_Thermococcus_kodakarensis                GRNIYR--KSEYKSRWIRITGLGGFREVGRSALLVQTDESYVLVDFGVNIAALKDPTKAY 229 
WP_048048997.1_Methanosarcina_mazei                     GRKIHR--ECTSKDQWVRVTALGGCKEVGRSCFLLSTPESRILIDCGVNVGSDE---NMT 221 
WP_004044063.1_Haloferax_volcanii                       GRQIHR--EQLSDDEWVRITTLGCCREVGRASFIVSTPETRILVDCGDKPGSD-----DV 220 
OIO62505.1_Candidatus_Woesearchaeota_archaeon           GHRIYDGWIREKKNEWIRVSYLGGARQVGRSCLFLQTPESRILLDCGVNIAS-D--KDAY 221 
OLC36512.1_Thaumarchaeota_archaeon                      GEQIFR--PKLSEDAEVSLITLGGFSQVGRSCMLLTTHESKILVDCGVNPGA-RSPMEAF 229 
OLS12352.1_Candidatus_Lokiarchaeota_archaeon_CR_4       GKRIHR--PVIFKDTAIKLTALGAFREVGRSCLLVQSNESTVLVDCGLNVGS---PTEPF 224 
TAL51517.1_Nanoarchaeota_archaeon                       GERIYDSWVREKREGWVRLSYLGSAREVGRSCILLQTNESRVLLDCGINIAA-NSPDLAY 218 
WP_011007526.1_Pyrobaculum_aerophilum                   ARYIHQ--EPVVKEGPITVTFLGAAMEVGRSAILVSTTESNVLLDCGLKPAQN---DEEF 214 
RLI34429.1_Candidatus_Bathyarchaeota_archaeon           GDRIFR--APIYKSQEVLVTFLGGFRQVGRSAILVRTRESSVLIDCGINPGT-ANPEDSF 232 
WP_014513953.1_Sulfolobus_islandicus                    GERIHR--ETVFQDKYVRITALGGFLEVGRSAVLVETPESKVLLDVGLNPSANMFGEKLF 225 
WP_011277529.1_Sulfolobus_acidocaldarius                GERIHR--DILFKDRFVRITGLGGFNEVGRSAVLVETPESKILLDVGLNPSV-SYGEKLF 218 
RLG13324.1_Candidatus_Nanohaloarchaeota_archaeon        GQKIQL--KKGSKEGWVRFSALGSFGEVGRSCIFLQTKESKVLLDCGVNTGS-N---EMN 212 
OLC64863.1_Candidatus_Rokubacteria_bacterium            GRRLAR--EVPPGENYVRITALGGFRQVGRSAALLSTRDSKVLIDCGVLISED----NGS 220 
OEU57241.1_Desulfuromonadales_bacterium_C00003096       GRRIYR--DKSKEDEWLRITALGGCREVGRNSFLLSTPETRILIDCGVSVGS-----EGT 219 
OGM94118.1_Candidatus_Wolfebacteria_bacterium           GEKIFS--ERKTNRDWIRIIPLGGFRQVGRSCLLIETPKSKVLIDCGIAPGG-QG-ADAF 221 
OGZ62538.1_Candidatus_Staskawiczbacteria_bacterium      GKKIYEDWDPKRTDEWIRLTFLGAARQVGRSCVLLQTPNSKVLLDCGIDVSS-QG-EDKF 215 
RKX64688.1_Tenericutes_bacterium                        GEKIHR--SITSPDNWIRITALGGCREVGRSCFLLSTPETRVLIDCGINVGADDH--GGT 222 
NP_057291.1_Homo_sapiens                                ---MSA--IPAEESDQLLIRPLGAGQEVGRSCIILEFKGRKIMLDCGIHPGLE--GMDAL 53 
NP_650738.1_Drosophila_melanogaster                     --GDAR--MPDEESDLLQIKPLGAGQEVGRSCIMLEFKGKKIMLDCGIHPGLS--GMDAL 59 
NP_502553.2_Caenorhabditis_elegans                      ----ME--EEGDNSDSLCFTPLGSGQEVGRSCHLLEYKGKRVMLDCGVHPGLH--GVDAL 52 
NP_013379.1_Saccharomyces_cerevisiae                    --------MERTNTTTFKFFSLGGSNEVGRSCHILQYKGKTVMLDAGIHPAYQ--GLASL 50 
                                                                        . .  **   :*** . ::      :::* *   .          
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WP_011250379.1_Thermococcus_kodakarensis                PHFDAPEFRYVLDEGLLDAIIITHAHLDHSGMLPYLFRYKLFDGPIYTTPPTRDLMTLLQ 289 
WP_048048997.1_Methanosarcina_mazei                     PYLYVPEVF---PLNQIDAVIVTHAHLDHQGLVPLLFKYG-YEGPVYCTPPTRDLMVLLQ 277 
WP_004044063.1_Haloferax_volcanii                       PYLQVPEAL-GSGANSLDAVVLTHAHLDHSALIPLLFKYG-YDGPIYTTEPTRDLMGLLT 278 
OIO62505.1_Candidatus_Woesearchaeota_archaeon           PYLEAPEFN----INDLDAVVLTHSHLDHCGFIPYLYKYG-YRGPVYCTAPTRDVSALLL 276 
OLC36512.1_Thaumarchaeota_archaeon                      PRLDWPNIT----LDELDAVVISHAHLDHTGFLPVLFKYG-YKGPVYCTEPTLPMMNLIQ 284 
OLS12352.1_Candidatus_Lokiarchaeota_archaeon_CR_4       PLFDLPVFD----IDSLDAVICTHSHLDHSGMIPYLFKYD-YDGPIYSTLPTRHLSTMLQ 279 
TAL51517.1_Nanoarchaeota_archaeon                       PMLEAPEFD----IQKLDAIILSHAHTDHCGFIPYLYKYG-FKGPVYCTPPTRDISALLM 273 
WP_011007526.1_Pyrobaculum_aerophilum                   PLLDLID------IDRLDAVVLTHAHMDHVGCLPFLFKYG-YKGPVYMTDPTKYQAFILL 267 
RLI34429.1_Candidatus_Bathyarchaeota_archaeon           PRIDLNEFD----LSSLDAVIISHAHLDHCGLLPLLYKYG-YDGPVYCSEPTLSLMALLQ 287 
WP_014513953.1_Sulfolobus_islandicus                    PRLDIDQLK----IEELDAVVITHAHLDHCGMVPFLFKYG-YEGPVYTTVPTRDIMALMQ 280 
WP_011277529.1_Sulfolobus_acidocaldarius                PRIDIDQVK----LEDIDAVVITHAHLDHCGMVPLLFKYG-YEGPVYMTPPTRDIMALAQ 273 
RLG13324.1_Candidatus_Nanohaloarchaeota_archaeon        PYIDAPEFD----LESLDAVIISHAHLDHSGFAPYLYEYG-YKGPLYTTLPTRDVMTLLQ 267 
OLC64863.1_Candidatus_Rokubacteria_bacterium            PYLNAPEVM---PLGSIDAVVITHAHLDHSGLVPALYKYG-YDGPIYTTPPTRDLMSLLQ 276 
OEU57241.1_Desulfuromonadales_bacterium_C00003096       PYLYVPEVT---PLSDIDAVVITHAHLDHTGLVPLLFQYA-YDGPIYMTQPTRDLMVLLL 275 
OGM94118.1_Candidatus_Wolfebacteria_bacterium           PLLTTKEFD----PAELDAVIISHAHMDHVGFVPYLFEYG-YEGPLYCTTPTLDLFALLD 276 
OGZ62538.1_Candidatus_Staskawiczbacteria_bacterium      PIFNIPEFD----INQLDAVIISHAHIDHVGMVPFLYKMG-YKGPVYMTLPTRDISSLLA 270 
RKX64688.1_Tenericutes_bacterium                        PYLYIPEVS---PITHLDGVVVTHAHLDHCGLVPLLFKYG-YRGPVYATPPSRDLMALLQ 278 
NP_057291.1_Homo_sapiens                                PYIDLID------PAEIDLLLISHFHLDHCGALPWFLQKTSFKGRTFMTHATKAIYRWLL 107 
NP_650738.1_Drosophila_melanogaster                     PYVDLIE------ADEIDLLFISHFHLDHCGALPWFLMKTSFKGRCFMTHATKAIYRWML 113 
NP_502553.2_Caenorhabditis_elegans                      PFVDFVE------IENIDLLLITHFHLDHCGALPWLLQKTAFQGKCFMTHATKAIYRMLL 106 
NP_013379.1_Saccharomyces_cerevisiae                    PFYDEFD------LSKVDILLISHFHLDHAASLPYVMQRTNFQGRVFMTHPTKAIYRWLL 104 
                                                        *               :* :. :* * ** .  * .     : *  : :  :         
 
WP_011250379.1_Thermococcus_kodakarensis                QDFIEIQHMNG--------VEPLYRPKDIKEVIKHTITLDYGEVRDIAPDIRLTLHNAGH 341 
WP_048048997.1_Methanosarcina_mazei                     LDYIDVAAKEG--------KKIPYESGMVAKTLKHTIPLDYEEVTDIAPDIKLTFHNAGH 329 
WP_004044063.1_Haloferax_volcanii                       LDYLDVASKEG--------RTPPYESEMVREAIKHTIPLEYGDVTDIAPDVKLTFHNAGH 330 
OIO62505.1_Candidatus_Woesearchaeota_archaeon           IDYIKIMRSNG--------KEPIFTIDDIKEMVKHTICLDYNEVSDITPDVRITLYNAGH 328 
OLC36512.1_Thaumarchaeota_archaeon                      LDAIKVAAAQG--------KVPLYSERDVKQVMKQTIPLSYGTVTDISPDIKLVFSNAGH 336 
OLS12352.1_Candidatus_Lokiarchaeota_archaeon_CR_4       LDYIQITEKEG--------KICPYKKGDVKDAVLHTIPLQYGEVTDIAPDIKLTLHNSGH 331 
TAL51517.1_Nanoarchaeota_archaeon                       IDAVKIQRSEN--------KEPLYTTEEVKEFVKHTITLDYGEVTDITPDIRITFYNAGH 325 
WP_011007526.1_Pyrobaculum_aerophilum                   SDYVELKEREG--------LQPSYSKADIETVIYHTITLDYEEVTDIAPDIKLTFYDAGH 319 
RLI34429.1_Candidatus_Bathyarchaeota_archaeon           LDYLDVLSREG--------IQPPYDQKDVREMILHTIPLRYGVVTDIAPDIKLTLHNAGH 339 
WP_014513953.1_Sulfolobus_islandicus                    LDSLDVVEKEG--------KPLPYSAKEVRKELLHTITLDYGEVTDIAPDIRLTFYNAGH 332 
WP_011277529.1_Sulfolobus_acidocaldarius                LDALDVAEKEG--------RPIPYTAKEVRRELLHTITLDYGEVTDIAPDVKLTFYNAGH 325 
RLG13324.1_Candidatus_Nanohaloarchaeota_archaeon        LDFIDVLQRET--------GKAPYTSMGIKNAIKHSITLDYNEVCDITPDMRLTFQNAGH 319 
OLC64863.1_Candidatus_Rokubacteria_bacterium            IDFIKVAMGEA--------RKSPYDSSNIRKAVANTIPLKYGETTDIAPDVRLTFQNAGH 328 
OEU57241.1_Desulfuromonadales_bacterium_C00003096       LDYLEVAAREG--------NKIPYKSSRIRDAIRHTIPLKYGDVTDISPDVKLTLYNAGH 327 
OGM94118.1_Candidatus_Wolfebacteria_bacterium           LDYIDVAQKNG--------VNPAYTVKGVKEAVRHSISLEYGEVSDVAPDVRLTFQNAGH 328 
OGZ62538.1_Candidatus_Staskawiczbacteria_bacterium      LDFIGVAYKQA--------EKPLYSSTDIKEMVKHSICLNYNEVTDVTSDIRITFYNAGH 322 
RKX64688.1_Tenericutes_bacterium                        IDYIDVANKEG--------RRIPYSSEMVREALKHTIVLDYGSVTDIAPDMKLTLHNAGH 330 
NP_057291.1_Homo_sapiens                                SDYVKVSNISA--------DDMLYTETDLEESMDKIETINFHEVKEVA-GIKFWCYHAGH 158 
NP_650738.1_Drosophila_melanogaster                     SDYIKISNIST--------EQMLYTEADLEASMEKIETINFHEERDVM-GVRFCAYIAGH 164 
NP_502553.2_Caenorhabditis_elegans                      GDYVRISKYGGP------DRNQLYTEDDLEKSMAKIETIDFREQKEVN-GIRFWPYVAGH 159 
NP_013379.1_Saccharomyces_cerevisiae                    RDFVRVTSIGSSSSSMGTKDEGLFSDEDLVDSFDKIETVDYHSTVDVN-GIKFTAFHAGH 163 
                                                         * : :                 :    :   . :   : :    ::  .:::    :** 
 
WP_011250379.1_Thermococcus_kodakarensis                ILGSSIVHLHIGNGLHNIAITGDFKFIPTRLFEPAVSRFPRLETLVMESTYGGSNDYQMP 401 
WP_048048997.1_Methanosarcina_mazei                     ILGSAISHFHIGDGLHNVVFTGDYKYEKTRLFDPAVNKFPRVETVISEATYGNANAFQPA 389 
WP_004044063.1_Haloferax_volcanii                       ILGSAVSHFHIGDGLYNVAFSGDIHYEDTRLFNGAVNDFPRVETLVLESTYGGRNDYQTD 390 
OIO62505.1_Candidatus_Woesearchaeota_archaeon           ILGSSMVHMHVGNGLHNIVYTGDMKFGKTRLLDIAVTKFPRVETLMIESTYGGRENILQS 388 
OLC36512.1_Thaumarchaeota_archaeon                      ILGSASCHFHIGNGNHNFVYSGDLKYGKSMLFESASWNFPRIETLLIESTYGAKEDIQAT 396 
OLS12352.1_Candidatus_Lokiarchaeota_archaeon_CR_4       ILGAALVHLHYGEGAHNLVVTGDFKFQKTRLLESATVNFPRLETLVTEATYGGKKDEIPS 391 
TAL51517.1_Nanoarchaeota_archaeon                       ILGSAMTHLHIGNGLHNLLYSADSKYAKTSLLDPAVTDFPRLESLMIESTYGGRDCIAVT 385 
WP_011007526.1_Pyrobaculum_aerophilum                   EIGSAMAHLHIGNGRYNILYTGDFKYGKTRLLNRAANKFKRVEMLIMESTYGGRDDVQPP 379 
RLI34429.1_Candidatus_Bathyarchaeota_archaeon           ILGSAIIHLHIGEGLHNIVYTGDFKFAKTMLLESAVASFPRIETLIMEATYGSSEDVMPP 399 
WP_014513953.1_Sulfolobus_islandicus                    ILGSAMAHLHIGDGKHNIVYTGDFKYAKTKLLDKANTEFPRVDTLIMETTYGAQD--QPN 390 
WP_011277529.1_Sulfolobus_acidocaldarius                ILGSAMAHLHIGEGLHNVVYTGDFKYARTKLLDKANDEFIRVDTMIMETTYGAHD--QEN 383 
RLG13324.1_Candidatus_Nanohaloarchaeota_archaeon        ILGSALTHIHIGEGLHNLLYTADLKFGPTKLLEPAYMGFSRIESMILESTYGAPKDIIPS 379 
OLC64863.1_Candidatus_Rokubacteria_bacterium            ILGSAVAHFHIGDGLYNVAMSGDIKFEKTWLFNPAVNKFPRLETLVLESTYGGYHDIQPS 388 
OEU57241.1_Desulfuromonadales_bacterium_C00003096       ILGSSVVYFHVGNGLHNIAFSGDIKYERTFLFDPAFNGFPRLETLIMESTYGGANDMQPP 387 
OGM94118.1_Candidatus_Wolfebacteria_bacterium           ILGSALVHLHIGEGMHNIVYGLDQKFARTNLLEPAFTDFQRCETLIIESTYGGVADIQPP 388 
OGZ62538.1_Candidatus_Staskawiczbacteria_bacterium      VLGSAMVHINIGNGSHNLLYTGDYKFMRTRLLEPATIYFPRLESVITESTYGAKEDVLPP 382 
RKX64688.1_Tenericutes_bacterium                        ILGSAVAHFHVGDGLHNVVFTGDFKYEKTRLFDSAINNFPRAETVIMEATYGGPNDFQPP 390 
NP_057291.1_Homo_sapiens                                VLGAAMFMIEIA--GVKLLYTGDFSRQEDRHLMAAEIPNIKPDILIIESTYGTHI--HEK 214 
NP_650738.1_Drosophila_melanogaster                     VLGAAMFMIEIA--GIKILYTGDFSRQEDRHLMAAEVPPMKPDVLITESTYGTHI--HEK 220 
NP_502553.2_Caenorhabditis_elegans                      VLGACQFMIEIA--GVRVLYTGDFSCLEDRHLCAAEIPPITPQVLITESTYGTQT--HED 215 
NP_013379.1_Saccharomyces_cerevisiae                    VLGAAMFQIEIA--GLRVLFTGDYSREVDRHLNSAEVPPLSSNVLIVESTFGTAT--HEP 219 
                                                         :*:.   :. .    ..    *        :  *       : :: *:*:*         
 
WP_011250379.1_Thermococcus_kodakarensis                REEAEKRLIEVIHQTLKRGGKVLIPAMAVGRAQEIMMVLEEYARVGGI-----EVPIYLD 456 
WP_048048997.1_Methanosarcina_mazei                     LKDAEKHLQMVVKNTIERGGIAVIPAFAVGRSQEVMIVLEESIRKGLI----PEVPVYLD 445 
WP_004044063.1_Haloferax_volcanii                       QQDSEERLIEVINETYDRGGKVVIPAFAVGRSQEIMLVLEEAMRSGKI----PEMPVHLD 446 
OIO62505.1_Candidatus_Woesearchaeota_archaeon           RKECENEFADIIKRTIDRKGKILVPVLGSGRAQEVLLIVENMIRNGKI----EKVPVFID 444 
OLC36512.1_Thaumarchaeota_archaeon                      REEVEGAFVKSVNETLRNGGKVLIPIPAVGRAQELMMVINQYMKLGQL----MEAPVFTE 452 
OLS12352.1_Candidatus_Lokiarchaeota_archaeon_CR_4       RHESEQELVNLINTTLMRGGKMLIPVLAVGRAQEIIIILEEMIAKKRI----EAVPVYVD 447 
TAL51517.1_Nanoarchaeota_archaeon                       KEESDEYLAVVIKNTIARGGKILIPTLGVGRSQEIMMIIVNLIRAGSI----DAVPVFID 441 
WP_011007526.1_Pyrobaculum_aerophilum                   RVEAENALAKHVSDAVTRGGKVLIPAFSTGRGQEILYILNKMMEGGLI----PRVPVYVD 435 
RLI34429.1_Candidatus_Bathyarchaeota_archaeon           RPEVEARFVSIVRETLNRGGKVLVPVLAVGRAQEIMLVLDQHIRNGSL----PEVPIYID 455 
WP_014513953.1_Sulfolobus_islandicus                    REESELELLEIINKTLNRGGKVLIPVLAVGRGQEIMLIINDFMKKKLI----PEVPVYLT 446 
WP_011277529.1_Sulfolobus_acidocaldarius                REESEAKLIDIINKTISKGGKVLIPVLSVGRGQEIMLVINDAMKNKKI----PEVPVYIT 439 
RLG13324.1_Candidatus_Nanohaloarchaeota_archaeon        KREADMNLMEVIKRTINRKGKVIIPAFAVGRAQEVMVVLADEYSRGEL-----EVPVYLD 434 
OLC64863.1_Candidatus_Rokubacteria_bacterium            RHEAAQQLKEVIRRVLTRGGKVLVPVFAVGRSQEVMLVLEDAMRNRQI----PEVPIYLD 444 
OEU57241.1_Desulfuromonadales_bacterium_C00003096       RREAEKNLKDAIVKTIERKGKVIIPAFAVGRSQEVMIALEG-----MD----LEVPVYLD 438 
OGM94118.1_Candidatus_Wolfebacteria_bacterium           RQETERMFLDAVNKTMEAGAQVLIPSFAVERAQEMMTILATN-----N----FQYPVYLD 439 
OGZ62538.1_Candidatus_Staskawiczbacteria_bacterium      RREAEEKFIDLTNMTIERGGKVLIPELGLGRAQETMLIIEDAIKRGRM----KKIPVYID 438 
RKX64688.1_Tenericutes_bacterium                        RNVAEKNISEIVKRTIERGGKVLIPAFAVGRSQDVMLVLEEAMRKKRI----EQVPIYLD 446 
NP_057291.1_Homo_sapiens                                REEREARFCNTVHDIVNRGGRGLIPVFALGRAQELLLILDEYWQNHPEL---HDIPIYYA 271 
NP_650738.1_Drosophila_melanogaster                     REDRENRFTSLVQKIVQQGGRCLIPVFALGRAQELLLILDEFWSQNPDL---HEIPIYYA 277 
NP_502553.2_Caenorhabditis_elegans                      RAVREKRFTQMVHDIVTRGGRCLIPAFAIGPAQELMLILDEYWESHQEL---HDIPVYYA 272 
NP_013379.1_Saccharomyces_cerevisiae                    RLNRERKLTQLIHSTVMRGGRVLLPVFALGRAQEIMLILDEYWSQHADELGGGQVPIFYA 279 
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WP_011250379.1_Thermococcus_kodakarensis                -GMIWEATAIHTAYPEYLSKHIREQIFHEGYNPFLNPIFKSVANSR--------ERQDII 507 
WP_048048997.1_Methanosarcina_mazei                     -GMIWEATAIHATHPEYLNNDLRKLIFQKGQNPFLSECFKPVDSHE--------ARQKII 496 
WP_004044063.1_Haloferax_volcanii                       -GMIWEATAIHTTYPEYLRDDLRDRIFHEDENPFLAEEFNHIDGGE--------EERQDV 497 
OIO62505.1_Candidatus_Woesearchaeota_archaeon           -GSVWDITAIHTAYPEFLNSIVRKQIFHKDQNPFLSEIFKRVGSQK--------ERTQVI 495 
OLC36512.1_Thaumarchaeota_archaeon                      -GMISEATAIHEAYPEYLARDLRQKILETDENPFDSEYFTNIEHSD--------AREEPL 503 
OLS12352.1_Candidatus_Lokiarchaeota_archaeon_CR_4       -GLISEATAIHTTHPEYLNKELRDRIFHQGNNPFLSPFFTQVDSSN--------ARQDIV 498 
TAL51517.1_Nanoarchaeota_archaeon                       -GMVWDVTAIHTAYPEYLNAATRRLIFHKDQNPFLHEVFREVGSVK--------ERMQVI 492 
WP_011007526.1_Pyrobaculum_aerophilum                   -GMIVETLNVYLMYPHYLNPEVAEEIY-GGVNPFTTSGSVVIVDRAKRVEDRINQVAKIA 493 
RLI34429.1_Candidatus_Bathyarchaeota_archaeon           -GMVNEVTAIHTAYPEYMSKELQNMILHEDVNPFQSEYFVNIKNAG--------ARSEVL 506 
WP_014513953.1_Sulfolobus_islandicus                    -GLVDEVTAIHNAYPEWLGREVREEILYKDENPFTSEHFKRIEGYK-----------EDI 494 
WP_011277529.1_Sulfolobus_acidocaldarius                -GMVDEITAIHTAYPEWLSRELREAILYRDENPFMSEFFKRIEGYK-----------EDI 487 
RLG13324.1_Candidatus_Nanohaloarchaeota_archaeon        -GMIWNATAIHTTYPEFLSRRLQNQIFHQNNNPFSSEVFKRVASMN--------ERKSVI 485 
OLC64863.1_Candidatus_Rokubacteria_bacterium            -GMIWEATAIHTAYPEYLNSQLRTQIFQTGENPFLSPMFKRVETSD--------MRSNIC 495 
OEU57241.1_Desulfuromonadales_bacterium_C00003096       -GMIWEATSIHTAYPEYLNKKLKNSIFQ-GENPFLSDIFVQVDDSE--------KRKSII 488 
OGM94118.1_Candidatus_Wolfebacteria_bacterium           -GMIWDANGIFTAYPEYLSRQMQKSIY-GGEDPFKNEIFKRIASQA--------DREKAW 489 
OGZ62538.1_Candidatus_Staskawiczbacteria_bacterium      -GMIWDINAIHTAYPDFLNNKLRALTF-QDKNPFTSEIFSRVGSSE--------ERKNVI 488 
RKX64688.1_Tenericutes_bacterium                        -GMIWEATAIHTTHPEYLNSDLRNQIFHKGMNPFLAECFVKVDSQK--------MREDLL 497 
NP_057291.1_Homo_sapiens                                SSLAKKCMAVYQTYVNAMNDKIRKQIN--INNPFVFKHISNLKSM------------DHF 317 
NP_650738.1_Drosophila_melanogaster                     SSLAKKCMAVYQTYINAMNDRIRRQIA--VNNPFVFRHISNLKGI------------DHF 323 
NP_502553.2_Caenorhabditis_elegans                      SSLAKKCMSVYQTFVNGMNSRIQKQIA--VKNPFIFKHVSTLRGM------------DQF 318 
NP_013379.1_Saccharomyces_cerevisiae                    SNLAKKCMSVFQTYVNMMNDDIRKKFRDSQTNPFIFKNISYLRNL------------EDF 327 
                                                         .   .   :.  . . :             :**       :               .   
 
WP_011250379.1_Thermococcus_kodakarensis                DSGEPAIIIATSGMLVGGPSVEYFKQLAPDPKNSIIFVSYQAEGTLGRQVQRGLREIPIV 567 
WP_048048997.1_Methanosarcina_mazei                     QNPQPCVILATSGMMNGGPVVEYFKAFAEDPRNTLVFVGYQADGTIGRRIQKGWKEIPMT 556 
WP_004044063.1_Haloferax_volcanii                       ADGDQAIILSTSGMVTGGPIMSWLRHVGPDPKSRLVFVGYQAQGTLGRRIQNGWDEIPVN 557 
OIO62505.1_Candidatus_Woesearchaeota_archaeon           EETGSCIILATSGMLVGGPSVQYLKQLADNPKNTLLFVCYQGEGSLGRRIQRGEKEMSVD 555 
OLC36512.1_Thaumarchaeota_archaeon                      -REGPCIIMATSGMLEGGPVLEYFKNIAPIQKNKILFVSYQVNGTLGRRVLDGSRQVSVM 562 
OLS12352.1_Candidatus_Lokiarchaeota_archaeon_CR_4       -EGGPCIILATSGMLQGGPSVQYLRGLSDDPNNTLLFVSYQVEGTLGRRIQKGFRDFSIQ 557 
TAL51517.1_Nanoarchaeota_archaeon                       EETGPCVILATSGMLTGGPSVEYLKHLGDNAKNSLVFVSYQGEGSLGRKIQRGEREFNIP 552 
WP_011007526.1_Pyrobaculum_aerophilum                   QSEEPAVIIAPHGMLNGGPVVDYFAQLAHDERNKLIFVSYQAEGTLGRRILNGEREFVIK 553 
RLI34429.1_Candidatus_Bathyarchaeota_archaeon           -EGSPCIILATSGMLEGGPAIEYFRELAPDPKNTVILVSYQIEGTLGRRIQSGAKDVTLI 565 
WP_014513953.1_Sulfolobus_islandicus                    AKGEPSIILATSGMLNGGPAVEFFKTMAPDPKNAIIFVSYQAEGTLGRKVRDGAKEVQIL 554 
WP_011277529.1_Sulfolobus_acidocaldarius                AQGEPSIIIATSGMLNGGPAVEFFKNMAHDTRNSIVFVSYQAEGTLGRKVRDGAKDIQIL 547 
RLG13324.1_Candidatus_Nanohaloarchaeota_archaeon        ENKEPCVILTTSGMITGGPIMEYLKCLAYDNKNTLVFIGYQAEGTMGSRIQKGWRDIPMT 545 
OLC64863.1_Candidatus_Rokubacteria_bacterium            DDVEPCIVLATSGMMSGGPVLEYFKSWADNPLHALLFVGFQSEGSLGRRIQREAREITLT 555 
OEU57241.1_Desulfuromonadales_bacterium_C00003096       GDGEPSIILATSGMLNGGPVLEHLKGLAGDEKNTLVFVGYQAEGTLGRRIQKGWDEIQLA 548 
OGM94118.1_Candidatus_Wolfebacteria_bacterium           -ENKPCVIMSTSGMLTGGPAIEHIKQLAENPNNLLLFASFQAEGTLGKKIQKGWTEIPIG 548 
OGZ62538.1_Candidatus_Staskawiczbacteria_bacterium      -EGGPCVVLATSGMLAGGASVEYFKEFAVNEKNSLIFVCYQGSGSLGRQVQDGAKDIRLN 547 
RKX64688.1_Tenericutes_bacterium                        SNIDPAIIISTSGMMNGGPIMEYLKAFAPDEKSTLIFVGYQAEG---------------- 541 
NP_057291.1_Homo_sapiens                                DDIGPSVVMASPGMMQSGLSRELFESWCTDKRNGVIIAGYCVEGTLAKHIMSEPEEITTM 377 
NP_650738.1_Drosophila_melanogaster                     EDIGPCVIMASPGMMQSGLSRELFESWCTDPKNGVIIAGYCVEGTLAKAVLSEPEEITTL 383 
NP_502553.2_Caenorhabditis_elegans                      EDAGPCVVLATPGMLQSGFSRELFESWCPDTKNGCIIAGYCVEGTLAKHILSEPEEIVSL 378 
NP_013379.1_Saccharomyces_cerevisiae                    QDFGPSVMLASPGMLQSGLSRDLLERWCPEDKNLVLITGYSIEGTMAKFIMLEPDTIPSI 387 
                                                             .::::  **: .*   . :           ::  :  .*                 
 
WP_011250379.1_Thermococcus_kodakarensis                -GED--GRTEVINVNMEVHTIDGFSGHADRRELMSYVARVRPRPERIITVHGEAHKCLDL 624 
WP_048048997.1_Methanosarcina_mazei                     -GKN--GSTEMLKMNMEVQVVDGFSGHSDRRQLMEYVKRMQPRPERVFTEHGDEKACVDL 613 
WP_004044063.1_Haloferax_volcanii                       -GRDSMGRSDTLKLKMDVETVDGFSGHADRQGLENFVKTMNPRPEKVLCVHGDERSVQDL 616 
OIO62505.1_Candidatus_Woesearchaeota_archaeon           -G-----SKEITQIKMEVDTMEGFTGHSGRKELLNFVYRCDPKPKKIIVNHGESSRCLDL 609 
OLC36512.1_Thaumarchaeota_archaeon                      -GKE--GKIEVININCSTEKLDGFSGHSDYNQLMSYVHRLRPKLRRVIVNHGERRKCENL 619 
OLS12352.1_Candidatus_Lokiarchaeota_archaeon_CR_4       -DAR--GRSQAVRMKLDVQTIEGFSGHSSRSQIMSFIRKVKPKPERVLTNHGEAAKCVGL 614 
TAL51517.1_Nanoarchaeota_archaeon                       -GQG--GRQETFKVKMEIHTIEGFSGHSNRQQLLNFVYRATPKPKKVLVNHGENSRCLDL 609 
WP_011007526.1_Pyrobaculum_aerophilum                   -SL--VGGESKINMRMEVVSIPGFSGHSDRRELMKYVEHMEPKPKKIVLIHGEPSKIISL 610 
RLI34429.1_Candidatus_Bathyarchaeota_archaeon           -NPE--GKVEVINVKMRVESVEGFSGHSDRNQLLNYVRRLTPRPHRVIVGHGEKSKCLEL 622 
WP_014513953.1_Sulfolobus_islandicus                    -DRD--GRVESIQINMEVEAVEGFSGHSDRRQLFNFLRTIEPKPKNIILNHGEASAIKAF 611 
WP_011277529.1_Sulfolobus_acidocaldarius                -DRD--GRVENIKVNMEIGVVEGFSGHSDRRQLLAFLRNLNVKPKNLVLNHGEPSAISSF 604 
RLG13324.1_Candidatus_Nanohaloarchaeota_archaeon        -END--GTKHMLKIEAEVETVEGFSGHSDRNQLINYVAKLRSKPDRIFLNHGERSKSLNL 602 
OLC64863.1_Candidatus_Rokubacteria_bacterium            -DR---GQPLTLPIKLDVETIDGFSGHSDRLQLLNYVGTMEPRPERVIVNHGEEFKCSDL 611 
OEU57241.1_Desulfuromonadales_bacterium_C00003096       -D-E--GKIRNVKIKMDIHTVDGFSGHSDRNQLVEFVRGIKPLPSKVMCMHGENNKCLAL 604 
OGM94118.1_Candidatus_Wolfebacteria_bacterium           SGNN--GKPQTIQLKMQVQTIEGLSGHSDRNQLMSFIHRLAARPDRVIVCHGEATKAVEF 606 
OGZ62538.1_Candidatus_Staskawiczbacteria_bacterium      -TD---GKDEFVKVNMEVHTSKGLTAHAGRNELMAFFKKINPKPRKVMVMHGEVSKCLDL 603 
RKX64688.1_Tenericutes_bacterium                        ------------------------------------------------------------ 541 
NP_057291.1_Homo_sapiens                                S-----GQ--KLPLKMSVDYI-SFSAHTDYQQTSEFIRALK--PPHVILVHGEQNEMARL 427 
NP_650738.1_Drosophila_melanogaster                     S-----GQ--KLPLNMSVDYI-SFSAHTDYQQTSEFIRLLK--PTHVVLVHGEQNEMSRL 433 
NP_502553.2_Caenorhabditis_elegans                      S-----GE--KLPMRMQVGYV-SFSAHTDYHQTSNFVKALK--PPHLVLVHGELHEMSRL 428 
NP_013379.1_Saccharomyces_cerevisiae                    N-----NPEITIPRRCQVEEI-SFAAHVDFQENLEFIEKIS--APNIILVHGEANPMGRL 439 
                                                                                                                     
 
WP_011250379.1_Thermococcus_kodakarensis                SSSIHK--------KFGISTRAPNNLDAIRLK---------------------------- 648 
WP_048048997.1_Methanosarcina_mazei                     ASSVYK--------KLKIETRALTNLETVRLL---------------------------- 637 
WP_004044063.1_Haloferax_volcanii                       SSALYH--------DYNMRTFAPKNLETFRFK---------------------------- 640 
OIO62505.1_Candidatus_Woesearchaeota_archaeon           ASSIHK--------LNRVETAAPRNLEAIRLK---------------------------- 633 
OLC36512.1_Thaumarchaeota_archaeon                      ASSIHR--------MFRIQTTCPQVQEGLRLL---------------------------- 643 
OLS12352.1_Candidatus_Lokiarchaeota_archaeon_CR_4       ASVIHK--------RLKIDTRSLVNGETIVLR---------------------------- 638 
TAL51517.1_Nanoarchaeota_archaeon                       ASSIHK--------MFRIETVAPRNLDAVRLK---------------------------- 633 
WP_011007526.1_Pyrobaculum_aerophilum                   ATSIEL--------KYKITTIIPKVGERIRAL---------------------------- 634 
RLI34429.1_Candidatus_Bathyarchaeota_archaeon           SSTIQR--------IFKIESRAPENLETIRLY---------------------------- 646 
WP_014513953.1_Sulfolobus_islandicus                    ANYIRDDR-----LGYKPFIYTPAILDSLRVA---------------------------- 638 
WP_011277529.1_Sulfolobus_acidocaldarius                KRLVESGK-----IKGIDNVYAPKILESIRTI---------------------------- 631 
RLG13324.1_Candidatus_Nanohaloarchaeota_archaeon        ASTLHR--------MFKVETSVPSNLDAVRLK---------------------------- 626 
OLC64863.1_Candidatus_Rokubacteria_bacterium            ASGLYK--------KFGLEARAPMNLETIRLK---------------------------- 635 
OEU57241.1_Desulfuromonadales_bacterium_C00003096       ASGIHK--------KFNIDTVAPMNLETLRLV---------------------------- 628 
OGM94118.1_Candidatus_Wolfebacteria_bacterium           ARAVHK--------NFRVETHAPRNLEAIRLK---------------------------- 630 
OGZ62538.1_Candidatus_Staskawiczbacteria_bacterium      ASSIYR--------INRMETNVPRLLETINLR---------------------------- 627 
RKX64688.1_Tenericutes_bacterium                        ------------------------------------------------------------ 541 
NP_057291.1_Homo_sapiens                                KAALIREYEDNDE--VHIEVHNPRNTEAVTLNFRGEKLAKVMGFLADKKPEQGQRVSGIL 485 
NP_650738.1_Drosophila_melanogaster                     KLALQREYEADAS--TDIKFYNPRNTHAVDLYFRGEKTAKVMGSLAAKNSEVGSKLSGVL 491 
NP_502553.2_Caenorhabditis_elegans                      KSGIERQFQDD-N--IPIEVHNPRNTERLQLQFRGEKTAKVIGKLAQRVPENNETISGVL 485 
NP_013379.1_Saccharomyces_cerevisiae                    KSALLSNFASLKGTDNEVHVFNPRNCVEVDLEFQG------------------------- 474 
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WP_011250379.1_Thermococcus_kodakarensis                ------------------------------------------------------------ 648 
WP_048048997.1_Methanosarcina_mazei                     ------------------------------------------------------------ 637 
WP_004044063.1_Haloferax_volcanii                       ------------------------------------------------------------ 640 
OIO62505.1_Candidatus_Woesearchaeota_archaeon           ------------------------------------------------------------ 633 
OLC36512.1_Thaumarchaeota_archaeon                      ------------------------------------------------------------ 643 
OLS12352.1_Candidatus_Lokiarchaeota_archaeon_CR_4       ------------------------------------------------------------ 638 
TAL51517.1_Nanoarchaeota_archaeon                       ------------------------------------------------------------ 633 
WP_011007526.1_Pyrobaculum_aerophilum                   ------------------------------------------------------------ 634 
RLI34429.1_Candidatus_Bathyarchaeota_archaeon           ------------------------------------------------------------ 646 
WP_014513953.1_Sulfolobus_islandicus                    ------------------------------------------------------------ 638 
WP_011277529.1_Sulfolobus_acidocaldarius                ------------------------------------------------------------ 631 
RLG13324.1_Candidatus_Nanohaloarchaeota_archaeon        ------------------------------------------------------------ 626 
OLC64863.1_Candidatus_Rokubacteria_bacterium            ------------------------------------------------------------ 635 
OEU57241.1_Desulfuromonadales_bacterium_C00003096       ------------------------------------------------------------ 628 
OGM94118.1_Candidatus_Wolfebacteria_bacterium           ------------------------------------------------------------ 630 
OGZ62538.1_Candidatus_Staskawiczbacteria_bacterium      ------------------------------------------------------------ 627 
RKX64688.1_Tenericutes_bacterium                        ------------------------------------------------------------ 541 
NP_057291.1_Homo_sapiens                                VKRNFNYHILSPCDLSNYTDLAMSTVKQTQAIPYTGPFNLLCYQLQKLTGDVEELEIQE- 544 
NP_650738.1_Drosophila_melanogaster                     VKRDFKYHLLAPSDLGKYTDMSMSVVTQRQSIPWGSSLSTLELLLDRIGAGCVEV-LEA- 549 
NP_502553.2_Caenorhabditis_elegans                      VKNNFSYSIMVPEELGSYTSLRISSLEQRMSVHYSGSLKLLIFNLQQLNDDACLIQNIKL 545 
NP_013379.1_Saccharomyces_cerevisiae                    ------------------------------------------------------------ 474 
                                                                                                                     
 
WP_011250379.1_Thermococcus_kodakarensis                ------------------------------------------------------------ 648 
WP_048048997.1_Methanosarcina_mazei                     ------------------------------------------------------------ 637 
WP_004044063.1_Haloferax_volcanii                       ------------------------------------------------------------ 640 
OIO62505.1_Candidatus_Woesearchaeota_archaeon           ------------------------------------------------------------ 633 
OLC36512.1_Thaumarchaeota_archaeon                      ------------------------------------------------------------ 643 
OLS12352.1_Candidatus_Lokiarchaeota_archaeon_CR_4       ------------------------------------------------------------ 638 
TAL51517.1_Nanoarchaeota_archaeon                       ------------------------------------------------------------ 633 
WP_011007526.1_Pyrobaculum_aerophilum                   ------------------------------------------------------------ 634 
RLI34429.1_Candidatus_Bathyarchaeota_archaeon           ------------------------------------------------------------ 646 
WP_014513953.1_Sulfolobus_islandicus                    ------------------------------------------------------------ 638 
WP_011277529.1_Sulfolobus_acidocaldarius                ------------------------------------------------------------ 631 
RLG13324.1_Candidatus_Nanohaloarchaeota_archaeon        ------------------------------------------------------------ 626 
OLC64863.1_Candidatus_Rokubacteria_bacterium            ------------------------------------------------------------ 635 
OEU57241.1_Desulfuromonadales_bacterium_C00003096       ------------------------------------------------------------ 628 
OGM94118.1_Candidatus_Wolfebacteria_bacterium           ------------------------------------------------------------ 630 
OGZ62538.1_Candidatus_Staskawiczbacteria_bacterium      ------------------------------------------------------------ 627 
RKX64688.1_Tenericutes_bacterium                        ------------------------------------------------------------ 541 
NP_057291.1_Homo_sapiens                                ---------KPALKVF---KNITVIQEPGMVVLEWLANPSNDMYADTVTTVILEVQSNPK 592 
NP_650738.1_Drosophila_melanogaster                     ---------ERKLRVF---GCIELTVEQKIIVMEWQATHVNDVYADAVLACIMQSELGGT 597 
NP_502553.2_Caenorhabditis_elegans                      KEISKKGSVTQAITVFQGKVNVTVYGNDHVVVVRWDSNPVYDMYADSVVAAILHAQANPV 605 
NP_013379.1_Saccharomyces_cerevisiae                    ------------------------------------------------------------ 474 
                                                                                                                     
 
WP_011250379.1_Thermococcus_kodakarensis                ------------------------------------------------------------ 648 
WP_048048997.1_Methanosarcina_mazei                     ------------------------------------------------------------ 637 
WP_004044063.1_Haloferax_volcanii                       ------------------------------------------------------------ 640 
OIO62505.1_Candidatus_Woesearchaeota_archaeon           ------------------------------------------------------------ 633 
OLC36512.1_Thaumarchaeota_archaeon                      ------------------------------------------------------------ 643 
OLS12352.1_Candidatus_Lokiarchaeota_archaeon_CR_4       ------------------------------------------------------------ 638 
TAL51517.1_Nanoarchaeota_archaeon                       ------------------------------------------------------------ 633 
WP_011007526.1_Pyrobaculum_aerophilum                   ------------------------------------------------------------ 634 
RLI34429.1_Candidatus_Bathyarchaeota_archaeon           ------------------------------------------------------------ 646 
WP_014513953.1_Sulfolobus_islandicus                    ------------------------------------------------------------ 638 
WP_011277529.1_Sulfolobus_acidocaldarius                ------------------------------------------------------------ 631 
RLG13324.1_Candidatus_Nanohaloarchaeota_archaeon        ------------------------------------------------------------ 626 
OLC64863.1_Candidatus_Rokubacteria_bacterium            ------------------------------------------------------------ 635 
OEU57241.1_Desulfuromonadales_bacterium_C00003096       ------------------------------------------------------------ 628 
OGM94118.1_Candidatus_Wolfebacteria_bacterium           ------------------------------------------------------------ 630 
OGZ62538.1_Candidatus_Staskawiczbacteria_bacterium      ------------------------------------------------------------ 627 
RKX64688.1_Tenericutes_bacterium                        ------------------------------------------------------------ 541 
NP_057291.1_Homo_sapiens                                IRKGAVQKVSKKLEMHVYSKRLEIMLQDIFGEDCVSV-KDDSILSVTV-DGKTANLNLET 650 
NP_650738.1_Drosophila_melanogaster                     NLKGATKQT--KSEDSRFRECLIETLQDTFGDNCVPKMFEGDLLPVTV-SGKRAEINLET 654 
NP_502553.2_Caenorhabditis_elegans                      PDKYLP----SNSSFPQFNTAIEGMVKHICGDDVSIVMSERGLLAQFEEDGRRLLVEGSS 661 
NP_013379.1_Saccharomyces_cerevisiae                    ------------------------------------------------------------ 474 
                                                                                                                     
 
WP_011250379.1_Thermococcus_kodakarensis                ---------------------------------------------- 648 
WP_048048997.1_Methanosarcina_mazei                     ---------------------------------------------- 637 
WP_004044063.1_Haloferax_volcanii                       ---------------------------------------------- 640 
OIO62505.1_Candidatus_Woesearchaeota_archaeon           ---------------------------------------------- 633 
OLC36512.1_Thaumarchaeota_archaeon                      ---------------------------------------------- 643 
OLS12352.1_Candidatus_Lokiarchaeota_archaeon_CR_4       ---------------------------------------------- 638 
TAL51517.1_Nanoarchaeota_archaeon                       ---------------------------------------------- 633 
WP_011007526.1_Pyrobaculum_aerophilum                   ---------------------------------------------- 634 
RLI34429.1_Candidatus_Bathyarchaeota_archaeon           ---------------------------------------------- 646 
WP_014513953.1_Sulfolobus_islandicus                    ---------------------------------------------- 638 
WP_011277529.1_Sulfolobus_acidocaldarius                ---------------------------------------------- 631 
RLG13324.1_Candidatus_Nanohaloarchaeota_archaeon        ---------------------------------------------- 626 
OLC64863.1_Candidatus_Rokubacteria_bacterium            ---------------------------------------------- 635 
OEU57241.1_Desulfuromonadales_bacterium_C00003096       ---------------------------------------------- 628 
OGM94118.1_Candidatus_Wolfebacteria_bacterium           ---------------------------------------------- 630 
OGZ62538.1_Candidatus_Staskawiczbacteria_bacterium      ---------------------------------------------- 627 
RKX64688.1_Tenericutes_bacterium                        ---------------------------------------------- 541 
NP_057291.1_Homo_sapiens                                --RTVECEEGSEDDESLREMVELAAQRLYEALTPVH---------- 684 
NP_650738.1_Drosophila_melanogaster                     --LAISCAEDDV----LRQMLNTTVQKLHQTLVSAL---------- 684 
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Figure B.11. Clustal-Omega alignment of diverse archaeal (coral), eukaryotic (green), and 
bacterial (blue) FttA-homologues. BLASTp searches of the T. kodakarensis FttA protein 
(WP_011250379.1; TK1428) against all bacterial genomes revealed full-length homologues – 
containing both KH domains and the metallo-beta-lactamase (MBL) fold – in candidate species 
of Rokubacterium, Wolfebacterium, and Staskawiczbacterium, as well as Tenericutes bacterium 
and Desulfuromonadales bacterium C00003096. It should be noted that all Mollicutes (e.g. 
Tenericutes sps.), all Cyanobacteria, and some Firmicutes are devoid of obvious rho 
homologues 15. Many eukaryotic CPSF73 proteins contain C-terminal extensions not found in 
archaeal or bacterial homologues; an exception is the YSH1 protein of S. cerevisiae. Conserved 
(.), well-conserved (:), and invariant (*) residues are noted. An active center histidine (H255 in T. 
kodakarensis) is highlighted in red. 
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APPENDIX C: HISTONES DIRECT SITE-SPECIFIC CRISPR 
SPACER ACQUISITION IN MODEL ARCHAEON 

 
 
 

Main  

Prokaryotic CRISPR-Cas systems provide heritable, adaptive immunity against viruses, 

plasmids and other parasitic mobile genetic elements (MGEs) by maintaining a record of 

previously-encountered MGEs in a repository called the CRISPR array1. The array is a series of 

short (typically 30-40 bp) direct repeats separated by similarly-sized fragments derived from 

invading MGE genomes, termed spacers. The organization of this array gave rise to the 

descriptive name for these systems: Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic 

Repeats (CRISPR). Adjacent to the CRISPR array is a regulatory DNA region called the leader 

which encodes promoter elements used for CRISPR RNA expression as well as sequence 

elements important for directing spacer integration2-5. The CRISPR array is transcribed and 

processed into mature CRISPR RNAs (crRNA)6 which guide CRISPR ribonucleoprotein (crRNP) 

effector complexes to recognize and degrade nucleic acid of invading MGEs in a sequence-

specific manner7-10. 

 
Uniquely among prokaryotic MGE defense systems, CRISPR-Cas immunity is adaptive: the 

array can be continuously updated through addition of new spacers against newly encountered 

MGEs11. DNA fragments are sampled and integrated into CRISPR arrays by integrase 

complexes composed of highly conserved Cas1 and Cas2 proteins7,12,13, together with 

accessory proteins and factors which vary among the different CRISPR-Cas subtypes and host 

organisms14-20.  

 

3This appendix was previously published under the following title: Watts, E. A. et al. Histones  
direct site-specific CRISPR spacer acquisition in model archaeon. Nat. Microbiol. (2023). 
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The mechanism of spacer integration involves two sequential transesterification reactions 

whereby the 3’ OH groups of the spacer DNA make specific nucleophilic attacks at the 5’ 

borders of the repeat, followed by resolution of the integration site and DNA repair21,22 

(Extended Data Fig. C.1). The end result is the expansion of the array by one new spacer-

repeat unit. A common feature of diverse CRISPR systems in both bacterial and archaeal 

organisms is that new spacers are integrated into the CRISPR array in a polarized manner with 

a strong preference for the leader-adjacent repeat rather than downstream repeats within the 

array11,23.  

 
Work with different CRISPR systems has revealed that polarized spacer integration proceeds by 

one of two different modes in vivo. In the first mode, certain Cas1-2 integration complexes 

exhibit intrinsic specificity for the leader-proximal repeat: the complex directly recognizes 

sequence elements in the leader-proximal repeat as well as leader sequences located 

immediately adjacent to that repeat12,24,25. This intrinsic directionality is exemplified by the Type 

II-A CRISPR-Cas systems of Streptococcus thermophilus, Streptococcus pyogenes and 

Enterococcus faecalis where purified Cas1-Cas2 complexes specifically integrate new spacers 

at the first repeat in vitro without additional factors12,24,25.  

 
The second, and perhaps dominant mode of polarized integration, is factor-mediated rather than 

sequence intrinsic. This is typified by Type I-E and I-F CRISPR-Cas systems of E. coli and P. 

aeruginosa, where the polarity of integration is guided by a host-encoded chromosomal DNA 

binding protein, Integration Host Factor (IHF){Santiago-Frangos, 2021 #22366;Yoganand, 2017 

#6482;Fagerlund, 2017 #6615;Nunez, 2016 #8293;Wright, 2017 #22368;Santiago-Frangos, 

2023 #22672}. In vivo, IHF is required for any detectable new spacer acquisition27,29. In vitro, 

purified Cas1-2 integration complexes are capable of spacer integration at CRISPR repeat 

sequences, but integration occurs at all repeats in an array with no preference for the leader 
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end. When purified IHF is added to the in vitro integration reaction, spacer acquisition occurs 

almost exclusively at the leader-proximal repeat, demonstrating its importance in bona fide 

CRISPR spacer acquisition21,26,28-30. IHF binds at one or more conserved sites within the leader 

and induces a sharp horse shoe-like bend in the leader DNA which brings an upstream leader 

motif into close proximity to the repeat-bound Cas1-2 complex, strongly promoting spacer 

integration at the leader-proximal repeat26,27,29-31.  

 
Genes encoding IHF are restricted to mostly Proteobacteria26, so it remains unclear how factor-

mediated polarized integration would occur in other bacteria and in Archaea. In the 

Crenarchaeon, Saccharolobus solfataricus, in vitro reconstituted Cas1-2 complexes catalyze 

spacer integration into purified plasmid DNA, but without leader or repeat specificity. When cell 

lysate is added to the reaction, spacer integration is directed to the leader-adjacent repeat, but 

the lysate component responsible for this effect remains unknown32. 

 
CRISPR spacer uptake in the model hyperthermophilic archaeon, Pyrococcus furiosus, is 

relatively well-characterized, and as with most other species, spacer addition occurs 

preferentially at the leader-adjacent repeat14,33,34. The P. furiosus genome harbors 7 separate 

CRISPR arrays that each contain the same repeat sequences and highly conserved leaders35. 

Spacer integration at all 7 arrays is catalyzed by a single Cas1-2 integrase complex14,36,37. 

Previous work suggests that P. furiosus utilizes a factor-mediated, polarized spacer integration 

mechanism since reconstituted Cas1-Cas2 integrase from this organism adds spacers to 

CRISPR repeats without specificity for the first repeat37 in vitro while new spacers are only 

observed being added at the first repeat in vivo14,33,34. These data suggest an unidentified factor 

is required to promote leader-proximal spacer integration in P. furiosus. Here we present 

evidence that archaeal histones are responsible for guiding directional spacer integration into 

CRISPR arrays in P. furiosus.  
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Results 

MN-Seq reveals histone occupancy at CRISPR leaders 

With the aim of identifying the hypothesized factor(s) responsible for directing leader-proximal 

integration in P. furious CRISPR arrays37, we conducted a genome-wide analysis of DNA 

binding proteins and then looked for evidence of DNA binding at CRISPR loci. For this, we 

carried out micrococcal nuclease digestion of chromatin from P. furiosus COM1 strain followed 

by high-throughput sequencing (MN-Seq) of protected (protein-bound) DNA fragments (Fig. 

C.1). Upon digestion, we obtained a ladder-like pattern of protected DNA fragments, with 

particularly strong bands for 60, 90, and 120 bp sized products (Fig. C.1a). To visualize patterns 

of MNase-protected DNA across the genome, the protected DNA fragments were excised and 

sequenced and resulting reads were aligned to the reference P. furiosus genome (Fig. C.1b-d). 

We generated color-coded sequencing tracks to distinguish the four main fragment sizes of 30, 

60, 90 and 120 bp. In general, most of the genome had some level of coverage, with more 

pronounced peaks interspersed throughout (Fig. C.1b; Extended Data Fig. C.2). There were few 

reads in the 30 bp size range, consistent with the lower intensity of that band in gel images (Fig. 

C.1a).  

 
Interestingly, we observed relatively high protection peaks in the leaders of the CRISPR arrays 

(Fig. C.1b-d). In each of the seven CRISPR arrays, three 60 bp leader peaks were evident (Fig. 

C.1b-d). The three peaks were not equally pronounced in each array but were consistently 

observed in different growth conditions and replicates (Extended Data Fig. C.3). We named 

these peaks LR, L1, and L2. The LR peak partially overlapped the Leader-Repeat junction and 

site of spacer integration. The LR peak was bounded on the left side by the promoter for 

CRISPR array expression and the right side by the first CRISPR repeat (Extended Data Fig. 

C.4). The L1 peak was located ~100 bp upstream from the leader-repeat junction and was 

generally the site with the greatest level of protection as detected by MN-seq. The L2 peak, 
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located further upstream, was the least pronounced at most CRISPR loci (Fig. C.1, Extended 

Data Fig. C.3, C.4). 

 
Figure C.1. MNase protection assay to characterize P. furiosus DNA binding proteins. (a) 
Gel image of DNA fragments generated through micrococcal nuclease digestion of P. furiosus 
chromatin. Colored boxes highlight major bands of protected DNA. (b-d) DNA bands highlighted 
in A were sequenced by HTS and mapped to P. furiosus genome; genome browser tracks show 
the distribution of aligned reads across representative CRISPR loci. Overlapping bars are color-
coded according to the size of the DNA fragment (red: 30 +/- 5 bp; golden yellow: 60 +/- 5 bp; 
green: 90 +/- 5 bp; blue 120 +/- 5 bp). The y-axis indicates the cumulative depth of read 
coverage. Six replicates were sequenced and yielded similar patterns; a representative replicate 
is shown here. Panel b shows a wide, approximately 10 kb, view of the genome space 
surrounding CRISPR7 (leader in pale yellow, repeat array in black), while panel c shows a 
closer view of full CRISPR7 array. (d) Insets below show the leader and first three repeats for 
CRISPR7, CRISPR2, CRISPR4 and CRISPR6. 
 
 
We noted that the leader peaks were almost exclusively comprised of 60 bp reads (Fig. C.1b-d, 

golden yellow). In contrast, upstream and downstream from the arrays, and generally elsewhere 

in the genome, yellow peaks, corresponding to 60 bp aligned reads, were usually much lower 

(Fig. C.1b; Extended Data Fig. C.2). We evaluated genome-wide 60 bp read distributions by 

examining read depth in 60 bp sliding windows across the genome and found that the tallest 
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leader peaks were in the 99.9th percentile, indicating they are outliers (Extended Data Fig. C.3). 

We also noted that most of the other relatively tall peaks (outside of the leaders) were 

comprised of 90 bp reads (green), and many prominent 60 bp read peaks also had some 90 bp 

read overlap (Fig. C.1b, Extended Data Fig. C.2). In contrast, for the LR and L1 peaks, 60 bp 

read depth was about 15 times higher than 90 bp read depth, on average, a bias which was 

relatively rare elsewhere in the genome (Extended Data Fig. C.3). Other than the peaks of 60 

bp MN-seq coverage in the leaders, CRISPR arrays did not display unusually dense coverage 

(Fig. C.1b, Extended Data Fig. C.2). These interesting features prompted us to consider that 

MNase footprints in CRISPR leaders may reflect unique functions for DNA-binding proteins in 

this region. 

 
Like most archaea38-40, P. furious encodes histone proteins that bind and wrap DNA, thus 

protecting the DNA from MNase digestion41,42 (Fig. C.2a). P. furious encodes two similar but 

distinct histone isoforms (A and B) predicted to form both homodimers and heterodimers in 

solution41,43,44. These histones are expected to bind and wrap differing lengths of DNA, 

depending on the number of histone subunits in a complex: 30 bp for a dimer, 60 bp for a 

tetramer (or dimer of dimers), 90 bp for a hexamer (trimer of dimers) and so on (Fig. C.2a), 

which would result in the observed 30 bp laddering pattern of protected DNA when chromatin is 

treated with MNase (Fig. C.1a). Histone tetramers (which would protect 60 bp of DNA like that 

observed at the CRISPR leaders (Fig. C.2c)) are predicted to induce sharp, horseshoe-like or 

U-turn bends in the DNA38,41 (Fig. C.2a). 

 
Histone binding patterns have been studied in a wide range of organisms, leading to the 

identification of sequence features that promote or repel stable histone binding along stretches 

of DNA45,46. We examined the global characteristics of 60 bp MNase-protected reads in our data 

set and observed the hallmark phased helical repeats of AT and GC dinucleotides expected for 

histone binding45,46. Focusing on CRISPR leaders, the sequences underlying LR, L1 and L2 
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were consistent with this pattern of alternating AT and GC dinucleotides (Fig. C.2c). Together, 

these presumed 60 bp histone tetramer binding footprints in CRISPR leaders appeared to be a 

unique and interesting feature, suggesting the possibility of a functional role of histone binding in 

polarized spacer integration. 

 
Figure C.2. DNA binding by histones. (a) Crystal structure of DNA-bound histones from 
Methanothermus fervidus (PDB 5T5K)65. (b) Globally, MNase-protected DNA fragments in P. 
furiosus had a non-random distribution of AT and GC dinucleotides along their lengths, with the 
10bp periodicity observed for histones in eukaryotes and other archaea. (c) . Global AT and GC 
dinucleotide periodicity trends are also observed over the 60 bp protected peaks in CRISPR 
leaders. 
 

Histones promote adaptation in vivo 

Based on the prediction that histone-complexes were specifically bound to CRISPR loci, we 

tested whether histones were important for spacer integration in vivo (Fig. C.3). Specifically, we 

transformed P. furiosus strains with a recently identified conjugative plasmid, called pT33.3, that 

was found to greatly stimulate spacer uptake into CRISPR arrays47. We used our established 
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PCR-based approach (Fig. C.3a) to test the ability of P. furiosus strains to acquire new spacers 

into four separate CRISPR arrays in a strain containing both histones A and B (the P. furiosus 

COM1 parental strain, referred to here as wildtype) as well as in strains lacking either histone A 

or histone B (Fig. C.3b). We were unable to generate a strain lacking both histones A and B, 

presumably because at least one histone is required for cell viability48. Both the ∆histone A and 

∆histone B strains were viable, showed typical growth rates, and showed largely unchanged 

gene expression profiles by RNA-seq as compared to wildtype (Extended Data Fig. C.5a-c). As 

a negative control, we also examined spacer uptake in a strain wherein Cas1 and Cas2 are 

deleted and adaptation does not occur. Relative to wildtype, deletion of genes for either histone 

A or B led to a decrease in both the percentage of cells taking up spacers and the number of 

integrated spacers per array for each of the four arrays examined (Fig. C.3b, c). Ectopic spacer 

integrations at downstream repeats were not observed irrespective of histone availability (Fig. 

C.3d). It appeared that loss of histone A had a greater impact on spacer uptake than did loss of  

histone B (Fig. C.3b, c). To determine whether this effect could be due to differing levels of total 

histone abundance in these strains, we used Western blotting to estimate the concentration of  

histone proteins from crude cell lysates. Blots showed that total histone expression was not 

reduced for the ∆histone A strain (Extended Data Fig. C.5d), implying that total histone 

abundance is not responsible for the greater impact histone A deletion had on adaptation. 

Western blots also showed that the three strains had similar chromatin organization, as larger 

multimeric complexes were visible for all (Extended Data Fig. C.5d). Together, these results 

show that histones A and B promote spacer uptake in vivo.  
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Figure C.3. Histone gene deletions alter spacer integration at the leader-adjacent repeat 
in vivo. (a) Schematic diagram of a PCR-based, in vivo adaptation assay to detect integration 
of new spacers at the leader-adjacent repeat. The relative position of PCR primers is labelled by 
arrows (b) Gel image of PCR products from the assay shown in a. Strains used here contained 
only the type I-B effector complex. Where indicated, strains were transformed with the 
conjugative plasmid pT33.3 to enhance adaptation. * = unexpanded array, ] = expanded arrays. 
The assay was performed with primers for all seven CRISPR arrays to evaluate consistency of 
the phenotype (CR2, CR4, CR5, and CR6 are shown here). (c) Intensity of all PCR bands, as in 
B, was quantified using ImageJ. The proportion of expanded to unexpanded products was 
determined, along with the average number of new spacers in an array, as calculated based on 
relative band intensity. ∆ = spacer integration genes deleted (∆cas1, ∆cas2, ∆cas4-1, ∆cas4-2) 
(d) Primers that amplify downstream from the leader-adjacent repeat (spacer 1-3, or 3-6, as 
labeled) were used to detect ectopic (ie internal to the array) spacer integrations. 
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Histones guide proper spacer integration in vitro 

We turned to in vitro studies to further characterize the role of histone proteins in specifying 

spacer integration (Fig. C.4a). We had previously reconstituted CRISPR spacer integration in 

vitro by incubating purified P. furiosus Cas1-Cas2 integrase complexes with a synthetic spacer 

and a DNA substrate, a plasmid (called pCR7-short) encoding a CRISPR array containing a 

leader and three repeat-spacer units37 (Fig. C.4a). Sites of spacer integration into pCR7-short 

are detected via PCR using a primer complementary to the newly acquired spacer and a primer 

downstream of the CRISPR array (Fig. C.4a). Previously, we reported that Cas1-Cas2 integrate 

spacers at each of the three repeats without major preference (37 and Fig. C.4a). Here we 

added purified histones from either P. furiosus or from Thermococcus kodakarensis, a related 

species of Thermococcales with two histone genes which are well-studied and highly similar to 

those of P. furiosus (Extended Data Fig. C.6). We compared the spacer integration results for 

histone-free plasmid DNA vs. the same plasmids following incubation with histones A, B, or both 

combined (i.e. using chromatin CRISPR DNA substrates; Fig. C.4a). As expected from previous 

results37, in the absence of histones, Cas1-Cas2 complexes catalyzed integration at each of the 

three repeats with no apparent preference (Fig. C.4b). In contrast, addition of purified histones 

(A alone, B alone, or a mixture of A and B) led to a concentration-dependent shift in spacer 

integration to the leader proximal repeat (i.e. repeat 1) (Fig. C.4b). We observed the same effect 

when either P. furiosus (Fig. C.4b, c) or the T. kodakarensis histones proteins were used (Fig. 

C.4d-g). PCR products sometimes appeared as doublets, which we believe is due to variable 

electrophoretic mobility of the same PCR product in the ethidium bromide-stained agarose gels 

(Fig. C.4d). Quantification of relative PCR band intensities showed that histones A and B from 

both archaeal species increased preference for the leader-proximal repeat 1 from ~30% 

(histone-free conditions) to between 60 and 80% (at the highest histone concentration tested) 

(Fig. C.4c, e, g). These results provide evidence that both histone A or B proteins per se, 
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promote integration of spacers by the Cas1-Cas2 complex at the leader-adjacent repeat, 

mirroring the integration site used in vivo. 

 
Figure C.4. In vitro evaluation of spacer integration in the presence of archaeal histones. 
(a) Diagram of experimental setup; spacers are integrated into pCR7-short by the Cas1/Cas2 
adaptation complex in the presence or absence of histones A and/or B (from either P. furiosus 
or T. kodakarensis). PCR was then used to assess the positions and relative efficiencies of in 
vitro integration events into pCR7-short; primers spanned from the inserted spacer to a 
downstream plasmid position (PCR #1) or from the leader to the inserted spacer (PCR #2). (b, 
c) Gel image shows products from PCR #1 for assay done with P. furiosus (Pfu, b) or T. 
kodakarensis (Tko, c) histones. The expected sizes for PCR products resulting from integrations 
at repeat 1, repeat 2, and repeat 3 are marked with R1, R2, and R3, respectively. Red asterisks 
mark the band for integration at repeat 1, which is the natural, preferred point of integration in 
vivo. Histograms below each gel image show relative band intensities, quantified using ImageJ 
(d) Gel image shows products from PCR #2 for integration assay done with T. kodakarensis 
histones. Histograms below the gel image show band intensity quantifications, as above.   
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Several additional experiments further confirmed a specific role for histones in guiding or 

confining spacer integration to the leader-adjacent repeat in vitro. First, when the plasmid-

encoded CRISPR array was expanded from three spacer-repeat units (pCR7-short) to eleven 

spacer-repeat units (pCR7-long; Fig. C.5a), we observed the same phenomenon: integrations 

occurred at all repeats in the absence of histones but were mostly at the first repeat in the 

presence of histones (Fig. C.5b; lane 2 versus 3, 4 versus 5, C.5c). The effect was observed 

with both supercoiled plasmid DNA or linearized plasmid DNA (Fig. C.5b – lane 6 versus 7, and 

lane 8 versus 9, Fig. C.5d) implying that histones don’t simply act by inducing changes to DNA 

supercoiling. We also found that the effect was not unique to the CR7 array. Histones increased 

the preference for repeat 1 in all of the three additional arrays that we tested in vitro (plasmids 

bearing CR5, CR6, and CR8; Extended Data Fig. C.7). To confirm that purified P. furiosus 

histones did indeed bind the plasmid-encoded leader, we conducted an MNase protection assay 

on pCR7-long mixed with purified histones A and B, followed by sequencing. L1 and LR 

protection peaks were observed in the same relative positions as seen in vivo (Extended Data 

Fig. C.8).  
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Figure C.5. In vitro spacer integration into different DNA substrates in the presence of P. 
furiosus histones. (a) Diagrammatric representation of the PCR used to assess in vitro 
integration into pCR7-long. Primer one binds the spacer (S0), while primer two binds either 
spacer 5 (S5) or spacer 10 (S10); in this diagram spacer 10 products are outlined (b) 
Representative gel image shows products from the PCR outlined in a; pCR7-long was either 
supercoiled or linearized by inverse PCR. The S0-S5 label indicates PCR products when the 
spacer 5 primer was used; S0-S10 label indicates PCR products when spacer 10 primer was 
used. Red asterisks highlight the repeat 1 band. (c-d) Intensity of all PCR bands in b was 
quantified using ImageJ and the proportion of integration events at all repeats was determined 
for both supercoiled (c) and linear (d) plasmid DNA.  
 
To further address the specificity of the histone-mediated effects on shaping the site of spacer 

integration, in vitro spacer integration assays were carried out with two other abundant DNA 

binding proteins found in P. furiosus, TrmBL249 and Alba38,50. Titration of either protein failed to 

reproduce the changes in integration observed for histones A and B, although higher 

concentrations of TrmBL2 appeared to suppress integration at all repeats (Extended Data Fig. 

C.9; purified proteins shown in Extended Data Fig. C.6). Finally, we verified the PCR-based 

results using an established sequencing-based approach that does not rely on array-specific 

primers37. Without histones, numerous integration events were detected at each CRISPR 5’ 

repeat boundary (Extended Data Fig. C.10). However, with histones there was a clear shift in 

the number of integrations at the leader-adjacent repeat and that preference scaled with histone 

concentration (Extended Data Fig. C.10). In contrast, addition of the Alba protein did not alter 

the sites of integration across repeat junctions at any concentration (Extended Data Fig. C.10). 

Taken together, the in vitro studies provide compelling evidence that histones play a specific 

role in directing spacer integrations to the leader-adjacent repeat. 

 
Discussion 

Prokaryotic CRISPR arrays serve as memory banks of past infection that are used to immunize 

an organism against potentially deleterious viruses and other MGEs. This immunity is passed 

on to future generations, making CRISPR the only example of adaptive immunity found in 

prokaryotes. The polarized acquisition of new spacers to the leader-adjacent CRISPR repeat is 

ubiquitous throughout diverse CRISPR-Cas systems of Bacteria and Archaea51. To date, only 
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one bacterial host factor has been shown to drive leader-proximal spacer integration – the 

proteobacterial IHF protein{Santiago-Frangos, 2021 #22366;Yoganand, 2017 #6482;Fagerlund, 

2017 #6615;Nunez, 2016 #8293;Wright, 2017 #22368;Santiago-Frangos, 2023 #22672}}. 

Beyond this example, the identity of host factors underlying spacer integration polarity remains 

unknown for the majority of CRISPR-containing species. Here, in vivo and in vitro findings 

reveal that histones play an important role in CRISPR immunity by serving as a key host factor 

that directs site-specific CRISPR spacer acquisition in the model archaeon, P. furiosus.  

 
While the molecular details of how the tested P. furiosus and T. kodakarensis histones act to 

promote spacer integration at the leader-adjacent repeat are not yet understood, we propose a 

general model which mirrors that of IHF (Fig. C.6). Both IHF and histones are abundant host 

chromosomal binding proteins which wrap DNA, and in doing so, induce sharp bends and 

topological changes. In the case of IHF-mediated integration, one or two IHF dimers bind 

conserved IHF binding motifs present in the CRISPR leader26 and bend the DNA such that 

upstream leader motifs contact the Cas1-2 spacer integration complex (Fig. C.6). In the E. coli 

system, this IHF binding has been proposed to expose the leader-repeat phosphate for 

nucleophilic attack by the 3′-OH of the incoming spacer present within the Cas1-Cas2 integrase 

complex25,29. In our model, histone tetramers bind to one, two or even three 60 base-pair 

conserved leader-encoded motifs and are predicted to bend the DNA in a manner similar to IHF 

(Fig. C.6).  

 
There are several possibilities for how DNA binding and bending by histones could promote 

integration at the leader-proximal repeat in P. furiosus. Leader bending may allow a secondary 

upstream motif to contact Cas1-2 complex, as in the E. coli IHF system{Santiago-Frangos, 2021 

#22366;Yoganand, 2017 #6482;Wright, 2017 #22368;Santiago-Frangos, 2023 #22672}}.  

Alternatively, the Cas1-2 complex may directly contact the histone tetramer and some aspect of 

this physical interaction could aid integration. A third possibility is that the bending or torsion 
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induced by the histones may promote integration by making the leader-repeat phosphate more 

exposed for nucleophilic attack by the spacer DNA. We expect that the site of integration at the 

leader-repeat junction would be readily accessible on the outer surface of the LR positioned 

histone tetramer (Fig. C.6). Additional experiments and structural data will be necessary to 

understand if one or more of these possible mechanisms underlie directional spacer integration 

in P. furiosus.  

 
Another interesting parallel between IHF and histones in our study is that both are required for 

detectable integration in their respective systems in vivo, but for these same systems in vitro, 

Cas1 and Cas2 efficiently carry out integration at array repeats without leader-end specificity. 

This discrepancy between in vivo and in vitro effects suggests that there may be other factors or 

cellular features in vivo that suppress integration at downstream repeats, even in the absence of 

leader-binding proteins like IHF and histones. Overall, we find it remarkable that CRISPR 

spacer acquisition appears to rely on similar modes of DNA binding and bending across the 

great evolutionary distance between Bacteria and Archaea (Fig. C.6).  

 
Our results could indicate a conserved role for histones in archaeal CRISPR immunity since 

histones are widespread in archaeal lineages38-40. Notable exceptions are the Crenarchaeota, 

and the Diaforarchaea clades52, which lack histones. Intriguingly, histones are not present in the 

Crenarchaeon S. solfataricus, where factor-mediated spacer integration is also known to exist32, 

so polarized spacer integration in Crenarchaeon CRISPR systems may be ensured by yet 

another co-opted host chromosomal DNA binding protein.  

 
Previous work aimed at understanding the determinants for histone binding to DNA showed that 

underlying sequences are the primary predictor for archaeal histone occupancy45,46. Important 

DNA features that recruit archaeal histones include helically phased AT and GC dinucleotides 

and certain GC-rich stretches (and the absence of certain AT-rich DNA stretches45,46). The 
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regions of P. furiosus CRISPR leaders with peaks of MNase-Seq read coverage contain these 

DNA features and are bordered by histone-repelling AT-rich sequences that comprise elements 

involved in transcription initiation (the BRE/TATA elements) and the CRISPR repeat (Fig. C.1, 

C.2 and Extended Data Fig. C.4). Histone binding at these same sites was also observed in 

vitro at the leader of a plasmid-encoded CRISPR locus (Extended Data Fig. C.8), confirming 

that histone binding is largely mediated by sequence features, rather than by other protein(s) or 

DNA topology. Such a sequence requirement suggests that, as with IHF sites in Proteobacteria, 

Archaeal CRISPR leaders co-evolved with host-associated chromosomal DNA binding proteins.  

 
Like many archaea, P. furiosus and T. kodakarensis encode two highly similar histone isoforms, 

referred to as A and B (Extended Data Fig. C.6). Consistent with previous findings with T. 

kodakarensis48, we found that either P. furiosus A or B histone could be deleted but a double 

histone knockout (A + B) was not possible, indicating that at least one histone is necessary for 

viability. It is not clear why two (or more) related histones commonly occur in archaea44. Our in 

vivo data indicated that loss of histone A disrupted spacer uptake more than loss of histone B, 

potentially indicating a specialized role for histone A in integration (Fig. C.3). In contrast, our in 

vitro work, that both histone A or B (from either P. furiosus and T. kodakarensis) promoted 

spacer integration to the first repeat with approximately equal efficiencies (Fig. C.4). Together, 

the results show that both histone A and B, which likely bind DNA with similar properties45, are 

competent in conferring integration specificity to the Cas1-Cas2 integrase complex but leave 

open the possibility that additional layers of regulation make histone A more effective at 

directing new spacer uptake in vivo. 
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Figure C.6. Hypothetical model for involvement of DNA binding proteins in spacer 
integration in bacterial and archael systems. Cartoon diagrams, based on recent structural 
and functional data, showing a general model for how histones (a) and IHF (c) bind CRISPR 
leaders and guide integration to the leader-adjacent repeat. (b) Crystal structure of histone B 
from Methanothermus fervidus PDB 5T5K65 (d) Crystral structure of IHF from Escherichia coli 
PDB 1OWG66. (e) Components of the integration reaction: DNA structure with positions of LR 
and L1 histone binding sites (yellow) relative to promoter elements (BRE and TATA in purple 
and red, respectively), as well as CRISPR repeat (blue) and spacer integration site at leader-
repeat junction; Histone tetramer (dimers labelled in orange and green) bound to 60 bp of DNA; 
Cas1-2 integration complex with bound pre-spacer (purple). (f) Binding of histone tetramers to 
L1 (left), or LR (right) induces a strong bend in CRISPR leader sequence. (g) Binding of histone 
tetramers to both L1 and LR with Cas1-2 bound at the leader-repeat spacer integration site. 
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It is now clear that factor-mediated mechanisms (histones in Archaea and IHF in Bacteria) 

ensure that new spacer integration is localized to the leader-adjacent end of the repeat array. 

However, it is still unclear what evolutionary driving forces promote this localization. Although 

studies have shown that spacers throughout an array are competent for interference, spacers in 

the leader-adjacent position are often more highly expressed and give rise to more potent 

protection than leader-distal spacers5,51,53. Additionally, the numerous repeats in a CRISPR 

array may make central spacers less stable (subject to loss through recombination). Finally, the 

combinatorial requirement of leader-repeat sequence elements together with leader-bound 

protein factors may ensure specificity toward CRISPR arrays, thereby minimizing ectopic 

integration of foreign DNA fragments at repeat-like sequences elsewhere in the genome.  

 

The fact that new spacers are consistently added to host CRISPR arrays has been leveraged 

into powerful technologies that harness CRISPR arrays as ‘molecular recording devices’54-58. 

These technologies exploit the capacity of diverse Cas1-Cas2 integrases to continuously 

capture and directionally store DNA or RNA information over time in CRISPR loci of living cells. 

Ideally, sequencing and analysis of spacer location within the molecular recording arrays will 

allow researchers to derive time-ordered histories of biological processes, including transcription 

events and temporal gene expression pathways. CRISPR-based recorders may be optimized 

and/or their capacities expanded by considering the contribution of the protein factors like 

histones in new spacer uptake.  
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Materials and Methods 

Micrococcal nuclease DNA digestion and high-throughput sequencing analysis. 

Pyrococcus furiosus COM1 strain59 was grown in 250 mL cultures in defined media to either 

exponential or stationary phase, pelleted, and flash frozen. Pellets were resuspended in MNase 

buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl and 1 mM CaCl2) then lysed mechanically by 

freeze/thawing with liquid nitrogen while grinding with a mortar and pestle. Lysate was clarified 

by centrifugation to remove cellular debris. RNA was removed by digestion with RNase A 

(Qiagen) at a final concentration of 4 mg/mL and incubation at 37°C for one hour. 500 Units of 

MNase (ThermoFisher Scientific) was then added to the lysate, and 100 µL fractions were taken 

out at various timepoints. MNase reactions were stopped by the addition of 

phenol/chloroform/isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1) followed by vigorous mixing and centrifugation at 

4°C for 5 minutes at 15,000 rpm. The aqueous layer was transferred into a 1.5 mL tube with 200 

µL of 1 M Tris-HCl pH 8.0.  DNA was ethanol precipitated, washed, and resuspended in 10 mM 

Tris-HCl pH 8.0.  

 
MNase digested DNA was visualized by ethidium bromide staining after separation on a 4% 

Nusieve agarose gel.  Bands corresponding to digested products 30, 60, 90, and 120 bp in 

length were excised from the gel and purified using the Zymo Gel DNA Recovery Kit (Zymo 

Research, Irvine, CA, USA). Purified DNA was then prepared for Illumina platform sequencing 

using the NEBNext Ultra II DNA library prep kit (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA). 

Since MNase digested DNA was already fragmented, the fragmentation steps of the library prep 

protocol were excluded. Completed libraries were analyzed for size distribution and DNA 

concentration using TapeStation (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA) and Qubit (ThermoFisher 

Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) instruments, respectively, then pooled and sequenced on a 

NextSeq 550 (Illumina Inc, San Diego, CA, USA) using a 2 x 75 paired end protocol and high 

output kit.  
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Following sequencing, reads were demultiplexed by index, adapter trimmed, and aligned to a 

the P. furiosus reference genome and pT33.3 plasmid by bowtie2 version 2.5.060. To visualize 

patterns of MNase-protected DNA, alignment outputs were processed using samtools version 

1.9 and bedtools version 2.29.0 to generate genome coverage profiles (coverage BED files) for 

each sample61,62 and then custom genome browser tracks were made with publicly available 

tools provided and described by the University of California Santa Cruz ( kent-tools, 

https://genome.ucsc.edu). To examine genome-wide trends in read depth (as in Extended Data 

Fig. 3), custom python scripts were written to take genome coverage depth BED files as input 

and determine the depth of 60 bp and 90 bp read coverage in sliding 60 bp windows across the 

genome (1 bp increments). This generated a set of densities which was then binned, tallied, and 

analyzed to determine 1) the distribution of 60 bp read densities, 2) the ratio of 60 bp to 90 bp 

read coverage in each sliding window, and 3) the distribution of 60 bp to 90 bp read coverage 

ratios. These ratios were output as matrix files which could be viewed in Microsoft Excel version 

16.69.1. 

 
Conjugative transfer of pT33.3 plasmid. Conjugative transfer of pT33.3 plasmid to P. furiosus 

strains were carried out as described47.  Briefly, Thermococcus donor strains were cultured in 

complex media at 85°C and the Pyrococcus recipient strains were cultured in defined selective 

media at 95°C, all grown overnight for ~16 hours. Five mL of each fresh, overnight culture was 

centrifuged at ~3,800 x g for 20 minutes. Supernatant was discarded and all remaining liquid 

media removed. Using a wide-bore pipette tip, cells were resuspended in 50 µL of 1X Pfu Base 

Salts63. Recipient cells were mixed with the appropriate donor in a 1.5 mL tube, for a total of 100 

µL of cell resuspension. The entire cell mixture was spotted in the center of selective media 

plates. Plates were grown anaerobically for three nights at 95°C. The spot of growth was 
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scraped using the flat side of a micropipette tip into 5 mL of defined selective liquid media and 

grown overnight at 95°C. 

 
P. furiosus strain construction. Strains with histone A or B gene deletions were generated by 

homologous recombination with PCR products64. 

 
Growth of P. furiosus cultures retaining both or one histone-encoding loci. Strains were 

inoculated 1:100 from overnight cultures and growth monitored by changes in optical density at 

600 nm at 95˚C. Anaerobic media was prepared and reduced as previously described65. Culture 

density was recorded hourly for ~32 hours. Average cultures densities with standard error of the 

mean are reported for at least three biological replicates of each strain. Uninoculated cultures 

were also monitored to provide a baseline since small changes in media absorbance occur 

during extended incubation at 95˚C.  

 
Analyses of histone protein levels in total cell lysate from P. furiosus cultures retaining 

both or one histone-encoding loci by Western blotting. Biomass from anaerobic 95˚C 

cultures was harvested via centrifugation at mid-exponential (E) and early-stationary (S) phase, 

respectively, resuspended and lysed in 25 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 500 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 

2% SDS, and total protein concentrations of each sample were quantified using a Qubit Protein 

Assay (Invitrogen). 3 µg of total protein from each strain harvested either from exponential or 

stationary phase cells was boiled and resolved through 4-20% Criterion™ TGX Stain-Free™ 

Protein gels alongside 500 ng of purified, recombinant HPfA and/or HPfB. Despite boiling 

samples in 2% SDS before loading the gels, the hyperthermophilic histones from P. furiosus 

retain dimer, tetramer, and larger multimeric complexes even when resolved in SDS-PAGE, 

resulting in a ladder of histone complexes revealed by Western blotting. Gels were transferred, 

probed with polyclonal antibodies raised against T. kodakarensis HTkA (that recognize HTkA, 

HTkB, HPfA, and HPfB), and developed as previously described 66. Six independent biological 
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replicates (culturing, biomass preparations, and Western analyses of total histone levels from 

each strain) were done with similar results. 

 
RNA-seq analysis of wildtype and histone deletion strains. For each of the three strains 

(wildtype, ∆histone A, ∆histone B), five separate 250 mL volumes of liquid culture grown to 

stationary phase were centrifuged to pellet cells. Cell pellets were frozen and later resuspended 

in 5 ml TRI Reagent® RT (Molecular Research Center), incubated at room temperature for 5 

min at room temperature, and then placed on ice. 250 µl of 4-bromoanisole (BAN; Molecular 

Research Center) was added, samples were mixed by inversion and then centrifuged at 12,000 

X g for 15 min at 4°C. The resulting 3 ml of aqueous layer was removed and added to 4.5 ml of 

100% isopropyl alcohol and moved to -20°C for at least 15 min prior to being centrifuged again 

for 30 min. Pelleted material was washed with 75% ethanol, resuspended in 450 µl nuclease-

free water (ThermoFisher) + 50 µl DNase I Reaction Buffer (NEB) + 4 µl DNase I (NEB), and 

incubated at 37°C for 30 min. 500 µl of 4°C acid-phenol:chloroform IAA (ThermoFisher) was 

added, the sample was mixed by inversion and centrifuged at 16,000 X g for 10 min at 4°C. 450 

µl of aqueous layer was removed and added to 45 µl 3M sodium acetate + 750 µl 100% 

isopropyl alcohol and moved to -20°C for at least 15 min prior to being centrifuged at 16,000 X g 

again for 30 min. Pelleted material was washed with 75% ethanol, resuspended in 40 µl 

nuclease-free water and isolated RNA was quantified using a NanoDrop™ spectrophotometer 

(ThermoFisher).  

 
The NEBNext® rRNA Depletion Kit (NEB; E6310) was utilized to deplete P. furiosus rRNAs 

prior to making libraries for RNA sequencing. The “rRNA Depletion Solution” provided in the kit 

was replaced with a mixture of 82 custom oligonucleotides (IDT) with complementary 

sequences to P. furiosus rRNA sequences and containing an equimolar concentration of 1 µM 

for each oligo. The protocol in the manual for the kit was followed using an input amount of 840 

ng P. furiosus RNA for each sample with the only exception being that after the enzymatic steps 
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the RNA was purified by using a Monarch® RNA Cleanup Kit (NEB; T2030) rather than 

magnetic beads. rRNA-depleted RNA was eluted in 7 µl and then 5 µl of that volume was used 

to make libraries via using a NEBNext® Ultra™ II Directional RNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina® 

(NEB; E7760) and the protocol section in the manual for intact rRNA-depleted RNA. The 

libraries were amplified via 10 cycles of PCR with NEBNext® Multiplex Oligos for Illumina® 

(NEB; E6440), quantified by analyzing on a 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent), mixed and paired-end 

sequenced 2 X 150 bp on an Illumina® NovaSeq 6000 instrument. Sequencing was conducted 

on two separate runs. For the first run, sequencing resulted in between 109,066 and 140,590 

reads (average 124,032) for each library. For the second run, sequencing resulted in between 

105,874 and 44,868,432 reads (average 29,067,816) for each library. For both sequencing runs, 

average insert size was between 142 and 159 bp.  

 
Following sequencing, reads were demultiplexed by index, adapter trimmed, and aligned to the 

P. furiosus COM1 reference genome by bowtie2 in local mode, default settings60. To look for 

differences in transcript abundances between wildtype and ∆histone A or ∆histone B strains, we 

took the aligned RNA-seq data and determined per-gene read counts using bedtools intersect 

verion 2.29.062 and the available gene annotations for our reference genome. A custom python 

script was used to parse output and generate a read count matrix which was then imported into 

DESeq267.  Samples were evaluated for differences in gene expression in two separate 

comparisons (wildtype versus ∆histone A, wildtype versus ∆histone B).  

 
In vivo spacer integration assay. After the conjugation of the pT33.3 plasmid into P. furiosus 

strains, a population of cells (~20 colonies) was added to 5 mL of defined, selective, liquid 

media and allowed to grow at 95°C overnight (~16 hours). One mL of overnight culture was then 

used for genomic DNA extraction using the Quick-DNA miniprep kit (Zymo Research). 10 ng of 

genomic DNA was used in each PCR reaction. To detect addition of a new leader-adjacent 

spacer, PCR primers were designed to amplify between the leader and the first known spacer in 
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the array. PCR products were then run on a 2.5% agarose gel to separate unexpanded bands 

(no integration of new spacers between the leader and the first known spacer) from expanded 

bands (integration of a new leader adjacent spacer-repeat unit) and the DNA was detected by 

ethidium bromide staining. 

 
Recombinant protein expression and purification. P. furiosus Cas1, Cas2, Alba, Trmbl2, 

histone A and B genes were PCR amplified from genomic DNA, cloned into pET21d and 

transformed into E. coli BL21-RIPL expression strains. The C-terminal 6 x histidine tag proteins 

(Cas1, Cas2, Alba, Trmbl2) were expressed and purified by heat precipitation and nickel 

chromatography as described37. Histone A and B genes (from P. furiosus and T. kodakarensis) 

were expressed as native (untagged) proteins and purified by heat precipitation and heparin 

chromatography as described45.  

 
In vitro integration assay. A full CRISPR leader and an array consisting of either three repeats 

and two spacers (pCRISPR-short) or 11 repeats and 10 spacers (pCRISPR-long) were added to 

Blunt II TOPO vectors via blunt end ligation. These CRISPR containing plasmids were used in 

in vitro integration assays to monitor the position of new spacer integration events. A final 

concentration of 1 µM Cas1, 1 µM Cas2, 1 mM DTT, 10 mM MgCl2, and 50 nM of spacer DNA 

(with 5 nt overhangs) was incubated in reaction buffer (20 mM Tris, 100 mM KCl, 5% glycerol, 

pH 7.5) for 1 hour at 4°C. Histone concentrations were selected to range from fully saturated 

(i.e., one histone dimer for every 30 bp of DNA in the reaction), to half saturation, to one tenth 

saturation, which was 3.4 µM, 1.7 µM, and 0.34 µM respectively. A final concentration of 50 nM 

pCRISPR and varying concentrations as indicated of histones, Alba, or TrmBL2 (0-5.1 µM) were 

added and incubated at 70°C for 1 hour. After incubation, the Cas1-Cas2 mixture was added 

and the reaction was incubated for one hour at 70°C. The integration reactions were then 

stopped by addition of 25 mM EDTA and proteins were degraded using 10 µg proteinase K (Life 
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Technologies). DNA was purified from each reaction with the DNA Clean and Concentrator Kit 

(Zymo Research, Irvine, CA, USA), and eluted in a volume of 15 µL of TE Buffer. Integration 

reaction products were then assayed by PCR: 1 µL of the reaction product was added to a PCR 

with primers designed to amplify from the CRISPR leader to the incoming spacer, or from 

spacer 5 or 10 on the CRISPR array to the incoming spacer. PCR products were then run on a 

4% Nusieve agarose gel at 120 V for 45-50 minutes for detected by ethidium bromide staining.  

 

ImageJ and high-throughput sequencing analysis of in vitro integration products. The 

average intensity of each band (corresponding to an integration event at a repeat) in each lane 

was acquired using ImageJ version 1.53 (NIH). The normalized intensity of those bands was 

then determined: for a given band, the average intensity of that band was divided by the total 

band intensities observed for the whole lane multiplied by 100. For high-throughput sequencing, 

in vitro integration products were treated, prepared for sequencing, and analyzed as previously 

described37. Briefly, the in vitro spacer integration assay was performed and DNA was isolated 

as described above. Excess un-integrated pre-spacer was removed using Agencourt AMPure 

XP beads (Beckman Coulter, Indianapolis, IN). Illumina adapter sequence with an N10 random 

primer was annealed to the plasmid DNA and extended (thermocycler conditions: 98°C for 30s, 

25°C for 30s, 35°C for 30s, 45°C for 30S, and 72°C for 5 min).  Excess Illumina adapter was 

then removed using AMPure beads. A PCR was done to specifically amplify plasmid DNA that 

contained integrated pre-spacer; the forward primer targeted the pre-spacer, while reverse 

primers targeted the Illumina adapter introduced with the random anneal and extension step.  

Illumina barcodes and additional adapter sequences were added with a final PCR and the 

resulting library was separated on a 1% agarose gel to select for DNA in a 400 to 700 bp size 

range.  DNA was isolated using the Zymo Gel DNA Recovery Kit (Zymo Research, Irvine CA) 

and sequenced on an Illumina MiSeq in a 100 by 50 paired end run.  
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Extended Data 

 

 

 

Extended Data C.1. Steps of integration. Cartoon diagram shows the steps by which a spacer 
is integrated into the CRISPR array at the leader-adjacent repeat.  
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Extended Data C.2. Distributions of aligned DNA sequences from MNase protection 
assay. MNase protected DNA (Fig. C.1a) was sequenced by HTS, aligned, and genome 
browser tracks were generated to examine the genome-wide distribution of aligned DNA 
fragments. Overlapping subtracks are color-coded according to the size of the DNA fragment 
(red: 30 bp +/- 5; golden yellow: 60 bp +/- 5; green: 90 bp +/- 5; blue 120 bp +/- 5). Positions of 
CRISPR loci are indicated (leader in pale yellow, repeat array in black). Approximately 10 kb of 
genome space upstream and downstream from each CRISPR locus is shown. Six replicates 
(three stationary growth, three exponential) were sequenced and yielded similar patterns; a 
representative replicate is shown here.  
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Extended Data C.3. Positions of MNase protected DNA fragments and promoter elements 
within leaders of the seven CRISPR loci in P. furiosus. Genome browser tracks were 
examined to determine the distribution of aligned MNase-protected DNA fragments within 
CRISPR leaders. Overlapping subtracks are color-coded according to the size of the DNA 
fragment (red: 30 bp +/- 5; golden yellow: 60 bp +/- 5; green: 90 bp +/- 5; blue 120 bp +/- 5). The 
x-axis indicates the cumulative depth of read coverage. Six replicates (three stationary growth 
(St), three exponential (Ex)) are shown. We noted that the 60 bp read coverage (peak height) 
over L1 and LR was unusually high compared to 60 bp coverage elsewhere in the genome. To 
quantify this, we analyzed sliding 60 bp windows across the genome, determined the density of 
60 bp reads in those sliding windows, then binned and tallied the results to determine the 
distribution of 60 bp read densities. The values found under the label “60mer peak height” 
indicate the percentile of the L1 or LR peaks for each replicate; for example, the LR peak in 
CR1 exponential replicate 1 is higher than 99.92% of all 60 bp windows in the genome. We also 
noted that L1 and LR peaks usually had more 60mer coverage than 90mer coverage, even 
though 90mer reads were more abundant elsewhere in the genome. We used the sliding 
windows to quantify the 60mer to 90mer read density ratios across the genome. The values 
found under the label “60/90 peak ratio” indicate how biased towards 60mer read covereager 
the L1 or LR peak is; for example, the LR peak in CR1 exponential replicate 1 is more biased 
towards 60mer read coverage than 97.68% of all 60 bp windows in the genome. 
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Extended Data C.4. Nucleotide alignment of seven CRISPR array leaders with MNase 
protected DNA peaks, promoter elements, and integration sites mapped. Nucleotide 
sequences of seven leaders were aligned; conserved nucleotide regions are highlighted in gray. 
Peaks of MNase protected DNA are highlighted in yellow; the purple star and line at the leader-
repeat junction show the position of typical, in vivo spacer integration. Promoter elements in the 
leader are labeled (BRE and TATA). 
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Extended Data C.5. Growth, RNA expression, and histone abundance characteristics in 
wildtype, ∆histone A, and ∆histone B P. furiosus strains used in this study. Total, ribo-
depleted RNA was sequenced for wildtype, ∆histone A, and ∆histone B strains (five replicates 
each) and analyzed using the DESeq2 package to identify annotated transcripts with differential 
expression between (a) wildtype and ∆histone A and (b) wildtype and ∆histone B. A difference 
in transcript abundance was considered significant if the log 2-fold difference was equal or 
greater than 0.58 and the adjusted p-value was equal or less than 0.1. (c) Wildtype, ∆histone A, 
and ∆histone B strains were grown in liquid medium supplemented with pyruvate and Na2S at 
95ºC and optical density (OD600nm) was measured every hour as a proxy for cell growth. Blank 
sample contained medium but no inoculum. Error bars show standard error of the mean for 
three biological replicates. (d) Western blots, employing polyclonal antibodies raised against 
HTkA (that recognize HTkA, HTkB, HPfA, and HPfB), were done on total protein from each 
strain harvested either from exponential (E, 10 hour time point) or stationary (S, 30 hour time 
point) phase cells. Recombinantly purified HPfA and HPfB were resolved on identical gels to 
provide size references. Six biological replicates were run with similar results; a representative 
blot image is shown here. Although samples were boiled in 2% SDS before gel loading, 
histones retained dimer, tetramer, and larger multimeric complexes, giving rise to the multi-band 
ladder appearance visible on the gel. 
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Extended Data C.6. Conservation of histones in Euryarchaeota and purification of 
recombinant proteins. (a) Clustal Omega Multiple Sequence Alignment of histones from P. 
furiosus (Pfu A and Pfu B), Thermococcus kodakarensis (Tko A and Tko B), and 
Methanothermus fervidus (HMf A and HMf B). * = completely conserved residues, : = 
conservation between groups with strongly similar properties, . = conservation between groups 
with weakly similar properties. (b) SDS PAGE gels with the purified proteins used in the in vitro 
integration assays. Cas1=37.5 kDa, Cas2=10 kDa, P. furiosus histones A=7.4 kDa and B=7.3 
kDa, T. kodakarensis histones A=7.3 kDa and B=7.1 kDa, TrmBL2=30.6 kDa. 
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Extended Data C.7. In vitro evaluation of spacer integration into four CRISPR arrays in 
the presence or absence of P. furiosus histones. (a) Gel images show representative results 
from PCR (carried out as in Fig. C.5d) with primers targeting four CRISPR arrays: CRISPR5, 
CRISPR6, CRISPR7, and CRISPR8. The expected sizes for PCR products resulting from 
integrations at repeats 1 - 5 are marked with R1 – R5, respectively. Red asterisks identify the 
band corresponding to integrations at repeat 1, which is the natural, preferred point of 
integration in vivo. (b) Intensity of all PCR bands was quantified using ImageJ and the 
proportion of integration events at the five repeats was determined. 
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Extended Data C.8. MNase protection assay to characterize binding patterns for P. 
furiosus histones incubated with the pCR7-long plasmid. (a) Gel image of DNA fragments 
generated by micrococcal nuclease digestion of pCR7-long plasmid incubated with purified 
recombinant P. furiosus histones A and B. Colored boxes highlight major bands of protected 
DNA. The gel image is for a digest containing 100 units of MNase; a 500 unit digestion was also 
done and resulting DNA bands were much fainter. (b) DNA bands highlighted in A were 
sequenced and genome browser tracks were generated. Overlapping subtracks are color-coded 
according to the size of the DNA fragment (red: 30 bp +/- 5; golden yellow: 60 bp +/- 5; green: 
90 bp +/- 5; blue 120 bp +/- 5). The full CRISPR7 and part of one repeat are shown, with the 
purple line indicating the position where integration would typically occur in vivo. The x-axis 
indicates the cumulative depth of read coverage.  
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Extended Data C.9. In vitro evaluation of spacer integration into pCR7-long in the 
presence or absence of DNA-binding proteins. (a) Diagrammatric representation of the PCR 
used to assess in vitro integration into pCR7-long. (b) Gel images show representative results 
from the PCR in (a) when recombinant purified histones, Alba, or Trmbl2 were added to the 
reaction at the indicated concentrations. The expected sizes for PCR products resulting from 
integrations at repeats 1 - 4 are marked with R1 - R4, respectively. Red asterisks identify the 
band corresponding to integrations at repeat 1, which is the natural, preferred point of 
integration in vivo. (c) Intensity of all PCR bands was quantified using ImageJ and the 
proportion of integration events at the five repeats was determined. 
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Extended Data C.10. Unbiased HTS sequencing of in vitro integration of a spacer into 
pCR7-long. The in vitro integration assay with and without histones (a) or alba (b) was carried 
out, as before, and integration events were then sequenced using a two-step, semi-degenerate 
PCR protocol which targets all DNA fragments bearing the spacer. Sequencing results were 
used to generate genome browser tracks; the amplitude of the black peaks in these tracks 
indicate the total number of reads supporting an integration event at that nucleotide position. 
The positions of the leader (pale yellow) and repeats (black) are shown.  
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